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Looking
Around Us
We look around us and we see Butler's campus
hilly in view ... we .see the old sturdily facing the
new
. . .
we see the narrowly schola.stic giving wav
to the cultural. We see life in everything around
us
. . .
color is e\er)where. The campus is the sur-
face, the superficial cosering of Butler Universit%-.
We see the lake, blue and thick, but turned to green
for special occasions . . . we see the woods and the
gardens whose character changes with the seasons
. . .
we see the malls long and untouched, framed
hv cars of all colors.
the scenes
well-reinetnbered
Bevond the campus is the iiniversitv,
tlie people who keep Butler on the move
. . . There is the faculty whose knowl-
edge reflects light through the windows
of Jordan Hall and the students who de-
pend upon the light and arc guided hv
it . . . There is the administration who
make the windows possible
. . . the build-
ings, the landscape, the faces .
. . We
see a uni\ersitv well-established within
oiu- gaze . . . the groo\ed paths which
point to Jordan Hall from each dii'ection.
. . . Jordan Hall, tlie academic corner-
stone . . . the Memorial Carillon Tower
with its foundation of stone and stead-
fastness . . . the Pharmacy building
guarding our health and physical well-
being. . . . Sweeney Chapel summons us
rehgiously
. . . and the Obser\'atory
places us not onh' within a imiversit\'
and community but within a lar<;er uni-
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the buildings
to come . . .
We see each other in our broad \isual
sweep . . . we ha\e a purpose ... to grow
with Butler . . . we must grow quickly be-
cause Butler has become an e\'er-expanding
institution under President M. O. Ross . . .
the John McGurk family \\alls its estate
. . .
Butler is the scene of upturned ground
. . .
plans are converted to foundations and
structures . . . Jordan College of Music
building is the first to tower abo\e ground
. . . Mrs. G. H. A. Clowes dedicates a me-
morial to her husband in a cornerstone lay-
ing ceremony ... Eli Lilly Endowment,
Inc. offers $250,000 if Butler matches it
with $500,000 . . . trucks deliver arches de-
signed bv Minoru Yamasaki.
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We look at the school year of 1961-1962 .
. .the C-Club
becomes a lendezx ous . . . old acquaintances are renewed
and new ones are made . . . sororit)' actixes return earlv
to plan rush and tlieir parties . . . e\ en'one had a wonder-
ful siunmer and \\'as read^' to come back . . . the football
team returns to practice . . . the rushees mo\e into the
dorm and are panicked at the approaching week . . . the
fraternities mo\e into the dorm lobb\' to meet the rush-
ees . . . walks around campus . . . looking it o\er . . .
we made a great choice.
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pledge classes are sought .
Rush begins . . . much entertainnieut . . . "suow" ma-
chines are turned on . . . con\ ersation . . . Utetime friends
are chosen in a \\ eek . . . whom to pledge . . . tlie final
Hst . . . tlie bahn%' air closes in . . . the campus is under
a deathhke sileix-e ... 9 pm . . . screams . . . shouts . . .
acti\es pick up pledges . . . p;irties . . . serenades . . .
nio\ ing in . . . the men ha\ e been rushed too . . . sunmier
beach parties and barbecues . . . water-skiing and minia-
ture 2;olf . . . the%- danced to the music of outdoor bands
at several fraternit\' houses.
registration
for everyone . . .
Freshmen join in a week of orientation .
. . tours . . .
Doctor Usher speaks on college success
. . . aptitude tests
are taken . . . Freshman English 101 or 103 . . . e\'eryonc
tliinks more about school . . . registration begins . . . some
are on the wrong side of the fence and are on pro . . .
others go through the line without ti-ouble . . . print name
twentv-five times . . . ga\'els and green beanies are sold
. . . now freshmen are really green . . . mixer, held in
honor of freshmen . . . most typical freshman girl and
bov are chosen . . . Sandv Crisman, Kappa Alpha Theta
. . . George Leininger, Lambda Chi Alpha.
Classes begin . . . notebooks open . . . bridge in the
C-CIub . . . long walks to the gardens and back at dusk
. . . study table is set up . . . open houses in honor of new
pledge classes . . . Chuck Roast and Jim Shoes are intro-
duced . . . the pledges meet the guests . . . the acti\'es
serve them . . . pledging begins . . . everyone gets serious.
eb-^
The annual Watermelon Bust . . . pledges show their
talents . . . Kappa Sigs win the watermelon throwing con-
test . . . Lambda Chis slice lots of melons . . . campus
crowd eats them all . . . Marcia Pinkstaff, Theta pledge,
eats the mostest, the fastest . . . Dorothy Porter, Trianon,
spits seeds the farthest . . . Bett)' Sechrist, Theta pledge,
fills the form the best to become Miss Watermelon Bust
. . . Lambda Chis put awav their wooden watermelon
slice for another vear.
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campus events
Student Council sponsors freshman elections . . . win-
ners are announced at SCAF ... 29 organizations have
booth at the fair . . . Alpha Chi and Sigma Chi pledges
check sneakers and mix many pairs . . . NJortar Board
and Blue Key are members of a side show . . . ring
tosses . .
.
squirt out the candle . . . Young Republic-ans
|oin the tail on a political opponent . . . APO cashes in
tickets
. . .
Collegian takes polaroid pictures . . . throw-
in the sponge . . . bandstand centers the floor . . . intro-
duction of football team . . . introduction of Homecoming
Queen candidates.
youNG
REPUBLICANS
Dcrb)- Day is held
. . .
was postponed from Friday
until Monday . . . women run after Sigs like thev are
going out of style
. . . limbo contest is introduced
. . .
Carolyn AUhands, Pi Phi, last tlie longest . . . Beck\-
Bodnar, Alpha Chi, comes in second .
. . pennies in a
haystack . . . girls search like each pennv was worth one
dollar . . . kissing contest.
Beauty contest . . . Marlene Riese, Pi Phi pledge, is
the Derby Day Queen . . . runners-up are Linda West-
rich, Delta Gamma, and Marcia Pinkstaff, Tlieta . . .
mystery contest is a Crosley car parking contest . . . con-
testants line up for the pot race . . . crowd surrounds the
ropes . . . Alpha Cliis W'in the race for the fourth straight
year . . . points are added up ... Pi Phis win the big
troph\-.
Homecoming
weekend . .
.
Homecoming begins two weeks before October
21 . . . no floats this year . . . fabulous house decs
. . . still A lot of last minute preparations . . . Home-
coming officially opens with the crowning of the
Queen at the Holcomb Bell Tower . . . Rita Kay
Moodv, Alpha Chi Omega, reigns o\ er 1961 Home-
coming . . . Princesses are Mar)' Ann Thieman.
WRH, and Karen Haves. Theta.
V-:
a queen is crowned . . .
Sigma Chi-Phi Delt chariot race . . . Sigs get new
chariot ... it fails . . . Phi Delts win for the fourth
straight year . . . chairmen are thrown in the lake . . .
e\er\'one relaxes for an hour or so . . . torchlight parade
begins at Delt house . . . people join in . . . sing Butler
War Song . . . torches e\erywhere . . . pep rally behind
fieldhouse . . . bonfire . . . cheerleaders burn St. Joe puma
in effig)' . . . the game ... St. Joe \'. Butler.
freshan beanies
are lost . . .
Satiirda\' . . . tug of war . . . frosh win
. . . greased pole fight . . . frosh win . . .
one guy loses his pants ... no more
beanies for the freshmen . . . seniors
sponsor an egg throw . . . Sandv Chenev,
Kappa, and Tom Bowman, Kappa Sig,
win . . . crowds gather at the stadium . . .
house dec awards presented at halftime.
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Everyone renews hiis interest in schfXil . . .
trek back to Jordan Hall . . . memories of warm
fall evenings . . . staying awake in class . . .
Halloween comes . . . Tan Kappa Epsilon spon-
sors a freak dance , . . fraternities are the freaks
. .
.
scars
. . .
rags
. , . charcf;al . . . sororities
campaign for their chosen ugliest man on campus
. . . footprints on the sidewalks . . . freak litera-
ture . . . mass parades . . . chants . . . wait at
the fieldhouse . . . final campaigning begins . . .
arrival of the freaks . . . MRH has the best freak
. . . Thetas are the best campaigners.
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Most fraternities have some sort of Halloween dance
. . . Phi Delts "swing on the outhouse door" . . .
Lambda Chis have spook dance . . . mid-terms sneak up
on padded toe . . . but grades are not padded . . . every-
one is hit by a ton of bricks . . . "cramming" is the
password to anv con\ersation . . . library becomes a
rendezNOus . . . lounge . . . closed week-ends . . . e\'erv-
one survi\es . . . one wav or another.
the Drift has a
pageant • • •
After mid-terms . . . Drift sponsors a
Beauty and Bachelor Pageant . . . pre-
liminary judging was held two weeks lie-
fore . . . faculty is asked to help judge
for the first time . . . contestants are
chosen . . . the Collegian announces the
names . . . the staff decorates the cafe-
teria in fall hues . . . the big night arrives
. . . Mr. Maher is emcee . . . the contest-
ants promenade
. . . Lana Shaw enter-
tains at intermission . . . the court is cho-
sen . . . Sandy Cheney, Kappa, reigns as
the Drift Beauty Queen . . . John Cooke,
Phi Delt, is declared the Most Ehgible
Bachelor . . . Sandy's court includes Tina
Vart, Delta Gamma, Karen Hayes, Theta,
and Jan Eyden, Pi Phi . . . members of
the Bachelor Court are Gary Beplay,
Kappa Sig, Jim Belden, Lambda Chi,
and Ben Newberry, BISA . . . trophies
and plaques are presented . . . pictures
are taken.
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a cornerstone is
dedicated . . .
The football team ends the season with a 9-0 rec-
ord
.
. . tlie students are elated . . . march en masse to
the home of Dr. Ross . . . "We want a holiday . . . Dr.
Ross obliges half-way . . . We are given half a day off
. . . pep rallv is held in the C-Club the ne.xt morning
. . . Thanksgi\ing ^•acation . . . the Clowes Memorial
Auditorium is dedicated during \acation . . . Mrs. Clowes
lavs the cornerstone . . . Reginald Allen, Kurt Pantzer,
and Allen Clowes are present.
'•^/
two winning
sports seasons
A football banquet is held in honor of our cham-
pion team . . . Sphinx honorary is the sponsor . . .
Sid Collins is emcee . . . Hinkle is speaker . . . the
seniors are honored . . . Don Benbow recei\ es tlie
Hilton U. Brown award . . . Phil Long is named
the Most Valuable Plaver . . . football ends for
another vear . . . basketball starts.
Sorority pledges walk out for the weekend
. . . all
sororities go at the same time . . . sorority walk outs are
organized through Pan-hel into "pledge weekends" . . .
many fraternities walk out at same time . . . parties held
throughout state . . . actives sit at home alone . . . parties
are gi\'en for the sororit)' pledges on Sunday night at
ele\en . . . everyone calms down . . . houses get back
to normal . . . AFROTC holds its annual Military Ball
at Fort Benjamin Harrison . . . Ball is in honor of Maurice
Good, Alpha Chi, the 1962 Air Angel . . . Karen Ryan.
Tri Delt, Sherry Hartigan, Delta Gamma, and Bonnie
Cassady, are members of her court.
the spirit of Christmas . . .
(Jainpus Christinas spirit arrives . . . so do cold, hliis-
tery days . . . the social pace steps up , . . trees are
trimmed . . . egg nog . . . Christmas dances . . . l-'hi
Kappa Theta sponsors tiie annual tree-lighting ceremony
. . . Kappas and Phi Delts win tlie Collegian Cheer Drive
. . . sororities and fraternities entertain orphans . . . pres-
ents . . . Santa Claus . . . everyone gets the true Christ-
mas spirit . . . Christmas Ballet is presented at convoca-
tion . . . home for the holidays.
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meetings with advisers . .
.
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The semester draws to a close
.
.
. students meet with
advisers to plan the next . . . how to get out of the Uni-
versity College is the question . . . projects are completed
at the last minute . . . students catch up on homework
after vacation has caught up with them
. . . lab reports
are handed in . . . midnight oil burns . . . but finals last
only a week . . . then the tension is oft . . . students ser\e
as assistants in botany and zoologv classes
. . . Butler
offers an extensi\e foreign language program . . . home
economics department encourages outside studv of foods
and clothing skills . . . The Collegian offers experience
for journalism majors and interested writers . . . the
editor-in-chief gains the most . . . the most time of all is
spent in the classrooms of Jordan Hall . . . enrollment
totals 3,949 students . . . 2,085 bovs and 1.864 girls.
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jtiid'Semester tests . . .
Tlie second semester gets under way . . . signs
of Butlers growth are evident . . . new buildings
are taking shape . . . excavation of men's donn be-
gins . . . wing will double the present capacity
. . .
L shape promises to become a rectangle . . . pro-
fessors make plans over coffee cups . . . some con-
tinue writing for publications . . . others compose
their own books . . . departments sponsor speakers
on campus
.
. . former governor-general of Nigeria
. . . Barry Goldwater speaks at the fieldhouse . . .
Colleges of Education and Business arrange em-
ployment interviews .
. . e\'eryone has higher ideals
. . . the first round of tests is announced . . . some
students studv . . . some relax . . . completely . . .
test hour arri\es ... it is now or never for the ma-
terial at hand . . . heads are bent . . . faces show
questioning looks . . . papers are handed in.
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The College Bowl teain is selected . . . ultimate goal
is a TV appearance . . . the members are Mary Kay
Schuck, senior, history and political science. Madonna
Holaday, senior, literature, Lawrence Fanning, junior,
science, and Milton Whittaker, freshman, fine arts . . .
every Wednesday and Friday Jell Hall is forsaken except
the ten minutes between classes
. . . Collegians are picked
up . . . then everyone goes on to class . . . mavbe to
complete an experiment with light in physics . . . the
drama department presents many productions during the
year . . . "The Pleasure Of His Company" . . . "The
Willow And I" . . . "The Rivals"
. . . WAJC-FM, Butler's
student operated station, is the first branch of Jordan
College of Music to move on campus . .
. the women's
physical education department impro\'es upon a new
course in Scuba diving.
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Greeks have a week . . .
Second semester starts off with Greek Week . . . col-
lecti\e meetings . . . all-star basketball game . . . fraternity
men are halftime honeys . . . facult\' auction ... Pi Phis
bid the highest for Larry Helms, president of the Senior
Class . . . auction receipts go to the March of Dimes . . .
rush parties . . . men are pledges to sororities
. . . hne-
iips . . . women are pledged to fraternities
. . . Bud
Gremel is crowned Pan-Hel King . . . slumber parties
for sororitv girls . . . fraternit\- serenades
. . . Greek
Week ends.
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Seniors sponsor a twist contest after the Ball State
game . . . Ginny Staley, Tri Delt, and her date twist
the best . . . new semester brings initiation of new mem-
bers into campus honoraries . . . Tlieta Sigs are among
the first . . . Butler accepts a bid to the NCAA . . . amid
student excitement a basketball banquet is staged . . .
Tom Bowman is the Most Valuable Player . . . Dick
Haslam, team captain, wins the Hilton U. Brown Award.
Geneva Stunts is
in the making . . .
W'RA sponsors a Monte Carlo party
. . . Harolds Club of Reno pro\'icles
gambling background . . . chuck-a-
luck . . . roulette . . . craps . . . black
jack . . . "whoops, there want mv
81000"
. . . some win . . . some lose
. . .
winners buv prizes with plav
mone\ . . . 810.000 coffee pot . . .
Alpha Chis and Phi Delts put monev
together . . . bu\' one ski . . . Stunts
practice begins . . . Alpha Chis, Kap-
pas. WRH, Phi Delts, Kappa Sigs,
and Phi Kaps are in major acts . . .
inan\' hours . . . sore muscles . . .
"hold that pose" . . . "straighten out
that lesi . . . "sinsi louder."
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Stunts on March 10 . . . Caleb Mills
auditorium is full . . . tlie stage is set
. . . excitement reaches a high pitch . . .
one last time through the act . . . kick
higher than ever before . . . sing louder
than ever before . . . Errol Loviscek is
emcee . . . Ann Temple and Donn Baird,
as co-chairman, anounce winners . . .
screaming and shouting as Alpha Chi
Omega and Phi Delta Theta win
. . .
people leave . . . celebrations start.
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spring reminds us
of achievement . . .
One thousand students go on train to
Lexington to NCAA tourne\' . . . school
spirit reaches an alltime high . . . e\ervone
comes back and prepares for tlie home
stretch of the school vear . . . class officers
are elected in April for next vear . . . this
xear's freshman officers were Mike Kellev,
president, Ed Edge, \'eep, Charlotte Tom-
linson, secretary and George Leininger,
treasurer . . . the sophomore officers were
Da\e Foreman, president. Bob Wright,
\eep, Suzette Brace, secretar\', and Steve
Dongus, treasurer . . . Persephone appeals
to the heaxens and spring sneaks in . . .
tlie gardens once more get green . . . lea\ es
. . . flowers.
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and our thoughts
are varied . . .
Graduation is in the air . . . Honor Dav has passed
. . . June 10 approaches ... a graduate looks back oxer
his last four years . . . Butler has formed him ... an
impression is made that will nexer be erased ... he
thinks of the underclassmen looking ahead to nianv care-
free college days . . . e\en though he thinks back, he
looks ahead ... he grips his diploma tighter
. . . his
chin is high . . . the world beckons ... he is on his own
two feet . . . always free to be looking around.
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Royalty
John
Cooke
Most
Eligible
Bachelor
Phi Delta Tlieta . . .
Peru, Indiana . . . senior
marketing major . . .
Blue Key . . . C Club
enthusiast . . . could
easily be best-dressed
guy on campus . . . knows
his \\'ay down sororitv
row . . . water-skiing . . .
dancing . . . hullv gullv
and continental are
jiis style.
Sandy
Cheney
Drift
Beauty
Queen
Kappa Kappa Gamma . . .
Indianapolis . . . junior
physical education
major . . . tall and slender
. . . sincere smile . . . dream
guy is tall, dark, and
handsome . . . basketball
. . . swimming . . . tennis
. . . wonderful person . . .
always friendly . . .
many activities . . .
beautiful girl.
John Cooke
42,
Sandy Cheney
James
Belden
Lambda Chi Alpha . . .
Indianapolis . . . transfer
from Hano\er . . . physical
education and business
major . . . football fullback
... a Crest smile . . .
blue eves . . . tennis . . .
golf ... a certain Alpha
Chi ... no longer a
bachelor.
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Tina
Vart
Delta Gamma . . .
Crosse Pointe Park.
Michigan ... a beauty
in black . . . shy smile
. . . sopliornore dance major
. . . sparkling eyes . . .
sporty sweaters . . .
rhythm and poise . . .
a fa\orite halftime
honcv.
\Gary
Beplay
Kappa Sigma . . .
Indianapolis . . . senior
. . . histon' and political
science . . . the life oi: any
part\- ... a fimny- grin . . .
a heart\- laugh . . . home
base is the C Club . . .
tremendous dancer . . .
a comedian from way back
. . . e\eryone's fa\orite.
Jan
Eyden
\>\ Beta Phi . . .
Indianapolis coed
. . .
junior business
major
. . . ice skating
. . . Diitcli shoes . . .
kilts . . . dancing
. . .
pizza . . . rockets . . .
(jiieen of a Phi DeJt's
dream castle . . . radiant
personality'.
k
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Ben
Newberry
BISA . . . Indianapolis . . .
sophomore . . . psychology
major . . . Phi Eta Sigma
, . . debate . . . pipe smoker . .
trombone plaver . . .
distinguished appearance
. . . well-read . . . scintillating
. . . serious manner . . .
determined personality . . .
bright future.
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Karen
Hayes
Kappa Alpha Theta . . .
Danville, Indiana . . .
dance major . . . senior
. . . chDreographer . . .
modeling
. . . Miss Butler
last year ... Miss Wool
. . . experience in
beauty contests . . .
striking features . . .
poise and charm.
Tina Vart
Jini Belden
y-
Gary Beplay
Jan Eyden
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Karen Hayes
Ben Newberry
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Rita Kay
Moody
Homecoming
Queen
Rita Kay was elected Queen
of the 1961 Homecoming
festivities by a campus
\ote and was crowned
during the ceremonies at the
Bell Tower.
/
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Rita Kay Moody, Alpha Chi Omega; Julie Scheerer, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Karen Hayes, Kappa Alpha
Theta; Marilyn Sager, Delta Delta Delta; Janet Brunst, Delta Gamma; Mary Ann Thieman, Women's
Residence Hall; Cathy Wiegman, Trianon; Carole Wolgamott, Butler Independent Students Association;
Barbara Madden, Pi Beta Phi; and Ileana Hudo, Blue Ridge House.
Candidates for the honor of 1961 Homecoming Queen and Princesses are seated
at the Bell Tower awaiting the announcement.
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Mr. Norman F .Bryant, President of the Alumni Association, crowns Miss Rita Kay Moody
as the 1961 Homecoming Queen and Steve Butterbaugh, President of Blue Key, looks on.
The Homecoming Queen and Her Princesses
Larry Helms, a member of Blue Key,
receives the first dance with Queen
Rita Kay after her official crowning
at the Indiana Roof. Mary Ann Thieman and Karen Hayes, Homecoming Princesses.
55
KAREN RYAN
The Air Angel and Her Court
Maurine is a sophomore and is a member
of Alpha Chi Omega.
The ROTC cadets stand at attention during the formal caping ceremony
of the Air Angel and her court.
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Maureen
Good
ROTC
Air
Angel
Maurine was chosen by the
ROTC cadets as their Air
Angel and received her cape
from President M. O. Ross.
She is an Honorary Cadet
Lieutenant Colonel.
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Bud
Greinel
Pan-Hel
King
Bud was \otecl hv sororit\'
women as their Pan-Hel King
at the annual Panhellenic
Dance during Greek Week.
Jane
Flaningan
Miss
Butler
Jane was named Ijv tlie
Association of Women
Students to represent
Butler University in
the Miss Indiana
contest.
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Sports
DON BENBOW TONY HINKLE MICKEY SEAL PHIL LONG
HENRY JOHNSON JAMES HAUSS LARRY GOENS
KEN FREEMAN GARY GREEN
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1961 Bulldogs Take All
Undefeated, Untied
Ninth of Small Colleges
Fourth Straight ICC Title
LARRY SHOOK JERRY SHULTZ
LEE GRIMM JACK KREBS
LARRY HELMS
Looking on as Coach Hinkle plans strategy are halfback Larry
Shook (20) and quarterback Phil Long.
63
Season's Scoreboard
Dan Gallagher kicks for the entire point over a wall of men
in the Butler victory over Bradley.
BUTLEH Opponent
.34 Bradley 23
48 "Ball State 6
34 Wabasli 7
12 °DePauw 6
27 °St. Joseph's 7
26 "Indiana State
14 "Valparaiso 2
.30 "Evansville 7
26 Washington (St. Louis) 7
° Conference games
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Tlic 1961 Bulldogs finislied ;i perfect .sciiscni. In their
perfection they copped their fourth straight conference
championship while going to their second undefeated,
untied foothall season in the last three years. The teain
had tremendous depth, being able to field a second, and
sometimes a third team, just as powerful as the first. Tlie
success can l)e attributed to the 17 seniors, many of whom
have played together since their freshman year, provid-
ing the leadership needed for this outstanding team.
The Bulldogs broke many records. An outstanding
record was the school winning string, which was ex-
tended to 15 games. At the end of the season they were
rated ninth by UPl and tenth by AP for small college
teams in the nation. Even though they were rated so
high, Butler failed to receive a post-season bowl bid
which many felt tliey rightly deserved. In conference
play this year Butler led the league in passing and total
offense, and was second in rushing and defense.
Hilton U. Brown award winner Don Bc-nbow and Mo»t Valuable
Player Phil Long receive their trophies from head coach Tony
Hinkle.
Bulldogs Break Records For A Perfect Season
FIRST ROW: J. Brown, M. Hill, R. Adams, D. Oberting, P. Long, L. Middlekauf, P. Mercer, W. Thompson, D. Barney,
and L. Goens. SECOND ROW: C. McElfresh, R. Hoist, D. Gallagher, L. Helms, D. Benbow, G. Green, J. Jackson, M.
Seal, V. Ratliff, L. Fattore, M. Wenzler, and H. Johnson. THIRD ROW: M. Prophet, J. Lord, D. Hockett, M. Jetter,
J. Oberhelman, B. Butler, J. Krebs, L. Shook, D. Bush, J. Yaw, P. Madelans, and J. Hauss. FOURTH ROW: T. Hinkle,
F. Krause, B. Gray, T. Renie, K. Freeman, G. Jones, H. Sheridan, K. Keltner, R. Florence, L. Grimm, and J. Lynch.
FIFTH ROW: C. Greene, P. Stewart, D. Cunningham, C. Schooley, M. McGinley, H. Biddle, J. Schulu, J. Yoder. D.
Guipe, J. Quigley, T. Renie, J. Gentry, and L. Blocher.
Butler 34 - Bradley 23
Tlie Bulldogs started the season off right \\ith an ex-
citing game that saw se\'eral spectacular runs and tlie
air filled with passes. Butler held Bradlev's ground at-
tack to only ten yards, but the Brave's picked up 280
yards in the air. Bradley's quarterback had a good pass-
ing percentage of 20 of 38 passes for a 52 per cent
a\erage.
Butlers offense was also outstanding, picking up 192
yards in the air with Phil Long throwing 15 of 20 passes
for a 75 per cent average. The line and backfield looked
exceptionallv well, with fullback Gary Green crossing the
goal line three times. The other two touchdowns were
made by halfback Jolin Brown and end Jack Krebs on
passes by Long. Danny Gallagher added four PAT's out
of fi\ e attempts.
Jack Krebs (38)
blocks for him.
Freeman (41 )
Jack Krebs (38 J and Gary Gr
come in to help.
en C45J bring do Ball State opponent as Mickey Seal (11) and Lee Grimm (61)
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Mickey Seal (11) moves in to break up a Bradley pass play
as Jack Krebs (38) looks on.
Butler 48 - - Ball State 6
Butler romped to their second \1ctory of the season
by a one-sided score of 48 to 6. An oddity of the game
was shown in the statistics. Ball State had more yards
rushing, more yards passing, picked up more first downs,
and had a better punting average.
But the Butler team played around with the Cardinal
team or the score might ha\'e been much worse. Half-
time score was 27 to 0, and after the rest period not much
was to be seen of the first two units.
Butler 34 - - Wabash 7
The Bulldogs acquired their third ^•ictor^' and their
first on the road this season by defeating the Little Giants
34 to 7. Both teams entered the game with clean records,
and the first quarter looked as if it was to be a close
game. But Butler broke the game open in the second
quarter and were ne\er pressed during the rest of the
game. One of the more exciting scores came in the fourth
quarter, when halfback Mickey Seal intercepted a pass
and raced 85 vards for the final TD.
John Brown downs a Wabash runner as John Jackson (70') and
Hans Sheridan (60) move in to assist.
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Butler 12 - - DePauw 6
Tlie DePiui\\' Tigers were more than fired up
for their Homecoming game when tliev enter-
tained the Bulldogs. DePauw won the first half,
hut Butler came through with two touchdowns
in the second half to win the game.
The turning point in the game came at tlu'
beginning of the third quarter when halfback
Mickev Seal returned the kickoff 57 yards from
the fi\ e. Halfback Larrv Shook ended the dri\e
when he went around right end for the tieing
score. Dannv Gallagher missed the e.xtra point.
The winning touchdown was set up on a fourth
down and nine vard situation. Long elected to
pass. The pass was complete and co\ered 13
\ards gi\ing Butler a first down. A few plavs
later the fired up Bulldogs put Phil Mercer across
the goal line for the winning touchdown.
Ace defender Mike Hill (12) is dumped after an interception
in the rugged DePauw battle.
Butler 27 - • St. Joseph^s 7
Butler made amends for their only defeat in 1960 by
beating St. Joe in a colorful Homecoming game 27 to 7.
The Bulldogs showed their power early in tlie game by
marching the opening kickoff back 62 yards for tlieir first
touchdown. Butler moved the ball to the St. Joe three,
then Larrs' Shook ran o\er for the score. A few minutes
later Butler scored again on a Long to Freeman pass.
Butler opened the second half with a score the first
time they got the ball. Green scored on a seven yard
rim around end. The final touchdown was set up when
halfback Mike Hill ran back a Puma punt to their 30
vard line. From there Green again took the ball into the
end zone for a six point tally.
The third and fourth strings saw action for the re-
mainder of the game. The final two points for the Bull-
dogs were picked up when Danny Gallagher and half-
back Mel Jetter tackled tlie Puma quarterback in the
end zone.
Mickey Seal and Gary Green tackle as Danny Gallagher (27),
Don Benbow (55), Lee Grimm (61), and Larry Helms (52)
pursue in the fast action of the St. Joe game.
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Bob Adams and Don Benbow put the vice grip on a Valparaiso fullback.
Butler 14 - • Indiana State
The Bulldogs won their sixth in a row this \ear and
ran tlieir string to 21 consecuti\ e wins o\er the Sycamores
of Indiana State hv defeating them 26 to 0.
Bulldog power and Sycamore mistakes made the dif-
ference in the game. Two fumbles and a pass intercep-
tion set up three touchdowns, on which Mercer. Shook,
and McGinle%- each picked up a touchdown. Larr\- Shook,
who was a standout defensi\ el\' and offensi\elv. inter-
cepted t\\ o passes and reco\"ered a fumble. He also found
time to be leading ground gainer in tlie game with 63
\ards on eight carries.
Larry Shook (20) catches two Valpo men asleep as he inter-
cepts a pass.
Left to right, Larry Shook, Jack Krebs, Han5 Sharidan, and Doug Barney close the opening for a Valpo halfback.
Butler 14 - - Valparaiso 2
The game of games was played on a beautilul Satur-
day afternoon when the two teams tied with the lead in
tlie conference clashed before a crowd of 11,200. The
big difference in the game was die strong arm of quarter-
back Phil Long and the tremendous defensi\e play of
the Butler line. Butler came up with its first score on a
pass from Long to Ken Freeman in the first quarter. The
second score was on a 35 vard pass from Long to Larrv
Shook. Dannv Gallagher made both extra point attempts.
Three times the Crusaders penetrated deep into Bulldog
territor)', and three times the Butler defenders held.
Those men doing an outstanding job up the middle were
Lee Grimm, Larry Goens. Don Benbow. Jerrv Shultz.
Tim Renie. Ken Freeman, and Larrv Helms,
\'alpo"s onlv score came on a punt whicli \\as blocked,
where Shook fell on the ball in the end zone and \'alpo
recei\ed a safety instead of a touchdown.
Hard tackling in the Indiana State game results in a fumble as
Phil Long (25) and Larry Shook (20) pounce on the ball.
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Butler 30 - - Kvansvillc 6
Bulldog (Iclciisc sliowc'd its .stifiigtli again wlicii it
held the Aces to lour first downs, 90 yards passing, and
a minus nine yards rushing. Tlic Aces' only score came
on a spectacular first quarter kick-otf ninhack whicli
fooled everyone on the Butler team.
Bulldog scoring was handled hy l.arry Shook with two
touchdowns, John Brown and Phil Mercer with one, and
Frank Krause who made two points on a safety when he
nailed an Evansville back in the end zone.
I^^d'^.
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Butler 26 - - Washington University 6
Determined to have another perfect season, the Bull-
dogs marched to a bruising victory over the visiting Bears
of St. Louis. Doing the scoring for the Bulldogs were
Gary Green who made two touchdowns, John Brown
one, and Phil Mercer who intercepted a Bear pass in the
fourth quarter and scored on a long touchdown run.
Gallagher picked up the two extra points.
RUSHING
Att. Yds.
L. Shook, hb 63 327
G. Green, fb 71 352
M. Seal, hb 81 374
M. McGinley, fb 41 201
J.
Brown, hb 46 235
P. Mercer, hb 35 151
P. Long, qb 57 95
D. Oberting, qb 12 46
M. Hill, hb 5 20
VI. Jeter, hb 5 16
J.
Yoder, qb 4 7
P. Madelans, fb 4 5
\^'. Thompson, hb__ 3 9
D. Hoist, hb 2
L. Middlekauff, qb_ 4 4
D. Benbow, t 1 10
K. Freeman, e ._
J.
Krebs, e
T. Renie, e _.
R. Florence, e
D. Gallagher, e ___
B. Butler, e
F. Krause, t
Washington of St. Louis.
Individual Statistics
PASSING PASS
Ave. Att. Comp. Int. Yds. Pet. No.
5.2 ... __ _. ___ .__ 12
4.9 ___
4.6 __. __ __ _.. ___ 11
4.9 ___
5.1 ... __ __ ... ... 2
4.3 ___ .. ._ ... ... 3
1.7 129 61 13 902 47.3
3.8 IS 8 1 107 44.4
4.0 ... __ __ ___ ___ 1
3.2 ___ _. __ ... .^_ 1
1.7 2 10 00.0
1.2 ...
3.0 __- _- __ .__ ... 3
0.0 ___
1.0 8 2 18 25.0
10.0 ___
— ... __ __ ... ... 11
... ___ .. .. ___ ... 3 30 1 24
5^
Ifl emurn
E"
1^Ie
WKiMMm mA
up a firs t dow u against me Bears or
. REG. TD s PAT S TP
Yds.
276 8 48
7 42
143 3 1 19
3 IS
32 4 24
4.3 5 30
— 2 12
9
8 -- -- ..
32
-- -- -
1 6
185 2 12
128 1 6
—
.T
35
30
33
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Coach Galvin Walker expresses concern for his harriers as val-
uable time ticks aw^ay.
li^fefelL- "•-'"'^'l^-^l y'T- '^M^tL''' '» '>> ''•a.ijJ
Trailing two opponents, Don Hutchison and Bob Snoddy start their "kick" as they come
down to the wire.
The cross country squad gets set to start a practice lap.
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FIRST ROW: J. King, R. Volpotti, R. Teagarden, D. Couch, and R. Alhardt. SECOND ROW: S. Green, A. Grave., B. Snoddy,
D. Hutchison, and T. Russell. THIRD ROW: B. Cambridge, B. Angell, B. Wright, G. Vince, and G. Walker.
Harriers Hold Fifth Place In The Conference
The 1961 Cross Country squad completed the year
in the conference by finishing in fiftli place with 86
points. Butler's runners finished in ninth, tenth, thir-
teenth, twenty-second, and thirty-second positions. The
three seniors, Arnold Graves, Don Hutchison, and Bob
Snoddy showed good form but the team again lacked
depth.
The freshman team showed much promise as they fin-
ished second in the conference meet, beat DePauw, and
tied Ball State. George Vincz ran well wining the fresh-
man conference meet.
Talking things over before the big run are, left to right. Bob
Angell, Don Hutchison, Sam Green, and Bob Wright.
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Tony Hinkle On The Field .
Tlie legend of Tony Hinkle dates back to Logansport, Indiana where he li\ed the early
part of his life under the nickname of "Little Paul." Mr. Hinkle enrolled at tlie Uni\ersity
of Chicago and obtained the name, "Tony" while on a road trip basketball game. It seems
a waiter talked Hinkle into ordering a plate of spaghetti while he was still green about
training rules. The coach caught him and irately criticized Hinkle. Someone jibed the
name "Tony," and this name has li\'ed with him ever since.
In 1920 Hinkle led tlie University of Chicago to the Western Conference Championship,
and by graduation he was one of two men to earn nine letters at the University of Chi-
cago. He came to Butler in 1921 and is one of few three sport coaches. Mr. Hinkle was
voted to the Helms Athletic Foundation Hall of Fame in 1955. He has been a past presi-
dent of the National Collegiate Football Coaches Association. Coach Hinkle has made
a name for In'mself and for Butler.
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On The Basketball Floor
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Bulldogs Score 20 Wins
Second Straif^ht ICC Title
First NCAA Try In History
Honorable Mention Rating
Most Valuable Player Tom Bowman and Hilton U. Brown award
winner Dick Haslam pose with Coach Tony Hinkle at the bas-
ketball banquet.
FIRST ROW: Erv Bultman, Larry Shook, Leo Braun, Dick Haslam, Gerry Williams, Jack Krebs, and Charles McElfresh. SEC-
OND ROW: Dick Green, Gordon Pope, Dan Kaufman, Jeff Blue, Don Wilson, and Larry Johnson. THIRD ROW: Leroy Blocher.
Robert Dietz, Ken Freeman, Earl Engle, John Weber, Tom Bowman, Gregg Ferrin, Tony Hinkle, and Merton Prophet.
OPPOSITE PAGE TOP TO BOTTOM: Earl Engle, Tom Bowman, Ken Freeman, Dick Haslam, Ervin Bultman, John Weber. Larry
Shook, Jeff Blue, Don Wilson, Gerry Williams, Leo Braun, and Gordon Pope.
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Tom Bowman makes his favorite shot in the New Mexico State
game while Gerry Williams (10) and Jeff Blue (52) look on.
Season's Scoreboard
UTLEH Opponent
72 Illinois 82
78 New Mexico State 56
69 Michigan 61
80 Bradley 77
57 Purdue 65
69 -DePauw 85
72 Michigan State 77
73 IlUnois Wesleyan 65
74 Toledo 61
6.3 Princeton 58
75 E\ans\ille 66
83 Notre Dame 67
68 Wabash 49
78 "Indiana State 75
75 °St. Joseph's 65
89 °St. Joseph's 55
92 "Valparaiso 70
61 "Ball State 58
90 Wabash 67
92 °E\ansville 87
52 " \'alparaiso 60
86 Notre Dame 77
63 "Indiana State 61
80 "DePauw 72
87 "Ball State 86
° Conference games
The Bulldogs opened on the road at Champaign
against a Big Ten contender, Illinois. Butler stayed with
the taller Illini until the latter stages of the first half.
Bill Burwell, the Illinois six foot eight inch center proved
to be too much and the Bulldogs tasted their first defeat
82-72.
No one realK' knew \\'hat to e.xpect from last year's
winner of the Borderline Conference. At the half it was
38-38. During the second half Butler blew the Aggies
off the floor. The Aggies could muster only 18 points
during the second half, and Butler won 78-56.
The Michigan Wolverines in\aded die fieldhouse with
a terrific zone defense diat was only sohed by the out-
side shooting of Tom Bowman and Jerry Williams. Tlie
Bulldogs won 69-61, and after three games Bowman and
Williams were the leading scorers with newcomer Jeff
Blue leading the team in rebounding.
The Bulldogs tra\eled to Peoria for their second road
game and pulled an upset, beating the Bra\es 80-77.
Williams scored thirty points and Bowman 25 points.
Chet Walker, Bradlev's Ail-American player, scored 28
points. Tlie Bulldogs hit 31 of 57 baskets for the game,
17 of 23 during the second half.
Captain Dick Haslam shoots from the corner as Williama (10)
and John Weber (32) get set for the rebound.
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In one of the poorest playwl gaini's of tlic .season tin
Boilermakers clowned Butler 65-57. Tlie Bulldogs could
never get their system working because of Purdue's tight
man-to-man defense. Purdue's McGinley held Tom Bow-
man to only ten points while Gerry Williams was the higli
scorer with sixteen points.
Butler caught DePauw on a liot night in Creeticastic
as the Tigers smashed the Bulldogs 85-69. IJePauw con-
nected on 20 of 27 fielders die first half putting the Bull-
dogs twenty points behind at lialftime. Dale Anderson
of DePauw scored 33 points as high man for the evening.
About the only sparkling light for Butler was Jack Krebs
who came off the bench to score eleven points as the
Bulldogs went to their second straight defeat.
The Bulldogs of Butler University held a slim 37-35
halftime lead and kept themselves in contention until
three minutes before the game's end. Michigan State
tied the score, forged into the lead, and won the game
on free throws when Butler fouled several times trying
to retrieve the ball.
The Bulldogs had trouble early in die game solving
the zone defense of the Illinois Wesleyan Titans. Wil-
liams and Bowman began to hit, and Butler edged ahead
by two points. With two minutes of play left Butler was
ahead 64-63 when Jeff Blue broke the game open with
five easy points.
All-American Terry Dischinger (43) shoots over the head of
Gerry Williams in the Bulldog loss at Purdue.
Jeff Blue (52) still gets his shot away as the Boilermakers cover the basket.
Butler hit 26 of 62 and out-rebounded Toledo 48 to
44 to take their second straight win. A total of 51 fouls
was called, and the Toledo coach was charged with a
technical foul for calling a referee blind.
Numerous mistakes plus poor freethrow shooting al-
most cost the Bulldogs a \ictory over Princeton. Butler
sank onK' one of eight freethrows in the first half, ac-
counting for a close score. The second half was a see-
saw battle that saw the lead e.vchange hands several
times with Butler emerging \'ictorious o\'er the Princeton
IxiU club.
E\ansville suffered its second conference loss in an
easv game for Butler. Evans\ille, ranked high in small
college ratings, could not penetrate the pressing defense
of Wilhams and Haslam and the rebounding of Blue.
Don Wilson battles with a Michigan State player for a rebound.
An Evansville man tries to hold Jeff Blue from driving around
him as the Bulldogs humiliate the Aces at the (ieldhouse.
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Hitting 31 oi 65 shots, the Bulldogs could not he stop-
ped by a big but slow moving Notre Dame team. Notre
Dame hit only 26 of 103 shots. High scorers for Butler
were Williams and Blue, both with 26 points.
Coach Tony Hinkle cleared his bench at Wabash as
his "ponies" and "shooters" rendered the Wabash defense
ineffective. Tlie oustide shooting of Bowman kept the
defense loose allowing several easy baskets from under-
neath.
The Sycamores of Indiana State invaded the fieldiiouse
desperately needing a victory to stay at the top of tlie
conference. Both teams were shooting hot throughout
the game, but the Bulldogs finally pulled out ahead in
the closing minutes of the game. Butler won its seventh
consecutive game in a definite team victory.
Butler gained headway when the Bulldogs traveled to
St. Joseph's for another conference win. Williams and
Bowman both excelled in the game and led Butler to an
important victory.
Larry Shook (15) takes a rebound from Tom Bowman in the
close Toledo game.
Jeff Blue (52) sinks a layup against Evansville.
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Jeff Blue shows his jumping ability as he dunks the ball against Valparaiso.
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In II return battle at the fieldhoiise St. Joscpli's was
completely outclassed by the Bulldogs. Hutlcr j)iisl]((l
its winning streak to nin(^ straight victories.
In the Valparaiso-Butler game Butler liiurniiated Valpo
and scored another team victory, Butler was determined
to remain at the top of the conl'ercmee, Valpo stayed in
the game the first half with long jump shots and fine ball-
handling. But pressing defense by Butler during th(^ sec-
ond half crushed their offensive attack.
In perhaps its greatest victory of the season Butler
came from 16 points behind in the second half to nip
Ball State. The Cardinals were ahead 34 to 20 at the
half as the Bulldogs could garner only nine of 43 shots.
The second half was all Butler's as they came roaring
back to take a 46 to 43 lead with ten minutes to go.
Butler kept a well-cushioned lead the rest of the game.
Tliis win put the Bulldogs at the top of the conference
with a 6-1 record and an eleven game winning streak.
Don Wilson of Butler guards Ed Butler (52) of Ball State in
the Bulldog victory in which Butler trailed by 14 points at the
end of the first half.
"Muffin" goes for two more against the Cardinals as Blue (52)
comes in for a rebound.
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The ball is Bowman's again. Tom Bowman and Ed Butler o( Ball State scramble for the ball.
M
The Bulldogs traveled to Crawfordsvillc for tli<ii
twelfth straight victory and trampled the Little Ciiants
yO-fi7. The game was close only at first when CJoacl]
Hinkle cleared the bench early in the second half, lintlcr
liit 44 per cent and committed only eleven errors.
Connecting on thirty of thirty-seven free throws tlic
Bulldogs retained first place in tlie conference with a 7-1
record. Teamwork again solved the Ace's defense as
Ken Freeman scored fourteen valuable points, Williams,
25, and Bowman, 16. This victory was extremely enjoy-
able since the game was played at Evansville. Tlie final
score was 92-87.
Gerry Williams has the ball up again toward the basket in the
game with Purdue in which Williams was high scorer with
sixteen points.
Freethrows again won for Butler as the team sank
20 of 27 o\er Notre Dame's 11 of 14. Bowman and Blue
pushed Butler to a 61-44 lead earlv in the second half.
Butler won its se\enteenth game before a crowd of 7.427
fans witli an 86-77 score.
The Bulldogs gained at least a tie for tlie conference
crown by slipping past Indiana State 63-61. The Syca-
mores dominated the game until the last minute. Jefif
Blue scored four quick points and further humiliated the
Terre Haute crowd hv stealing the ball, outnmning both
teams, and scoring \N-ith t(,vo seconds of pla\- remaining.
E\er\one was con\inced Butler deserx ed the conference
title.
A Ball State player's reach proves not high enough as Ken Free-
man handles the ball in a jump.
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Gerry Williams i» up in the air and eyeing the basket.
Again the Bulldogs won the game with freethrows.
\Vitli 57 seconds left Butler was ahead by one point, 73-
72. DePauw missed a crucial basket, and Butler scored
sc\en freethrows, making the final number 80-72, to
clinch their second consecuti\e Indiana Collegiate Con-
ference crown with a 9-2 record.
Adding icing to the cake the Bulldogs tra\eled to Ball
State for their twentieth win. Butler shot a .559 average
and Ball State a .547 average in a well-played game.
Butler lost a five-point lead in tlie closing minutes to ac-
count for the close score of 87-86. Tom Bowman led both
teams with 29 points. After this win Butler accepted an
in\itation to compete in the NCAA tournament.
Dick Haslam looks for an opening as four Cardinals and Ken
Freeman anticipate his move.
The "Hinkle System" goes into effect as Ken Freeman (41) blocks and Gerry Williams (10) drives for the basket.
Showing little emotion, Coaches Hinkle and Robert Dietz ponder the Bulldogs'
next move.
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Dick Haslam is up and over an opponent too surprised to pass the ball.
Individual Statistics
G
Tom Bowman 25
Jeff Blue 25
Gerry Williams 25
Dick Haslam 25
Ken Freeman 25
Earl Engle 23
Larrv Shook 19
Gordon Pope 13
Don WOson 13
Er\ Bultman 11
Jack Krebs 5
Leo Braun 13
John Weber 9
Dan Kaufman 1
Dick Green 2
TOTALS Butler 25
Opponents 25
FGA FG PCT FTA FT PGT R PF TP AVE
408 198 .485 92 71 .772 166 59 467 18.7
291 146 .502 167 102 .611 305 74 394 15.8
362 160 .442 101 71 .703 96 62 391 15.6
211 82 .389 61 49 .803 100 44 213 8.5
134 51 .381 56 30 ..536 108 63 132 5.3
93 41 .441 41 24 .585 51 36 106 4.6
37 20 ..541 23 14 .609 29 17 54 2.8
27 13 .481 14 6 .428 24 12 32 2.5
35 11 .314 4 2 .500 21 3 24 L8
12 ( .583 13 9 .692 S 6 23 2.1
13 6 .461 10 5 .500 8 4 17 3.4
11 5 .455 5 2 .400 6 7 12 0.9
2 1 .500 5 4 .800 5 4 6 0.7
2 1 .500 .000 3 2 2.0
3 1 .333 3 .000 6 2 1.0
1632 743 .455 606 391 .645 1117 390 1877 75.5
1607 673 .419 504 356 .706 1069 464 1702 68.1
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Tom Bowman (24) and a DePauw opponent display fine form in the rebound circle as Earl Engle and Dick Haslam approach
from the sidelines.
Coach Hinkle expresses his joy at the C-Club pep session after
the Bulldogs won the ICC and accepted an NCAA bid.
Looking at the press clippings of their NCAA in-
vitation are Gerry Williams, Ken Freeman, Tor
Bowman, Jeff Blue, and Dick Haslam.
Coach Hinkle puts his men through their Bowman's jump shot from the side gives another two points to Butler in the
paces in preparation for game competition. game ^vith Bowling Green.
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NCAA Tourney Special
Taking part in its first N(;AA 'I'oiinianicnt, Jiiitlcr trav-
eled to the fieldhouse at the University of Kentueky at
Lexington for its first game against Bowhng Green. Over
1,000 students and alumni cheered the Bulldogs on, and
they were not disappointed.
The press thought the Bulldogs liad no Lliancc against
Bowling Green, the eighth ranked team in the nation. Its
team revolved around a 6' 10" center, Nate Thurmond,
the seventh leading rehounder in the nation. But some-
one forgot to tell the Bulldogs they were supposed to lose.
Butler forced Bowling Green to play its game, limiting
Thurmond. Bowling Green threw a tight zone defense to
contain Jeff Blue, but Williams and Bowman furnished
enough outside shooting for the one point victory.
The Bulldogs at one time held a nine point lead. With
18 seconds remaining Butler led, 56-55. The last seconds
were the most exciting of the season. Butler threw away
the ball, then held Bowling Green for 16 seconds without
a shot.
Butler earned the right to journey to Iowa City for the
Mid-East Regionals. Kentucky, the third ranked team,
was Butler's first opponent, and proved to be too much
for the smaller Bulldogs. Kentucky pulled away at the
half from a score of 37-36 to win, 80-61.
The Bulldogs played Western Kentucky in the conso-
lafi(Mi gauic. In ty])if al fashion they pulled out an 87-86
overtime victory. Bntler in its first NCAA attempt rnade
a good showing against taller opponents. The team finish-
ed the season with 22 wins and 6 losses, the best ba.sket-
hall record in tlic historv of Butler University.
Coach Hinkle accepts the winning ball of the
Bowling Green game from Kentucky's Coach
Adolph Rupp, whose team later defeated the Bull-
dogs in the first round at Iowa City.
Jeff Blue catches Bowling Green's big Nate Thurmond by sur-
prise as he goes up for two more points.
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The 1961 Butler Bluesox finished a weak season witli
a record of fi\'e wins and ten losses. Thev finished low
in the conference with four wins and six losses. Weak
pitching and low batting ^\ erages accounted for most
of the trouble. Letter winners were Flovd Edwards,
Vance Lopp. Bill Strafford, Tom Renie, Jolm \\'oodv,
Larrv Shook, Jerrv MiUiouse. and Glen Pett\\
•"*<-H>'-y.-V'V-^<*.-
•i«-*'*?fc
c-r^v
.*,.rt.. .-
Bulldogs pitcher Ron Ebert gets ready to deliver another strike
to an opponent.
Bluesox Bat
A double drives in two more runs as the Bluesox seek a win.
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• 9 f f4 i •
FIRST ROW: L. Shook, J. Woody, B. Gremel, F. Edwards, G. Petty, D. Baird, R. Wells, J. Hansen. SECOND
ROW: T. Hinkle, D. Stohler, T. Renie, B. Strafford, J. Milhouse, D. Francis, D. Lennis, V. Lopp, M. Prophet.
A Season Of Five Wins And Nine Losses
Butler Opponent
"Valparaiso 1
3 "Valparaiso 2
1 "Indiana State 5
3 'Indiana State 10
6 Indiana Central 7
Xavier 9
5 Wabash 4
11 Wabash 18
5 "Ball State 10
6 "Ball State 10
Indiana 10
7 "DePanw 6
3 "DePauw 7
11 "E\ansville 1
7 "Evansville 4
* Conference games
John Woody and Dick Stohler start practice for the season early
inside the fieldhouse before spring weather arrives.
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FIRST ROW: J. Wagner, D. Williams, G. Williams, K. Keltner, L. Nunemaker, J. Winthers,
J. Fogg, J. Leaman. SECOND ROW: D. Oberting, R. Watson, J. Krebs, J. Butler, T.
Trexler, A. Graves, G. Walker. THIRD ROW: C. McElfresh, B. Snoddy, D. Hutchison,
E. Bultman, P. White, J. Dulin.
Track Men
Arnold Graves, Don Hutchison, and Bob Snoddy work out Joe Leaman and Julian Wagner get set on the starting blocks
in the fieldhouse during the winter months.
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Break Conference Record
Coach Galvin Walker's track team finislied a fine season
Ijy winning the conference crown with 78 points. In the
conference meet, Terry Trexler set a new pole vault
record of 13'4?4", and the half-mile relay team set a new
ICC record at 1:29.5. Other records included Roy Wat-
son's discus record. Jack Krebs established a new hop,
skip, and jump mark. The team scored eight points in
the nationwide Ohio State Relays and finished second in
the Little State and fifth in the Big State. Altogether,
the track team won several dual meets, established four
new records, and made an outstanding appearance in
the state meets.
Butler 64
Butler .53
Butler 82
Butler 119
Butler 66
Big State Meet
ICC Meet
Little State Meet
Wabash 72
Purdue 76
Anderson 18
Franklin 6
DePauw 35
Memphis State 52
Indiana Central 28
St. Joe 23
Ball State 70
Indiana State 62
Butler 5th
Butler 1st
Butler 2nd
Terry Trexler goe
pole vaulting.
high, as he breaks the school
FIRST ROW: D. Haslam, B. Wenning, and T. Meeks. SECOND ROW: J. Hauss, G. Pope,
D. Korzen.
Golf Team Pulls Surprise Third
Coach Jim Haiiss" 1961 golf team pulled a surprising
third place finish in the Indiana Collegiate Conference.
Picked to finish far down in tlie standings, the team shot
a total of 628 points to place third behind Ball State and
Indiana State. Letter winners for the year were Dick
Korzen, Dick Haslam, and Tom Meeks. Dick Haslam
was medali.st winner for the season.
LJTLER Opponent
9 Wabash 6
4 DePauvv 11
4% Wheaton 10)2
4 Indiana State 11
7 Valparaiso 8
WA E\ans\ille VA
M Ball State 14M
5}i Indiana State 9;-;
8 Wabash 7
14?^ Marion H
11 DePauw 4
33^ Ball State IIM
&i Valparaiso 6^
Sik Ball State 9;^
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FIRST ROW: H. Whitesell and J. Raymond. SECOND ROW: B. Cass, C. Thompson, D.
Orr, and F. Hedden.
Tennis Team Misses ICC Title
The tennis team was jolted out of a high finish in the
ICC by finishing in fiftli place. DePauw retained its
title. Don Orr was the only Butler player to ad\ ance to
tlie second round of competition. Letter winners were
Dave Cass. Chuck Thompson. Don Orr. and John Ray-
mond. The onh- ser\ice award went to Bob Mvers.
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Butler cheerleaders create enthusiasm in the fieldhouse during a close game.
Cheering Squad Leads Fans To NCAA
Carolyn Boots, Trudy Mennen, Trudy Slaby, and Donn Rich-
ardson stare in amazement at the action on the fieldhouse floor.
The cheerleading squad traveled to nearly e\ei-y away
football game this vear to back the team and lead Bull-
dog supporters. The cheerleaders organized, in coopera-
tion \\ith the Student Council, a freshman card section
for added school spirit at halftimes. Tlie section was out-
fitted with blue and white flash cards and coached by
the cheerleaders.
Tliev followed the team during the basketball season
to Ball State where die team cinched the Indiana Colle-
giate Conference Championship. Tlie cheerleaders play-
ed an active part in the football and basketball pep
sessions.
Carolyn Boots and Donn Richardson were co-captains
of the squad. Trudv Slabv served her second year as a
cheerleader. Freshman additions to the squad were
Trudv Mennen. Babs Vaughn, Diane Gable, and Carol
Medusk)'. Alternates during the year were Jeannine
Neuen. freshman, and Bonnie Cassady. junior.
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Butler cheerleaders lead the football team on the field after halft
Diane Gable, Babs Vaughn, Carol Medusky, Caroyln Boots, Donn Richardson, Trudy Mennen, and Trudy Slaby lead yells in fo
tion on the field.
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Dr. Charles Henzie directs the
time at the Butler Bowl.
band during half- The halftime honeys present another precise show paying trib-
ute to foreign nations.
Tlie Butler Marching band and color guard is under
the direction of Dr. Charles Henzie. Michael Leckrone
is the Assistant to the Director. The members of the
marching units spend manv hours during the fall months
practicing for their appearances at football games. Thev
present halftime shows at the games including formations
and twirling spectacles, and always outshine \ isiting col-
lege bands. This vear the band and halftime honeys trav-
eled to DePauw and Evans\ille for shows at the awav
games. Thev participated in the annual Indianapolis
Christmas Parade.
During the basketball season the color guard is com-
pletelv in charge of halftime sho\\'S except music pro-
\ided bv the band. Tlie captain of color guard for this
\ear \\as Ellen Sielaff. The choreographer was Karen
Haves. The halftime shows helped to draw record crowds
at the basketball games. The color guard presented many
colorful and unusual shows during the season. Tlie meni-
l)ers of color guard, for their spring project, sponsor a
baton contest entered by high school baton twirlers
throughout the state.
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The color guard marches on the field for a post-game show after another Butler victory.
Marching Band And Color Guard Spur BU Spirit
The marching band spells out a Homecoming message at the St. Joseph's-Butler football game.
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A lot of fast action was seen in the football intramurals. A play leads to disagreement between the Phi Delts and Sigma
Chis.
Roving Greeks combine talents to practice for basketball competitio
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Men\s Intramurah
'!'(](• iiicii s infraiiiiiral program i.s sponsored each year
1)V the men's athletic department. Tlie intramiiraLs are
under the direction of Henry E. Johns<>n, assistant ath-
Ir'tic director. Competition was encouraged this year
ainong the men's organizations on campns. Tau Kappa
l^psilon walked off with tfie footf>all championship for the
third consecutive year. Sigma Chi was the winner of
l)askctha!l intramurals. Seven sports were included in
the scoring for the all-sports trophy. Spring spfjrts in-
cluded volleyball, swimming, table tennis, track, and
s„ttl.all.
Only the net divided opponents in the volleyball intramurals.
Volleyball was played on the auxiliary floor during the weeks just prior to spring weather.
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KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA won kickball intramurals. Team mem-
bers were front row, Susan Schumacher, Judy Johnston, Jo Carter,
and Linda Hall, and standing, Bonnie Reynolds, Judy Adiard, Bar-
bara Rutherford, and Judy Taylor.
BOBBI MULVANEY was the winner of tennis singles.
Women^s Intramurals
The intramural program for women is organized by the
Sports Council of the Women's Recreation Association.
Intramural sports are directed by Mrs. Constance Zim-
lich, Miss Barbara Drinkwater, and Miss Xandra Ham-
ilton, the women's physical education facult)'.
The Women's Recreation Association offered a wide
variety of sports this vear. The fall sports were kickball,
tennis, golf, bowling, and table tennis. The winter sports
plaved inside the fieldhouse were \'ollevball, basketball,
swimming, and badminton. Spring sports included soft-
ball, archerv, and track and field events.
JEANNE LOVERING moves out for another lap in the swim-
ming IMs. WRH placed first, and Alpha Chi Omega held sec-
ond place. CHAMPION of table tennis singles was B;
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FINISHING ON TOP in the tennis doubles competi-
tion were Bobbi Mulvaney and Judy Horst.
BOWLING CHAMPS representing the Women's Residence Hall
are Melinda Hinkle, Kay Collings, Cynthia Miller, and Kartnen
Boling.
The Women's Residence Hall was the winner of bowl-
ing, table tennis, volleyball, and swimming competition.
The Kappas were kickball winners. Tlie golf title was
claimed bv Delta Gamma. Alpha Chi Omega won tennis
singles and doubles.
The climax of the women's intramural program is the
WRA banquet held each spring. An all-sports trophy is
awarded to the organization whose members earned the
most points for first, second, and third places in events.
TABLE TENNIS DOUBLES WINNERS WERE Cynthia
Miller and Barbara Rice.
JO CARTER tries for a basket and misses in intramural compe-
tition between the Kappas and the Tri Delts.
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WRH WAS THE WINNER OF volleyball intramurals. The players were
first row, Kay Ceilings, Barbara Rice, and Jane Trotter, and second row,
Janet Campbell, Cynthia Miller, Karmen Boling, Melinda Hinkle, and
Judy Fisher.
WINNING THE GOLF Intramural competition was
Mari Munson.
THE VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY players lined up left to right are Jane Trotter, Rita Kay Moody, Marcia LeBoeuf, Mari Munsor
Jeannine Neuen, Barbara Rice, Joan Rasmussen, Diana Clark, Judy Kline, and Judy Fisher.
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THE WOMEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM and coaches are kneeling, Barbara Rice, Joan Rasmussen, and Jeannir
and standing, Xandra Hamilton, Jane Trotter, Marcia LeBoeuf, Charlotte Tomlinson, Rita iCay Moody, Sue Eagleson, fCathy
Andry, Ellen Hammer, Judy Fisher, and Barbara Drinkwater.
Women^s Varsity Basketball Team
The Women's \'arsiU' Basketball Team stacked up a
season of se\en wins and only one loss. The onlv team to
defeat the Butler team was Indiana State with a score
of 62-58. The team practiced each week under the di-
rection of Miss Barbara Drinkwater and Miss Xandra
Hamilton of the women's ph\sical education facultx".
The teams defeated b\' Butler and the game scores
were Indiana Uni\ersitv Nurses, 76-44. Indiana Central.
51-25, St. \'incent's Hospital Nurses. 42-Sl. Fort Harrison
WACS, 63-15, Methodist Hospital Nurses, 42---37, Ander-
son College, 40-39, and Marian College, 51-47.
The Butler \'arsit\' Team plavs according to women's
basketball rides. The women ha\ e si.\ plavers. three for-
u'ards and three guards. Unhke men's basketball, the
guards are stricth' defensi\e. Tlie forwards are strictlv
offensi\ e. accounting for die high scoring of three plavers
as opposed to fi\e. The women's basketball court is di-
\ ided into hah es \\ith the forwards at one end and the
guards at the odier. No forward or guard is allowed to
cross the midcourt line.
The forwards were Katliv Andr\-, Ellen Hiuiiner. Judy
Horst, Marsha LeBoeuf, Joan Rasmussen, Barbara Rice.
and Charlotte Tomlinson.
_ r.- 1.- >. • 1 .. • , r, ,•••••.. The guards were Sandv Chenev, Sue Eagleson, Tudv
1 eammates Kita K.ay Moody and Marcia LeBoeuf hold the ball „. ,
'^t-,, ,^ tt . ' tt. t- \ r i~ t '
as Jane Trotter and Judy Fisher look on during varsity basket- ^isher. Dee Dee HertZ, Rita kay Moody, Jeanmne
ball practice. Ncueii, and Paiii Ulerw
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Organtzations
Ellen Sielaff Linda Doyal Anita Glaze
Priscilla Thomas, President Judy Horst Jo Kriegbaum Jan Sweeney
Mortar Board
The homecoming actixities, \\ith tlie aid of Blue Key
and the Alumni Office, were supported by Mortar Board,
as was the spring weekend including the Keyboard Ko-
tillion. Scholarship Day for high school students was
also sponsored bv Mortar Board and a course evaluation
study, se\eral charit*' projects, and a farewell party for
Mrs. Ross.
Mortar Board strives to promote scholarship by em-
phasizing those acti\ities coordinated with academic en-
deavor and also bv giving several $100 scholarships each
vear to worthv girls. Leadership is promoted bv the ac-
ti\ities of the girls in other organizations and ser\ice bv
the projects sponsored by the group. Mortar Board
strixes to uphold these principles by close affiliation with
the National Organization both before and after gradua-
tion and by the careful selection of new Mortar Board
members each vear. Janet Wagoner Linda Carr
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Mary K. Schuck Sharon Lynam Helen Webb
Judy Cartwright Betty Crall Judy McConnell
Joan Wilcox Jimmyle Listenbee Tony As Linda Woodward
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Blue Key
Verne Ratliff
John Cooke Larry Helms Larry Niksch
Donn Richardson
Blue Key, which this year completed its thirty-seventh
year on Butler's campus, is a national senior men's hon-
orary. In order to be eligible for membership in the
chapter, students must have a senior standing, a minimum
grade average of 2.5, and a record of participation and
leadership in numerous activities.
Blue Key in conjunction with Mortar Board sponsored
the 1961 Homecoming Festivities and also the Ke\'board
Kotillion which was held May 18.
The officers were Steve Butterbaugh, president. Larr^
Niksch, vice-president, Tom Crawford, recording secre-
tary, Don Wilson, corresponding secretarv', and Ralph
Crooks, treasurer.
Robert Snoddy Tom Crawford Duane Randall Gary Miller
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FIRST ROW: K. McMillin, J. Jahn, S. Barnhart, J. Henthorn, D. Bush, G. Mitchell, J. Hines, M. Steinberger. SECOND ROW: M.
Fabbri, R. Linville, J. Riping, B. Mulvaney, J. Flaningan, Miss Hamilton, N. Lepanen, J. Adlard, A. Vart, J. Lindley, S. Brace.
THIRD ROW: M. LeBoeuf, J. Hadfield, D. Burkhart, C. Newlon, J. Lovering, P. Buskirk, G. Dettwiler, A. Kwee, S. McGraw, B.
Bailey, A. Hill. FOURTH ROW: K. Pelz, M. Andrews, G. Grise, A. Pihlak, L. Lowry, P. Ulery, L. Hildreth, C. Wiegman.
Spurs
SPURS OFFICERS organizing the Path of Pennies are: Jonni
Jahn, historian, Judy Henthorn, vice-president, Donna Bush,
president, Ginny Mitchell, treasurer, Joanne Hines, editor,
and Susan Barnhart, secretary.
Spurs, the sophomore women's honorars', is acti\'e in
campus affairs. Its members, who are selected on the
l:)asis of scholarship and participation in school activities,
work to promote school spirit and a feeling of lovalt^' and
lielpfulness \\ ithin the student bod^'.
This year the members, wearing the traditional white
skirts and sweaters, sold mums at the Homecoming game,
worked on the Path-of-Pennies, and chose Hve of its
members to serve on a "Glamour Panel " for die E.xplorer
Scouts. During the spring semester the chapter served
the commimit\' through xolunteer work at some of tlie
hospitals and settlement schools in Indianapolis. Judy
Henthorn represented the chapter at the regional con-
\ ention held in Laramie, W^'oming. Miss Hamilton \\as
tlie chapter's adviser.
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Chimes is a national honorary for junior women. Mem-
bers are ehosen for outstanding participation in eampns
activities and for a minimum scliolastic average of 2.75.
Chimes members sold taffy apples at football games
and participated in Homecoming activities by sponsoring
the pep session, carillon l)ell ringing, and tlie tug-of-war.
They served at the Football Banquet and clothed a child
at Christmas. Chimes members were in charge of dis-
plays in the showcase outside the library.
Miss Ruth Ann Clark was the faculty sponsor and the
ofiBcers were Joan Glasson, president, Marilyn Quillen,
vice-president, Trena Radcliff, secretary, and Ann
Temple, treasurer.
Chimes officers for the year were, seated around the table,
Susie Abbott, editor; Anne Temple, treasurer; Joann Glasson,
president; Marilyn Quillen, vice-president; and Trena Radcliffe,
secretary.
Chimes
FIRST ROW: S. Abbott, A. Temple, J. Glasson, and T. Radcliffe. SECOND ROW: M. Hinkle, S. Edwards. C. Carr, R. Poe. J. Bates
J. Scheerer, and M. Baughner.
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FIRST ROW: D. Graves, B. Bade, B. Marshall, R. Caldwell, A. Youmans, P. Speicher.
SECOND ROW: R. Funkhouser, T. Russell, D. Foreman, J. Hershberger, E. Brown,
E. Ferguson, D. Hockett. THIRD ROW: B. Merrill, D. Johnston, T. Williams, R.
Satterfield, J. Groome, B. Zoccola, J. Cassady. FOURTH ROW: N. Banos, S. Gable,
S. Summers, J. Miles, S. Schumacher, J. Hedberg, G. Moon, B. Sandlin, D. Burdette.
Utes
Utes, the sophomore men's honor-
ary, is a service organization stressing
scholarship and leadership and de\ ot-
ed to the constant impro\ement of the
University. Acti\ ities this vear includ-
ed participation in Homecoming cere-
monies, sponsoring tlie annual Basket-
ball Banquet in the spring, and
operating a bootli at the Acti\ities
Fair.
The officers were John Hershberger,
president, Ed Brown, vice-president,
Jim Miles, secretary, and Dave Fore-
man, treasurer.
Sphinx
Sphinx is an honorary organization
of junior men who have maintained a
2.5 or abo\e accumulati\e grade point
a\'erage and ha\e demonstrated an
interest in extracurricular activities.
The primary function of the organiza-
tion is service to the University, and
in striving for this goal. Sphinx an-
nually sponsors a football banquet. In
addition the organization participated
in the Student Council Acti\ities Fair
and organized the Homecoming pep
ralh' and greased pole fight.
The officers were Bob Worth, pres-
ident, Joe Manador, vice-president.
Don Hazelrig, treasurer, and Dave
Kimbrall. secretarv.
FIRST ROW: D. Sheneman, J. Afanador, D. Howery, M. Wright, M. Morgan, B.
Breedlove, D. Kimball. SECOND ROW: B. Worth, D. Boxell, J. Leaman, N. Weakly,
D. Barid, G. Ringham, D. Fleming, D. Hazelrigg, C. Hensley.
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Alpha Lambda
Delta
Alpha Lambda Delta is a national scholastic hon-
orary for freshman women who attain a 3.5 average.
The purpose of the organization is to promote in-
telligent living and to encourage superior scholastic
attainment among freshmen women.
In the fall in co-operation with Phi Eta Sigma.
Alpha Lambda Delta sponsored a reception for
promising freshman students. Other activities of
the group included participation in the Student
Council Activities Fair and the awarding of a book
of poetry to the senior member who had the highest
academic average based on seven semesters.
Phi Eta Sigma
Phi Eta Sigma is a freshman honor societs' found-
ed in 1923 to encourage and reward high scholastic
attainment among the men of the freshman class.
Eligibility for membership is based solelv on schol-
arship. All freshman men who earn a 3.5 a\erage
the first semester at Butler are elected.
The officers were Dave Foreman, president, and
Ben Satterfield, treasurer. Dr. Roland Usher ser\ed
as faculty advisor.
FIRST ROW: R. Poe, Dean Durflinger, Miss Nancy Moore, S. Brace.
SECOND ROW: J. Hadfield, G. Dettwiler, S. Huffman, P. Ulery, C.
Newlon, D. Bush.
FIRST ROW: B. Newberry, D. Benson, D. Foreman. SECOND ROW;
D. Randall, B. Satterfield.
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Karyn Genth, Assistant Editor, and Susie Walker, Editor of the 1962 Drift.
The 1962 Drift
The Drift is a publication of the junior class at Butler.
A student of any class can participate in compiling the
year's e\ents and acti\ities in book form. Work on the
Drift is one of the most time consuming and rewarding
activities on campus. The yearbook is a source of mem-
ories for students and is shown in high schools through-
out the state by the admissions office.
Tliis vear began with two days of sales during the first
semester registration period. After promoting sales dur-
ing second semester registration the stafl sold 1,025 cop-
ies, a record number in the history of the Drift.
Working on a budget of $8,500 the staff financed the
book by advertising, sales, and paid section pages. Part
of the budget this vear went toward one four-color spread
at the beginning of the book. Tlie decision to insert color
photograpln' \\'as made by the staff in an eftort to pro-
\ide \arict%' in layout presentation and to set the pace
for future issues of the Drift.
The UniversitV' offers grants of tuition to those students
holding the positions of editor, assistant editor, business
manager, art editor, and photographer. The staff fortu-
nately was comprised of members with a sense of re-
sponsibility- and cooperation. Students of the sophomore,
junior, and senior classes participated as section editors,
and freshmen ser\ed on the inde.x and business staffs.
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FIRST ROW: Susie Abbott, Mary Maitland Fleiss, Joanna Michael, Donna Emmons, Karyn Genth, Susie Walker.
Sherry Hartigan, Pam Ulery, and Kay Cross. SECOND ROW: Carolyn Dixon, Rosie Linville, Bobbi Mulvaney. Mari
Munson, Toni Ax, Sue Elster, Becky Brown, Carol Hall, and Bettsy Bailey.
Becky Brown and Carol Hall,
Art Editors
B<!1 Haskett,
Business Manager
Sherry Hartigan
Copy Editor
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When we came we really worked. We typed, painted, filed, drew^, pasted, and watched.
Mary Maitland Fleiss. Steve Butter-
baugh, and Joanna Michael, Campus
Editors.
Susie Abbott and Joann Glass
Housing Editors
Carolyn Dixon,
Index Editor
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Kay Cross and Pam Ulery,
Royalty Editors
Donna Emmons and Bettsy Bailey,
Faculty Editors
Rosie Linville and Bobbi Mulvaney.
Junior-Senior Elditort
The Staff Had A Successful Pageant—
And A More Successful Year
Toni Ax,
Contracts Manager
Sue Elster and Mari Munsor
Organizations Editors
Dave Kimball and Hans Sheridan.
Sports Editors
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Collegian
Butler's student newspaper, The Butler Collegian, is
a semiweekly publication produced by the journalism
department. The newspaper office ser\es as a laboratorv
tor journalism majors and other interested students. Tlie
staff sponsors the Goodwill Cheer Dri\'e.
Although not many letters to the editor appeared in
the columns of The Collegian tliis year, there was an
added feature of national and international news briefs.
First semester positions were filled bv Linda Brandt,
editor-in-chief, Karen Hausman, managing editor, Ray
Macki, city editor, Dick Coluon, feature editor, Fran
Farnam and Pris Thomas, social editors, Rodney Cald-
well, business manager, and Mike Pearv, sports editor.
Changes made the second semester were Ray Macki.
managing editor, Karen Hausman, news editor, Keitli
Sharkey, feature editor, Linda Wesseling, city editor,
and Phvllis Gorfain, editorial director. Mr. John Barron
replaced Mr. Alan Marshall as facult)' advisor.
Linda Brandt,
Editor-in-Chief
Colonel John Barron,
Faculty Advisor
Ray Macki,
Managing Editor
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Rodney Caldwe
Business Manager
Priscilla Thomas and Fran Farnam,
Social Editors
Phyllis Gorfain,
Editorial Editor
Keith Sharkey,
Feature Editor
Linda Wesseling,
City Editor
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FIRST ROW: Mr. James Rooker, C. Smith, D. Day, B. Watts, M.
Kuntz, K. McMillin, S. DeFord, and Mr. James Thomas. SEC-
OND ROW: M. Wood, C. Rennard, A. Kendall, R. Linville, D.
Medich, and R. Graham. THIRD ROW: Y. Bojrab, J. Johnston,
R. Butz, J. Lovering, R. Hapeman, and J. Gill. FOURTH ROW:
R. Martin, J. Frank, S. Slyby, S. Eavey, C. Kiewitt, and S.
Vance. FIFTH ROW: J. Zinc, F. Farnam, H. McKenzie, M. Hall,
S. Edwards, and A. Weingarth.
FIRST ROW: J. Wilcox, G. Treida, H. Webb, J. AUpach, J.
Mustard, and S. Abbott. SECOND ROW: J. Oakshott, M. Otto,
M. Baugher, A. Hall, and J. Blankschein. THIRD ROW: G.
Knoll, D. Bush, A. Shelton, L. Burst, and D. Milwojac. FOURTH
ROW: C. Oakshott, M. Allison, N. Henry, and J. Davidson.
FIFTH ROW: K. Shera, A. Glaze, N. Lepanen, S. Hoffman, and
M. Sirmin. SIXTH ROW: M. McIIvain, N. Wilson, P. Rothjab,
J. Long, and P. Reece. SEVENTH ROW: D. Hutton, S. Beaty,
F. Brenneman, K. VanBuskirk, L. Nierman, E. Schick, and
J. Gill.
Student National Education Association
Tlie Student National Education Association is an or-
ganization for students interested in teaching as a pro-
fession. Programs for the monthly meetings included
a Christmas party for under-privileged children and
speeches bv prominent educators such as the State Co-
ordinator of the Indiana Student Education Association
and Dr.
J.
Hartt Walsh. Other programs included films
and a panel discussion on teaching problems.
Helen Webb served as president and Jean Alspach was
\ ice-president, Jody Mustard, secretary, and Georgeann
Treida, treasurer.
SNEA held its annual Christmas party for underprivileged chil-
dren at the Alpha Chi Omega house.
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FIRST ROW: J. Alspach, H. Webb, S. Elster, L. Brandt. SECOND ROW: K. Genth, S. Abbott, J. Henthorn, J. Scheerer, J. Gla..on,
G. Treida, J. Horst, C. Weigman, A. Booher, T. Ax, J. Cartwright.
Association Of Women Students
The governing bodv of the women students of Butler
University' is the Association of Women Students. "Coed
Codes," a pamphlet of campus regulations, is printed by
AWS and is given to all freshman women to ser\e as a
guide of campus policies.
The Association of Women Students had its meetings
once a month. In September there was a get-acquainted
meeting with skits by the sorority pledge classes. The
members of AWS selected Jane Flaningan to represent
Butler in tlie Miss Indiana Pageant.
This year's officers were Helen \^'ebb, president. Sue
Elster, \ice-president, Linda Brandt, secretary, and Jean
Alspach, treasurer. The sponsor was Miss Ruth Ann
Clark.
The mass meetings of the Association of Women Students held
at intervals during the year are attended by girls living in
town and girls from every housing unit on campus.
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The Butler Student Council widened its ran^e of sen-
ices to the student bod\' this year. The Ga\'el, an assign-
ment and date book, was sold by the Council in the fall.
Tlie Student Council sponsored the third Activities Fail-.
During March tlie Council cooperated with the Red
Cross in the campus Blood Dri\e. The Student Council
led a "Great Decisions" discussion group on world prob-
lems. In cooperation with the facultw the Student Coun-
cil organized the second College Bowl team, which this
\'ear competed with teams from other schools.
The Coiuicil fiunished the office of their new meeting
room and conducted a student opinion poll. Tlie review-
ing and filing of the constitutions of all campus organiza-
tions was also initiated in an effort to coordinate ac-
ti\ ities on campus.
Butler Student Council
FIRST ROW: L. Saulgozis, J. Wilcox, J. Kreigbaum, L. Lowry. SECOND ROW: P.
Leerkamp. THIRD ROW: M. Morgan, B. Zoccola, T. Williams.
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Steve Butterbaugh, first vice-president, and Priscilla Thomas,
second vice-president.
Toni Ax, corresponding secretary, Marvin Wright, treasurer,
and Judy Horst, recording secretary.
FIRST ROW: M. Thieman, A. Glaze, M. Holaday, M. Richter. SECOND ROW: K. Pelz, S. Henry, L. Brandt.
THIRD ROW: P. Stewart, S. Gable, D. Shearer.
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The Butler Independent Students Association is a social
organization open to all independent Butler students.
The purpose of the organization is to give more students
tile opportunity' to participate in campus social e\ents.
BISA is sponsored by Dr. William Cupp. Major F. E.
Arbogast and Nh-. Archie Nichols.
Officers for the year were Glenn Barrett, president,
Nancv Clark, vice-president, Li\ia Saulgozis, recording
secretary, Bea Stanfield, corresponding secretary, and
Jean Hadfield. treasurer.
The BISA room serves as a meeting place every afternoon fo
members.
Butler Independent Students Association
FIRST ROW: A. Anderson, G. Freeman, B. Newberry, R. Boop, D. Glendenning, B. Bereman. SECOND ROW: B. Stanfield, J.
Hadfield, G. Barrett, N. Clark, L. Saulgozis. THIRD ROW: Mr. F. Arbogast, O. Daugherty, C. Wolgamott, L. DeHart, J. Klein,
S. Beaty, A. Bennett, W. Haskett, Dr. W. Cupp
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Tlio Young Women's Christian Association and
the Yoinig Men's Christian Association jointly spon
sor the Freshman Nfixer, Geneva Stimts, and Spring
Sing. An Honor Day award is given each year l)y
YM-YWCA to tlie outstanding freshman man and
woman student. Tlie Blue Book, tlie student direc-
tory, is published by the groups. They also print
the programs tor the Strident Chapel Services.
Mr. John Pihlak was the sponsor of YM-YWCA
and Mr. and Mrs. Hal Wilkins were advisers for
the groups. Officers for the YWCA were Linda
Woodward, president, Susan Schumacker, first vice-
president, Helen Webb, second vice-president,
Sharon Lynam, secretary, Linda Doyle, treasurer,
and Sue Abbott, district representative. Officers for
the YMCA were Tom Bates, president, Jeff Mc-
Donald, vice-president, Marvin Wright, secretary,
and Bob Wright, treasurer.
Y-Cabinet Members are FIRST ROW: M.
Elster, G. Trieda, L. Woodward, H. Webb,
SECOND ROW: Mr. John J. Pihlak, D. Bai
aid, T. Bates, B. Wright, Mr. Hal Wilkin..
mgher,
Kriegbi
B. Chj
A. Niel.on, S.
lum, S. Lynam.
pin, J. McDon-
YMCA-YWCA
Y-Council Members are FIRST ROW: T. Radcliffe, S. Lynam, J. Glasson, H. Webb, L. Woodward, J. Kriegbaum, V. Carter. S.
Manion. SECOND ROW: S. Elster, J. Johnston, T. Mennen, N. Ginther, J. Riping, D. Zellers, P. Ruggieri, C. Smith, J. Henthorn.
THIRD ROW: Mr. John Pihlak, J. Adlard, J. Lindley, M. Baugher, A. Nielsen, A. Pihlak, B. Cassady, B. Seibert. J. McConneU.
FOURTH ROW: S. Gable, B. Wright, J. McDonald, B. Chapin, T. Bates, W. Richards, D. Baird.
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Panhellenic
Junior Panhellenic
The Junior Panhellenic Council is
made up of delegates from each soror-
it\- pledge class. This year, under the
leadership of the president, Nhirsha
Bishop, the group sponsored a carol-
ing partv' for sororit\' pledges and
Women's Residence Hall freshmen.
In addition to their main project.
Junior Panhellenic Day, which gi\es
incoming freshman girls an opportu-
nity to tour the sorority houses and
ask questions concerning Greek life,
the council aided the Indianapolis
Panhellenic bv pro\iding entertain-
ment at a tea for prospecti\ e freshman
women in this area.
FIRST ROW: S. Crisman, K. Yost, M. Bishop, and G. Ferrell. SECOND ROW:
A. Shelton, S. Bache, D. Emmons, J. Jackson, C. McCoy, T. Mennen, and T. Slaby.
Panhellenic Council
The Panliellenic Association is go\ -
erned bv the Panhellenic Council con-
sisting of three delegates from each
of the six Greek sororities on campus.
Weekly meetings are held.
The primary goal of Panhellenic is
to foster good relations among Butler
women students. The Council also de-
termines the ndes for iiish in the fall,
and sets up all plans for it. Greek
Week is sponsored bv Panhellenic in
conjunction with the Interf^aternit^•
Council.
Tliis year's officers were Marilvn
Sager, president, Sharon Lvnam, vice-
president, and Beck\' Brown, secre-
tarv'-treasurer.
HRST ROW: C. Koelling, L. Life, B. Brown. M. Sager. S. Lynam. J. Kriegbaum.
and J. Brunst. SECOND ROW: T. Ax, S. Hartigan, K. Hayes, J. Johnson. J. Horst,
C. Dixon, M. LeBoeuf, M. Sirmin. J. Eyden, and B. Shook.
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Interfraternity Council
The Interfraternity Council is com-
posed of one officer from each frater-
nity at Butler. The council's purpose
is to unite the fraternities in working
together for the good of fraternity life.
Stu Brown served as president for this
year. The Council sent next year's
president John McGuire and Dean
Schwomeyer, the Council's adviser, to
Boston for the National Interfraternity
Council Convention last December.
The Interfraternity Council works
with Panhellenic to promote Greek
Week, sells green beanies, and is st^i^ -
ing for a stuitable organized rush
program.
IFC Members, Stu Brown and Danny Gallagher put Dr
Faculty Auction during Greek Week.
Paul Stewart up
B. McLin, S. Briganti, J. McGuire, S. Brown, Dean Schwomeyer. D. Jordan. B.
Gremel, D. Fleming, G. Beplay.
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Young Republicans
The Young Republicans under the leadership of Jim
Blythe again had a prosperous year. Membership tliis
vear reached o\er 500 and for the second straight vear
Butler had the largest Young Republican club in the
state. The club was host for the Midwest Federation of
Young Republican Clubs Convention and sponsored
some fifteen major speakers on campus including Don-
ald Bruce, Stan E\ans, Bob Hughes, and Homer Cape-
hart.
The club has been considered one of the top ten
Y'oung Republican clubs in tlie Midwest. Officers were
Jim Blythe, president, Barbara Shook, vice-president,
Karen Hausman, recording secretarv, Judv McConnell,
corresponding secretar)', and Cindv Hopping, treasurer.
Talking to Mr. Bob Hughes are Barbara Shook, vice-president,
and Jim Blythe, president of the Young Republicans.
FIRST ROW: J. Cornell, K. Hausman, J. Blythe, B. Shook, N. Lepanen, and N. Hunner. SECOND ROW: M. Dadd, N. Ginther, G.
Staley, J. Dietz, J Campbell, and E. Davis. THIRD ROW: J. Neuen, C. Adams, V. Tilgner, C. Clark, P. Fleece, and S. DuBois.
FOURTH ROW: R. Garver, K. Murray, J. Hartford, J. Hair, B. Compton, S. Frauman, and S. Sears. FIFTH ROW: J. Hepburn, L.
Walker, P. Trick, M. McCrory, R. Weber, R. Kersten, M. McCain, and R. Bowsher. SIXTH ROW: R. Maxfield, D. Sanders, J. D.
Carter, B. Edgecomb, J. Lindley, M. Baugher, and A. NieUon.
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Young Democrats
The purpose of the Young Demo-
crats is to create political awereuess
on campus and to present the views
and policies of the Democratic Party.
This year was one the most success-
ful in recent years. With a member-
ship of close to 125, the club had a
variety of speakers and films and cov-
ered a wide range of topics. The club
also was involved in several rallies.
Officers this year were Steve Gable,
president; Phil Solzan, treasurer; Judy
Cartwright, \'ice-president; and Alice
Ann Wade, secretary.
FIRST ROW: M. Powers, J. Solbeck, M. Hinkle, M. Duckwall, K. Boling, M. Mar-
tin. SECOND ROW: J. Cartwright, P. Reagan, N. Orton, J. Flaningan, M. Rodick.
J. McCabe. THIRD ROW: A. Glaze, J. Augusterfer, S. Manion, R. Grave., S.
Carmack, P. Solzan. FOURTH ROW: F. Nakarai, R. Turk, S. Patten, A. Mill-
man, S. Abbott, G. Jones. FIFTH ROW: W. Higgins, D. Clark, S. Gable, M.
Schwartz, S. Ehrlich, L. Moore.
B'Men^s Association
Every member of the B-Men's As-
sociation is a Butler athlete who has
earned a varsity letter. Banded to-
gether to promote fellowship among
Butler athletes, they typify all-around
college men.
The B-Men group presents the an-
nual Hilton U. Brown award, both in
football and in basketball. This award
is based on team attitude, grades, ath-
letic ability, sportsmanship, leader-
ship, and initiative and co-operation
with athletic coaches.
The Association presents belt buck-
les to graduating seniors. The B-Men
also sell programs at football and bas-
ketball games.
FIRST ROW: L. Helms, D. Haslam, T. Trexler, D. Benbow, G. Green, J. Milhous.
J. Krebs, K. Freeman, R. Snoddy. SECOND ROW: L. Shook. L. Braun. D. Gal-
lagher, A. Graves, G. Williams. THIRD ROW: E. Engle, D. Hutchison, J. Jack-
son, P. Long, V. Ratliff, J. Shultz, T. Renie. FOURTH ROW: G. Petty. T. Meeks.
J. Wagner, H. Sheridan, D. Oberting, J. Raymond. D. Bush, M. Seal. B. Butler. D.
Wilson, T. Bowman.
1.3.-3
Manuscripts
"Manuscripts" is the magazine
published twice a year bv students
enrolled in writing courses at But-
ler. Its purpose is to pro\ide an
opportunits' for students to publish
essays, short stories, and poems ap-
pro\ed by the editors and their
staff. The editor for 1961-62 was
Ar\in Brokaw, and tlie assistant
editor was Suzette Brace. The fac-
ulty ad\isers were Dr. Werner
Beyer and Dr. Roy Marz.
M. Johnson, M. Hiles, Dr. Werner Beyer, Dr. Roy Marz, A. Brokaw, and S. Brace.
Sigma Tau Delta
Sigma Tau Delta is a national pro-
fessional English honorary requiring
a 3.0 a\erage for membership. Mem-
bers must be either English majors
or minors and must ha\e a junior or
senior standing in the Uni\ersit\'.
Meetings, held once a month, were
led by Judy McConnell, president.
Assisting her was Rita Poe, \'ice-presi-
dent; Karmen Boling, secretary; and
JoAnn Glasson, treasurer. Dr. Beyer
\\ as the facult\' ad\"iser.
The purpose of the organization is
to fiu'dier interest in written and oral
literature. This ^'ear the group inyited
English teachers to discuss the prob-
lems of teaching and presented speak-
ers, films, and records.
FIRST ROW: J. Cartwright, Dr. Werner Beyer, J. McConnell, J. Glasson, K. Boling,
and M. Hinkle. SECOND ROW: M. Finch, L. Life, L. Doyal, S. Lynam, A. Temple,
S. Abbott, and H. Webb.
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Kappa Psi
Ku|)pu Rsi, a national pharina-
ceutical fraternity, strives to brf>acl-
en the pharmacy student's knowl-
edge of his chosen profession. Kap-
pa Psi offers a scholarship award
each year. Kappa Psi sponsors proj-
ects and social functions thronj^h-
out the school year to provide an
opportunity for fellowship and as-
sociation of students with practic-
ini^ pharmacists.
Tlie officers were Charles Rhodes,
president; Dick Simmons, vice-pres-
ident; Bob Federspill, secretary;
Fred Feister. treasurer; Jarold
Hunt, historian, and Joe Janostak,
chaplin.
FIRST ROW: T. Crump, J. Heinz, F. Feister, and R. Federspill. SECOND ROW: J. Jan-
ostak, D. Fisher, R. Miller, and J. Grasty. THIRD ROW: D. Kiefer, B. Hines, C. Rhodes,
J. Hunt, D. Simmons, G. Ringham, Dr. Russell Parke, and D. OldBeld.
.\lpha Phi chapter of Phi Delta Chi,
a national pharmacy fraternity, is now
in its si.xth vear at Butler. The pur-
pose of this organization is to promote
the scholarship of its members while
advancing the profession of pharmacy
by providing an opporunity for as-
sociation bet\\'een students and prac-
ticing pharmacists. Activities include
window displays, decoration of the
annual Christmas tree, providing sci-
entific pictures for the building's walls,
and the selling of pharmaceutical
jewelry.
The officers for tliis year were Bob
Dettmer, president; Steve Cullison,
\ice-president; Bob Savage, secretary;
and Ed Gailbreath, treasurer. The fac-
ulty adviser was Professor Dale Doer.
Phi Delta Chi
FIRST ROW: D. Russel, E. Duncan, J. Campbell, W. Richards. B. Locke. N.
Weakly, and A. Fishburn. SECOND ROW: L. Vandagriff, D. Bough, D. Reeves,
L. Fattore, T. Burke, N. D'Andre, and G. Chin. THIRD ROW: C. Allen. S. Henry.
E. Gailbreath, B. Savage, B. Dettmer, S. Cullison, B. Stevens, and C. Hensley.
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FIRST ROW: J. Ehlen, D. Cole, J. Peterson, S. Holler, and J. Liehe. SECOND
ROW: R. Hoak, M. Everson, A. Jenkins, and S. Higgenbolham.
Sigma Alpha
Iota
Sigma Alpha lota, a national profes-
sional women's music fraternit\% serves
to promote the highest ideals of mu-
sical education.
Tlie Zeta Chapter awards annual
performing scholarships, presents mu-
sicales, participates in civic concerts,
and is acti\e in Jordan College mu-
sical acti\ities.
A woman must be a music major or
minor and have an accumulative av-
erage of 2.5 for membership.
Officers for this vear were Joan
Liehe, president; Jan Peterson, vice-
president; Darlene Cole, recording
secretary; Sandy Higginbotham, treas-
urer; and Marlene E\'erson, chaplain.
MuPhi
Epsilon
Kappa Chapter of Mu Phi Epsilon
has many acti\ities to support its aim
and projects. Founder's Day, maga-
zines sales, the friendship fund, music
for the Far East. Christmas wrapping
paper sales, and awards for scholar-
ship and musicianship at Butler ha\e
been supported. This year tlie Kappa
Chapter is also helping to plan Mu
Phi Epsilon's national convention
which is to be held in Indiana.
Officers for 1961-62 were Linda
Eckard, president; Lenore Cohn, vice-
president; Georgia Grise, recording
secretarv; and Helen Williams, treas-
M. Sovcie, S. Louiseau, R. Lang, G. Neal, L. Eckard, G. Grise, H. Williams, E.
LaPrell, L. Britton, C. Parks, L. Austen, D. Seaths, and L. Colin.
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Insurance
Society
The Insiiriiiicc Society was oif^aii-
ized to invite outstanding financial
leaders to present topics at various
meetings in order to supplement edu-
cational materials and to evaluate
principles and practices in the field
ot insurance.
Each year the Insurance Society
takes field trips to review operations
in a typical progressive insurance com-
pany. Among the speakers invited by
the group this year were Mr. Ed Gal-
lagher, American States Insurance
Company, and Mr. Walt Dethmer, In-
surance Information Institute.
The officers were Morris Profeta,
president; Monte Parrish, vice-presi-
dent and treasurer; and Gary Miller,
secretary. The faculty adviser was Dr.
Archie Nichols.
Bench and
Gavel
Bench and Gavel, a new organiza-
tion on campus, is composed of pre-
law students. The club's name is de-
rived from the judge's bench and
gavel, signifying the practice of law.
Designed to give students a better
knowledge about the legal practice,
the group is sponsored by Judge Wal-
ter Myers of the Indiana Appellate
Court and a lecturer at Butler for
eighteen years.
The officers were Bill Haskett, pres-
ident; Jim Craig, vice-president; Steve
Zimmerman, secretary; and Fred Nak-
arai, treasurer.
FIRST ROW: Mr. Archie Nichols, J. Petersen, M. Parrish, and M. Profeta. SEC-
OND ROW: M. Allender, D. Gert, J. Burford, D. Brown, J. Arnold, and L. Caylor.
THIRD ROW: R. Dodd, R. Skinner, C. Harrington, F. Grannan, and S. Bade.
FRONT ROW: F. Nakarai, B. Haskett, J. Craig, S. Zimmerman, and N. McCoskey
SECOND ROW: R. Burdge, P. O'Connell, B. Saeger, and J. Eaton. THIRD ROW:
R. Satterfield, R. Jordan, and S. Patten.
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Women^s Recreational Association
FIRST ROW: M. LeBoeuf. T. Ax, J. Trotter, J. Horst, Miss Drinkwater. J. Brunst,
J. Gunning, K. Genth, and M. Thieman. SECOND ROW: P. Bernstein, N. Kolbe,
J. Miller, Miss Hamilton, J. Hertz, M. Sager, J. Taylor, L. Carr, J. Moran, and
R. Poe.
Advisory Board
The Ad\ isorv Board directs the ac-
ti\ities of the \\'onien's Recreational
Association which all women students
may join. This vear WRA sponsored
for the first time a Monte Carlo partv
for a m'onev-making project. It was
also hostess to a High School Plav-
day.
WRA raised money for the Cross-
roads College Contest by sponsoring
a Benefit Auction. The money raised
was used to sponsor a day camp for
crippled children.
Officers of WRA were Judy Horst,
president; Toni Ax, yice-president;
Rita Kay Moody, secretary; and Jane
Trotter, treasurer. Miss Barbara
Drinkwater and Miss Xandra Ham-
ilton were advisors of the WRA Ad-
visor)' Board.
Sports Council
The Sports Council of WRA or-
ganizes the women's intramural sports
throughout the year. Each member
of the Council is responsible for one
sport. In the spring the WRA ban-
quet was given to honor the group
and indi\idual winners of the \arious
sports. The Sports Council helps the
Ad\isorv Board in directing the work
of WRA.
FIRST ROW: J. Taylor, K. McMiUin, T. Ax, B. Stein, A. Neilsen, and A. Booher.
SECOND ROW: J. McDowell, P. Wilson, T. Radcliffe, and B. Bailey.
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Delta Psi Kappa
Delta Psi Kappa is the professional
women's physical education honorary.
The aims of Delta Psi Kappa are to
promote high educational standards in
professional training, to foster an in-
terfraternity spirit of cooperation and
mutual service among women in the
\arious professions, to develop oppor-
tunities for professional women, and
to act in an advisory capacity to mem-
bers seeking ad\'ice. To be a member
of Alpha Delta Chapter of Delta Psi
Kappa, one must have a 2.5 grade
point average. Officers were Rita Kay
Moody, president; Pat Bumstein, vice-
president; Joan Lindahl, secretary;
and Jane Trotter, treasurer.
FIRST ROW: P. Bernstein, R. Moody, J. Trotter. SECOND ROW: J. Miller, J.
Lindahl, J. Fisher, and Mrs. Zimlich.
Membership in PEMM Club is
open to all women physical education
majors and minors. Its purposes are
to promote a professional and social
interest in health, physical education,
and recreation. Among PEMM Club's
projects this year were helping with
WRA's Monte Carlo Party, sponsoring
airplane rides around the city, and
attending the national convention of
tlie American Association of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation
held at Cincinnati.
Serving as officers this year were
Jane Trotter, president; Joan Lindahl,
\ice-president; Sandy Cheney, secre-
tary; and Linda Hall, treasurer.
PEMM Club
FIRST ROW: D. Hertz, R. Moody, J. Trotter, L. Hall, J. Lindahl, S. Cheney, and J.
Carter. SECOND ROW: J. McDowell, J. Miller, J. Phillips, G. Rea, B. Rice. C.
Tomlinson, S. Eagleson, M. LeBoeuf, J. Rasmussen, and D. Clark. THIRD ROW:
J. Klein, J. Bogan, B. Stein, J. Fisher, S. DeBoy, S. Jessup. Mrs. Zimlich, P.
Downey, M. Bishop, B. Porter, and J. Taylor.
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Religious Council
Religious Council is made up of
i-epresentati\ t^s from each social
and religious organization on
campus. During the year the Re-
ligious Council sponsors Fii'eside
Chats, the Religious Banquet, and
Sunday Chapel. Dr. Robert E.
.\ndr\' is the facult\' ad\iser, and
the officers for 1961-62 were Nancy
Clark, president; Phil Trick, \ice-
president; Sylvia Butler, recording
secretary; Trudy Slaby, correspond-
ing secretaiT; and Linda ^^'ood-
ward, treasurer.
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FIRST ROW: R. Maxfield, N. Knutson, N. Clark, T. Slaby, and C. McCoy. SECOND
ROW: P. Trick, S. Gable, T. Williams, and R. Rayle.
Kappa Beta
Kappa Beta is a national religious
honorary consisting of women of the
Disciples of Christ Church. Service is
the main function of the organization
with emphasis on helping and pro-
viding entertainment for the under-
privileged children. A spring picnic
was the highlight of the year along
with tlie sponsorship of an orphaned
child. Syhia Butler served as this
year's president; Karen Genth, vice-
president; Rita Poe, corresponding
secretary; Mary Ellen Hall, recording
secretary; and Joan Wilcox, treasurer.
FIRST ROW: S. Rector, K. McMillin, Mrs. Zimlich, S. McGraw, M. Holaday. SEC-
OND ROW: N. Henry, A. Temple, R. Poe, B. Meyers, A. Pihlak, M. Klepfer,
S. Butler, L. Hines, B. Seibert, C. Newlon, M. Koontz, J. Wilcox.
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Ichthus
Althouj^i rric-inhership is open U>
all interested persons, Ichthus is
primarily composed of religion ma-
jors who meet to discuss and to
study the problems and movements
in the church and its ministry.
TTie word Ichthus is the Greek
word for fish which was the symlxjl
of the early church. Its letters are
the initials of the Greek words
meaning Jesus, Christ, God, Son of.
and Sa\iour.
Officers were Bill Breedlove, pres-
ident; Ladonna Bankes, vice-presi-
dent; Barbara Siebert, secTetar>';
and Richard Compton, treasurer.
FIRST ROW: Dr. Reisinger, W. Breedlove, S. Rector, S. Belcher, B. Nelson, B. Seibert,
C. Zavitz. SECOND ROW: D. Glendenning, P. Schumann, L. Renihan, J. Gardiner,
L. Gray, R. Compton, D. Fleming. THIRD ROW: H. Griffin, J. Burgen, J. Taylor, P.
Lawson, P. Inman, N. Scott.
Welwyn Club
Home economics majors and minors
and girls with an interest in home
economics may join the Welw^'n Club.
It is a member of the State Home
Economics College Clubs of Indiana
and participates in the meetings of
this group. Welwyn Club had an ac-
tive year with AHce Ann Martin as
president; Janet Wagoner, vice presi-
dent; Linda Woodward, secretary;
and Carol Clark, treasurer.
The year's activities started with a
picnic in the Garden House. Programs
centered around foreign countries.
The members held a pancake supper
and a pizza supper.
FIRST ROW: A. Martin, S. Burgdorfer, J. Wagoner, K. Kapantais. D. Bush, S.
Porter. SECOND ROW: B. Shook, C. Koelling, P. Moenning, C. Clark. J. BUls,
M. Gillan.
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Tau Beta Sigma and Kappa Kappa Psi
FIRST ROW: J. Woodruff, A. Cook, B. Frey, B. Bodnar, L. Westrich, S. Wilson,
M. McAffee, S. Lindley, and M. BilU. SECOND ROW: J. Carter, H. Webb, M.
Hall, D. Boone, J. Flaningan, S. Parna, G. Hailing, M. Martin, and J. Michael.
THIRD ROW: B. O'Brien, J. Afanador, L. Cornn, D. Gorman, D. Klepinger, and
J. Taylor. FOURTH ROW: S. Schumacher, B. Gerdenich, S. Belcher, S. Butter-
baugh, B. Porter, E. White, D. Burge, and J. Black. FIFTH ROW: E. Loviscek,
J. Sitton, D. Beck, B. Collier, C. Harvey, D. Rumfent, and Mr. Leckrone.
Tau Beta Sigma and Kappa Kappa
Psi are honorary organizations for
band women and men. Each requires
an a\erage scholarship record of ac-
ceptance. Both honoraries strive to
stimuhite campus leadership tlirough
the medium of band. They are botli
interested in the performance of good
music and the selection of worthwhile
projects.
The officers of Tau Beta Sigma were
Karen Hayes, president; Mary Ellen
Hall, \ice-president; Shirley Wilson,
secretar)'; and Jo Carter, treasurer.
The officers of Kappa Kappa Psi
were Joe Afanador, president; Dick
Klepinger, vice-president; and Brian
Porter, secretary-treasurer.
Sigma Delta Pi
The Delta Upsilon Chapter of
Sigma Delta Pi, a national Spanish
honorary, is one of 120 chapters in
the United States. Meetings of the
group were held monthly, and
members were initiated each se-
mester.
Requirements for membership
are a recommendation by the Span-
ish staff, a 3.0 accumulative aver-
age, 3.5 a\erage in Spanish courses,
and si.x hours of Spanish literature
courses.
A March banquet was held with
Dr. James O. Swain, the National
E.\ecuti\e Secretary, as the guest
speaker.
Dr. Henry K. Ziomek was the
sponsor. The officers were Toni A.x,
president; Judy Cartwright, vice-
president; Diane Purdy, secretary;
and Dave Fleming, treasurer.
FIRST ROW: J. Cartwright, J. Kriegbaum, M. McCrory, Dr. Ziomek, Mr. Wilmeth, T.
Ax, D. Purdy. SECOND ROW: K. Lind, D. Tietman, K. Hausman. THIRD ROW:
M. McAffee, W. Oberlin, L. Blocher, C. Kraus, L. Grimm. FOURTH ROW: F. Brown,
H. Biddle, R. Rayle, R. MiUican, J. Ramsey.
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Alpha Phi Omega
Alplia Plii Omega is a national serv-
ice fraternity whose members are men
with scouting experience. Tlie pur-
pose of this fraternity is to serve Hiit-
ler and the community.
Tliis vear APO sent maps of tlie
campus to all incoming Freshmen,
pubhshed its second annual "Spirit
Booklet" containing the traditions,
songs, and cheers of Butler, served as
treasurer for SCAF, instituted a new
Share-A-Ride board in Jordan Hall,
assisted the university maintenance
department, worked at Noble School,
worked with local scouting groups,
and ushered for convocations.
Les Walker and Gaylord Myers
served as presidents for the year. FIRST ROW: E. Raymond, R. Seider, M. Chenoweth, B. Taylor, J. Barr, S. Bran-
don, A. Anderson, and C. Kraus. SECOND ROW: Dr. Howard Swartz, D. Rich-
ardson, L. Walker, M. Morgan, G. Myers, G. McCord, B. Breedlove, B. Edesess,
and B. Spolyar. THIRD ROW: D. Furber, S. Zimmerman, D. Tepfer, and B.
Randel.
Society For The Advancement
of Management
M
FIRST ROW: B. McLin, D. Kimball, J. Cooke, D. Stohler, and J. Nichols. SECOND
ROW: K. Fisher, P. Trick, D. Green, J. Burford, D. Boxell, and L. Middlekauff.
The Butler Universit)- chapter of
the Societ\' for tlie Ad\ancement of
Management has enjoved another
successful year under the leader-
ship of John Cooke, president;
Larr\- Caylor. \ice-president; Jud\'
Horst. secretar\'; and Dave Kim-
ball, treasurer.
In holding witli tlie objecti\es
of the university program of SAM.
its montlilv meetings ha\e brought
together the executi\es of the busi-
ness world and tlie Butler students
preparing to go into business for an
exchange and distribution of in-
formation of the problems. poUcies.
and mediods of industry- and man-
agement. SAMs members have
planned and directed tlie acti\ities
of the organization in order to un-
derstand better tlie acti\'ities con-
cerned with tlie promotion and ad-
\ ancenient of the art and science of
management.
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FIRST ROW: B. Bereman, D. VanBruaene. SECOND ROW: A. Kane, T.
Howard, J. Bullington, G. Reeves, B. Grimes, L. Bochicchio. THIRD ROW:
R. Finchum, J. Goudy, B. Newberry, B. Burrow, J. Bartlow, B. Oberlin.
FOURTH ROW: J. Kelly, D. Clark, L. Johnson, B. Bereman, F. Wash-
burn, L. Davis. FIFTH ROW: P. Whiteman, J. McGuire, G. Meunier, R.
Altergott, L. Lachey, D. Jackson.
FIRST ROW: D. Francis. SECOND ROW: P.
Marshall, B. Bade, G. Moon, J. Carles, J.
Sheehan, B. Compton, D. Waltman, V. Strel-
nieks, N. Schillen. THIRD ROW: T. Angerer,
D. Patterson, S. Henry, D. McEldowney, J.
Decius. FOURTH ROW: R. Jagieiko, M. Mc-
Intyre, L. Woods, P. Anweiler, R. Zoccola,
M. Lapp. FIFTH ROW: B. Beyers, T. Alsop,
C. Brodnik, J. Voris, G. Leininger, A. Baum-
gartle, R. Suther. SIXTH ROW: F. Allen, M.
Kelley, J. Hamilton, L. Davis, M. G. Mclntyre,
S. Ehrlich. SEVENTH ROW: R. Wehrel, J.
Strandjord, D. Richardson, J. Havens, P.
Gammelgard, D. Cochran, R. Knierim.
EIGHTH ROW: J. Ahlquist, J. Douglas, P.
Cannon, K. Bloem.
ROTC
The mission of the Air Force Reserve Of-
ficers' Training Corps is to develop in se-
lected college students those qualities of lead-
ership and other attributes essential to theii-
progressi\e advancement to positions of in-
creasing responsibility as commissioned ofiB-
cers in the United State Air Force.
The Department of Air Science is an in-
tegral part of Butler Uni\ersitv. Its aim is to
produce qualit\' Air Force officers through a
program of study co-ordinated with other cur-
riculums of the university. Air Force ROTC
is the primary source for Air Force Second
Lieutenants. Cadets who complete both basic
and advanced Air Science Courses and who
recei\'e a baccalaureate degree become eli-
gible for commissioning and subsequent ac-
tive duty in the United States Air Force.
FIRST ROW: P. Trick, L. Shook, R. Carson, S. Brandon, J. Dunlap, D. Kingsbury. SECOND ROW:
W. Scott, B. Witwer, R. Hansen, L. Quick, M. Stewart, W. Myers, M. Hellmer. THIRD ROW: R.
Turk, R. Couch, G. Butler, D. Webb, P. O'Donnell, S. Summers, R. Underwood. FOURTH ROW:
W. Evans, H. Griffin, R. Schulz, T. Sherron, L. Perrine, S. Dongus, R. Hillstrom. FIFTH ROW: F.
Johnson, C. Boyd, C. Everling, J. Darris, W. Mitchell, M. Allen, D. Tepfer, M. Lang. SIXTH ROW:
L. Lenburg, J. Simmons, G. Kitchen, J. Pogue, P. Solzan, R. Bennett, R. Hayes, L. Hasler. SEV-
ENTH ROW: E. Erickson, F. Sherman, M. Hatcher, P. Hauser, S. McDaniel, D. Harmon, B. Marshall.
EIGHTH ROW: R. Goines, R. Harper, R. Taylor, B. Lucas, R. Satterfield, N. Spradlin, S. Peck.
NINTH ROW: R. Kling, W. Saeger, S. Gaylon, T. Gooffe, G. Dean, R. Henderson, R. Caldwell.
The Debate .Squad participated in iiiMcteen dc-
l)ate toiirnainents, tliree oratorical contests, several
exhibition debates, and a discussion contest dnrinj^
the 1961-62 season. Eleven debaters competed in
approximately 180 rounds of del)at(' and defended
their cliampionship in the four-man division of tlic
National Tau Kappa Alpha Conference.
Debating the proposition "ResoKcd, tfie labor or-
ganizations should be under the jurisdiction of aiiti-
trust legislation," the squad won first place in three
tournaments, a top award at the discussion confer-
ence, and several indi\iduai debater's awards by the
middle of February, in addition to placing second
in the men's division of the State C3ratorical Con-
test. Tlie Butler chapter of Tau Kappa Alpha, na-
tional speech honorary, sponsored their annual No\-
ice Debate Tournament and the Friendly Five
Debate Tournament. Preparing for debate competitior
Debbie Staiger, George Leininger,
are left to right,
and Diane Lamar.
SUn Patten,
Intercollegiate Debate
FIRST ROW: D. Staiger, J. Brock-Jones, D. Lamar, D. Hastings, P. Thomas, and C. Pinkus. SECOND ROW:
Miss Clark, S. Patten, G. Leininger, M. McGee, M. Whittaker, and Dr. Cripe.
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Housing
Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Chi Chapter of Alpha Chi
Omeo;a began another successful year
bv winning the Panhellenic scholarship
trophv. Tlie Alpha Chis also made a
clean sweep of the Homecoming fes-
tivities with Rita Kay Moody crowned
Homecoming Queen and house decora-
tions winning first place. Maurince Good
was selected as the R.O.T.C. Air Angel.
Who's Who Among Students In Amer-
ican Universities and Colleges named
four Alpha Chis. Thev claimed the presi-
dents of AWS, SNEA,' WRA, and Chimes
as well as many \'ice-presidents of cam-
pus organizations.
President for the )'ear was Judy Horst,
and Mrs. Marie Burkliart served her
first vear as housemother.
We took our rushees outdoors to the
Indian Village to meet Tiger Lil.
Now we all know the words, "In eighteen hundred
eighty-five . . ."
stumble over our rock after Trudy and I painted
FIRST ROW: K. Bowen, B. Mulvaney, M. Good, N. Wagoner, J. Riping, D. Day, J. Blankshein, R. Linville, J. Lovering. SEC-
OND ROW: R. Moody, L. Jefry, J. Hertz, S. Lynam, J. Horst, Mrs. Marie Burkhart, H. Webb, J. Wagoner, B. Meeder, M. Engstrom,
M. Kondrath. THIRD ROW: C. Rennard, K. Genth, J. Gla.son, K. Shera, T. Radcliffe, A. Booher, K. Kirk, L. Louden, M. Voight,
J. Johnson, M. Mcllvain, J. Henthorn.
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We practiced and we won
!
Pledge President Donna Emmons narrated the AWS Stunt.
$ I
FIRST ROW: J. Augusterfer, J. Johnston, S. Manion, C. Adams, D. Emmons, K. Andry, V. Carter, B. Bodnar.
SECOND ROW: T. Mennen, D. Zellers, M. Goodwin, M. Stephens, K. Murray, V. Tilgner, P. Regnier, S. Chris-
topher, J. Neuen.
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Delta Delta Delta
Delta Lambda Chapter of Delta Delta
Delta watched the addition of a wing on
tlieir house. Tlie Tri Delts had another
successful jazz festi\al.
Thev were represented in Spurs.
Chime's, and Mortar Board. Marilyn
Sager was the president of Panhellenic
Council. Linda Brandt served as Col-
legian Editor, and Karen Ryan was elect-
ed to the Air Angel Court.
Other offices held by Tri Delts were
the president of Sigma Delta Pi, the
president of Theta Sigma Phi, and Fresh-
man class secretary. NIariam Shambarger
was chosen sweetheart of Delta Tau
Delta. Other Tri Delts were acti\e mem-
bers of AWS. WRA. YWCA, and Kappa
Beta.
Toni Ax was the house president, and
Mrs. Jeanne Willard was the house-
mother. --
We have a multi-purpose dor
Tri Delt beanies appeared at the freshman elections.
FIRST ROW- C Miley, M Shambarger, G. Dettwiler, K. Ryan, B. Meyers, D. Kariolich, M. Steinberger, M. Fabbri. SECOND ROW:
J. Peterson, F. Farnam, M. Sager, M. Hall, Mrs. J. Willard, T. Ax, R. Gill, J. Alspach, D. Purdy. THIRD ROW: L. Ga.cho, A.
Hill, J. Liehe, M. Everson, L. Brandt, J. Hammer, D. Tieteman, S. Edwards, C. Shear, M. LeBoeuf, K. McMillm.
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We campaigned for the MRH freak.
We were proud of the can-can girli.
FIRST ROW: P. Brown, N. Wiles, C. Ferkes, N. Messenger, S. Levernier, M. Mannan. SECOND ROW: S.
Slyby, M. Julbert, J. Curry, K. Yost, M. Wood, D. Pederson, J. Jackson. THIRD ROW: C. Barron. J. Hutch-
inson, S. Jessup, C. Tomlinson, G. Staley, Y. Bojrab, S. McConnell, M. Aldrin.
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# Delta GammaAlpha Tail Chapter of Delta Gammastarted the vear by receiving third place
in Homecoming decorations. Sherry
Hartigan was a member of the Air Angel
Court. Tina \'art was chosen as a mem-
ber of the Drift Beaut)' Queen Court.
Alice Ann Martin was president of
Welwvn Club, and Marcia Bishop was
president of Junior Panhellenic. Other
activities were Spurs, Mortar Board,
Kappa Beta, Tau Beta Sigma, and Who's
Who Among Students In American Uni-
versities and Colleges. Tlie Delta Gam-
mas were also active in SNEA, 'i'WCA,
AWS, WRA, PEMM, Young Republi-
cans, and the Halftime Honeys. The
chapter won the Young Republicans Po-
litical Awareness Award.
Janet Brunst was tlie president, and
Mrs. LaVeda Myer was housemother.
Vive la Delta Ga
, ^
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How many cokes were we to get
FIRST ROW: M. Munson, N. Knutson. S. Hartigan, J. Gunning, B. Burton, N. Dezzutti P. McCain^ 1!.^.?^? ^°^= ^'^^"^^ ^
Lindley, N. Lepanen, J. Brunst, Mrs. L. Myer, K. Baker, V. Mitchell. J. Nichols, G. Hailing.
THIRD ROW: P. Morgan, C. Harvey.
C. Whelchel, J. Whittington, S. Wilson, S. Simpson, N. Seddelmeyer. B. Shook, A. Martin.
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We campaigned for the Phi Delt freak.
We had a great time on our pledge weekend.
A
r
FIRST ROW: S. DeBoy, T. Slaby, J. Cornell, K. Harmon, M. Bishop, P. Fleece, A. BJddinger, L. Westrich, J.
Gwinn. SECOND ROW: J. Garbutt, K. Sandberg, T. Vart, D. Carter, S. Burgdorfer, E. Hatler. P. Taflinger,
E. Breitenbach, S. Gelow, N. Hunner.
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Rush went well this year.
Delta Tau Delta
Beta Zeta Chapter of Delta Tau Delta
completed another successful year in
campus acti\ities. Highlights of tlieir
vear included the Christmas Rose Dance,
Spring Orchid Formal, and Pledge
Dance.
Delt members were active in the B-
Men's Association, Utes, Sphinx, and the
Debate Team. Dave Fleming was Junior
class vice-president and a state YMCA
officer.
Serving as presidents during the year
were Dave Fleming and Tom McGee.
Mrs. Helen Peterson was housemother.
Hey, where did the keys go? "Only five
hours till the judges come.'
FIRST ROW: H. Biddle, M. Broderick. A. Perdue. SECOND ROW: J. Lazo, D. Fleming, Mr.. H.
Peterson, J. Demaree, D. Howery.
THIRD ROW: R. Weber, B. Welch, T. Williams, J. Stower, B. Witwer.
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The only house with the crested brick fireplace.
it^^^^^^^f
lurderer in the house.
FIRST ROW: T. Nowicki, G. Niezgodzki, B. Piniak, S. Osborne, C. Allen, S. Kitchen, F. Lewis, K. Kaysen.
SECOND ROW: R. Forsythe, L. Rodabaugh, M. Peary, J. Galloway, W. Sobieski, J. Dorris, M. McGee, M.
Johnston. THORD ROW: S. Graber, K. Bloem, D. Dye, W. Brown, R. Rayle, F. Louis, R. Bengtson. W. Ober-
lin, R. Taylor.
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Kappa Alpha Theta
Gamma Chapter of Kappa Alpha
Theta won many honors tliis year. Sandy
Crisman was selected the Nlost Typical
Freshman Girl, and Bett\' Sechrist won
the title of Miss Watermelon Bust. Kar-
en Haves was a member of the Drift
Beautv- Court, Homecoming Honor Prin-
cess, and president of Tau Beta Sigma.
The Thetas placed first in the cam-
paign competition for the TKE Freak
Dance and won the Religious Trophy.
The Theta's social e\ents included the
Christmas and Spring formals, a pledge
dance, and a faculty tea.
Jo Kriegbaum ser\ed as president, and
Mrs. Anna McDorman finished her sec-
ond vear as housemother.
Do you think there is a house rule
linst keeping mice?"
FIRST ROW- S. Swallow, P. Swallow, M. Quillen, B. Bailey, J. Hartford, P. Golay, M. Martin, S. Abbott. SECOND ROW: \ Car-
mack D Graham P Buskirk, G. Treida, Mrs. A. McDorman, J. Kreigbaum, C. Thompson, S. Butler, K. Hausman. THIRD ROW:
R. Lindberg, N. Henry, J. Jahn, A. Knapp, C. Lindberg, J. Lindahl, S. Elster, A. Temple, M. Sirmin.
FOURTH ROW: L. Wood-
ward, J. Miller, S. Brace, J. Jones, S. Thompson, B. Prey, S. Saalmiller.
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The best campaigners.
l^rjLE-CAT TM TUFTTJ
Our puma had sound effects.
FRIST ROW: B. Sechrist, A. Wade, J. Popek, J. Dye, M. Klepfer, M. McCrory, S. Groves, S. Puett, S. Huffmac
SECOND ROW: J. McCabe, K. Donovan, B. Stein, M. Pinkstaff, G. Frisch, S. Crisman, C. Sirmin, J. Vyverberg
K
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Our singing windov
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Mil Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma
was proud to claim Sandv Chene\' as
Drift Beaiit\' Queen. The Kappas re-
cei\ed an honorable mention for Home-
coming house decorations. Kappas were
acti\e in Mortar Board, Chimes, Spurs,
W'RA, AWS, YWC.\, and SNEA. Judy
McConnell was president of Sigma Tau
Delta, and Donna Bush was Spurs presi-
dent. Bonnie Cassadv was a member of
the Air Angel Court. Julie Scheerer was
Junior Class secretary. Tlie Kappas
placed first in the Cheer Dri\e among
sororities.
Lois Life was president, and Mrs.
Matalea Wilhovte was housemother.
The actives gave tlie Greek Week stunt. Our Snow Queen reigned o
©f f|§|i
A^MM
FIRST ROW: S. Newton, M. Woolridge, J. Cartwright, M. M. Fliess, J. Lindley, D. Bush, B. Seibert, J. Dill, D. Burkhart, A. Ken-
dall, L. Hall. SECOND ROW: C. Koelling, B. Berzins, B. Cassady, S. Sheney, A. Pihlak, S. Dennison, Mrs. M. Wilhoyte, L. Life,
A. Nielsen, L. Eckard, S. Schumacher, J. Taylor, J. Penny. THIRD ROW: J. Adlard, L. Carr, M. Wynegar, S. Roberts, B. Lofquist,
C. Ross, M. A. Richter, M. Harper, J. Hines, J. Scheerer, J. Carter, M. A. Koontz, J. Bates, J. McConnell, E. Sielaff, M. Otto, J.
Mustard, C. Carr, M. Baugher.
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A whale of a house dec.
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Sandy and Tom Bowman were the
best egg-throwers.
FIRST ROW: J. Johnston, S. Bache, B. Reynolds, S. Munn, A. Shelton, R. Martin, R. Butz, M. Allison. J.
Hesch. SECOND ROW: B. Vaughn, N. Bushnell, P. Hartle, G. Cernohlauek, J. Michael, C. Medusky.
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Kappa Sigma
Epsilon Omicron Chapter of Kappa
Sigma began plans this year for a new-
house to be located on Hampton Dri\e.
The Kappa Sigs won a third place in
Homecoming house decorations.
Gar\- Bepla^' was a member of the
Drift IBachelor Court. John Hershberger
was president of Utes, and Jim Blytlie
was president of Young RepubHcans.
Other members were also acti\e in Kap-
pa Psi, Phi Delta Chi, Blue Key, Sphinx,
Utes, B-Men's Association, and the
Young Democrats.
Tlie Keppa Sigs entered a major act
in Gene\a Stunts. They held a Boot-
legger's Ball, a pledge dance, a Hallo-
ween Dance, and a Dream Girls Ball.
Jim Blvthe and Tom Kunkle ser\ed as
presidents, and Mrs. Julia Sweet was the
housemother.
Gary at the drum
FIRST ROW: S. Spacke, D. Burdge, P. Krebs, T. Harmon, T. Angerer. SECOND ROW: R. Funkhauser, G. Beplay, Mrs. J. Sweet, J.
Blythe, T. Kunkle. THIRD ROW: E. Ferguson, A. Youmans, P. Speicher, R. Angell, D. Johnson. FOURTH ROW: D. Webb, T.
Bowman, J. Hedberg, D. Hadley, D. Hazelrigg.
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Come on, Gary show us how.
Our house dec* were domeatii
FIRST ROW: J. Bullington, B. Skaggs, D. Ellison, B. Staggs. SECOND ROW: P. Haffner, F. Cook. E. Edge
L. Smith, M. Hindren. THIRD ROW: C. Ewing, L. Hasseld, T. Schendel, D. Hacker, G. Butler.
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Lambda Chi Alpha
Alpha Alpha Chapter of Lambda Chi
Alpha began a successful year claiming
the Scholarship Trophy for an outstand-
ing average last year. George Leininger
was chosen Most Typical Freshman Boy.
The Chapter placed second in Home-
coming competition. Jim Belden placed
on the Drift Bachelor Court. Ste\ e Gable
was president of the Young Democrats,
and Da\e Foreman was president of the
Sophomore class. Members were active
in Blue Kev, Sphinx, Utes, Phi Eta Sig-
ma, Kappa Kappa Psi, Student Council,
and B-Men's Association.
The Lambda Chis held dieir Water-
melon Bust, Spook Dance, and Crescent
Girl Dance.
Errol Lo\ iscek and Ste\e Briganti
were presidents, and the housemother
was Mrs. Dorothy Hanger.
"Wait and throw a snowball when Mac conies out his
front door." Again we won the Sig's trophy.
FIRST ROW: R. Roehrick, S. Briganti, E. Loviscek, Mrs. D. Hauger, E. Love, D. Foreman, B. Myers. SECOND ROW: L. Walker,
L. Blocher, G. Smith, S. Gable, J. Miles, D. Johnston, F. Meunier, R. Windsor, B. Marshall.
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"Slice 'em faster. Hooch.
The puma with the headache
FIRST ROW: J. Goaby, T. Osmon, L. Johnson, G. Hutsell, B. Sandlin. SECOND ROW: J. Armstrong, G.
Leininger, D. Shadel, K. Drake, S. McDaniel, J. Hamilton, J. Barr. THIRD ROW: M. Trueman, A. Cosgrove,
R. Millican, G. Meunier, M. Edwards, L. Trapp, J. Smith, L. Harmon.
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Phi Delta Theta
It must be time for our
sneak play.
Indiana Gamma Chapter of Phi Delta
Theta led in the Homecoming festi\ities
b\' placing first in the men's division of
house decorations and winning the char-
iot race for the fourth consecuti\e year.
The Phi Delts recei\ed the first place
award in the Collegian Cheer Dri\e.
John Cooke was chosen the Most El-
igible Bachelor of the vear. Members
were acti\e in Blue Key, Sphinx, Utes,
and were named bv Wljo's Who Amona
Students in American Universities and
Colleges. Steve Butterbaugh was presi-
dent of Blue Key and Kappa Psi, and
John Cooke was the president of SAM.
The Sweetheart of Phi Delta Theta
was Trena Radcliffe, Alpha Chi Omega.
Pete Compton and Da\e Jordan were
presidents for the first and second semes-
ters respecti\ ely. Mrs. Virginia Gooding
was the housemother.
Our pledges were not from Chattanooga* but they
made great shoe-shine boys. "This stuff isn't so bad once I close my eyes."
FIRST ROW: J. Nichols, T. Bates, R. Phelps, R. Morr, J. Krebs, P. Zirkle, V. Ratliff, R. Schroeder, R. Macki. SECOND ROW: J.
Afanador, D. Stohler, D. Oberting, R. Florence, Mrs. C. Gooding, P. Compton, J. Devine, S. Butterbaugh, R. Wright. THIRD
ROW: D. Kimball, J. Raymond, J. Cooke, S. Perry, J. Howard, S. Wheeler, H. Sheridan, W. Barnard, D. Jordan, N. Banos, G.
Newlin, J. Wissel, J. Fogg, D. Brown. FOURTH ROW: T. Kelso, R. Moore, J. Boles, D. Guipe, D. Klepinger, L. Witmer, G. Moon,
D. Kaufman, D. Green, D. Baird, J. Woody, J. Leaman, D. Graves, D. Kingsbury.
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Swingin' on the outhouse door.
This it what our lubt did.
FIRST ROW: A. Oliver, B. Curts, D. Parent, R. Kersten, B. Compton, J. Decius, R. Leff. SECOND ROW: R.
Captain, T. Paul, E. Ericson, M. Wilke, Mrs. C. Gooding, T. Owens, J. Ellis, T. Russell, M. Mclntyre. THIRD
ROW: C. Lawson, D. Fledderjohn, S. Brown, B. Baars, L. Davis, F. Scomp, F. Washburn, F. Knight.
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Phi Kappa Theta
Indiana Alpha Chapter of Phi Kappa
Theta had another active year. They pre-
sented a major act again in Gene\a
Stunts. Their annual Phi Kap tree-light-
ing ceremony and caroling party were
highlights of the Christmas season. Other
social events included Family Day, State
Dav, the spring formal, a pledge dance,
and a dinner before the Homecoming
dance. Tlie Phi Kaps redecorated their
fraternits' house.
Three Phi Kaps were on the \arsit)'
football team, one on tlie \arsit)' basket-
ball team, and one on the freshman foot-
ball squad. Members were also active
in the B-Men's Association, Kappa Kap-
pa Psi, the ROTC drill team and color
guard, and the Butler marching band.
Dennis Shearer was president, and
Mrs. B. Martins was tlie housemother.
Denny Shearer was house president
FIRST ROW: M. Seal, F. Grannan, J. Maguire, D. Shearer, Mrs. B. Martins, L. Grimm, L. Braun. F. Wagner. SECOND
ROW: M.
Gerdenich, J. Maguire, P. Volk, R. Johns, D. Gallagher, B. O'Brien.
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Part of our Stunts act was taken from "The West Side Story."
We practiced long hours under Denny's direction
FIRST ROW: J. Eisenhut, P. Cannon, A. Beck. SECOND ROW: J. Lenburg, J. Simmons, R. Bayt.
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Pi Beta Phi
Indiana Gamma of Pi Beta Phi began
the vear bv winning the grand trophy at
the Sigma Chi Derby Day. Tlie Home-
coming house decorations of the Pi Phis
won second place.
Tlie Pi Phis held their Christmas and
pledge dance and the Monmouth Duo.
Pi Phis were acti\e in Spurs, Mortar
Board, Sigma Tau Delta, Alpha Lambda
Delta, AWS, WRA, YWCA. Jan Eyden
was on the Court of the Drift Beauty
Queen. Three Pi Phis were section ed-
itors on the Drift staff.
Tlie president of the Pi Phi house was
Carolvn Dixon and the housemother,
Mrs. Fave Fontaine.
ft i f, *-
FIRST ROW: P. Ulrey, S. Frauman, N. Wachter, M. Anderson, S. Morrow, C. Allhands, G. Herring, J. Gray, K. Cross. SECOND
ROW: G. Lukacs, J. Eyden, B. Madden, S. Vandivier, C. Dixon, S. Barnhart, K. Hensel, C. Hopping. THIRD ROW: N. Kolbe, N.
Hunt, S. Jackman, S. Eagleson, L. Hildreth, L. Lowry, S. E. Schuster, A. Linsmith, B. Brown, A. Stewart, M. McCain.
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Let's get the grass skirts.
Marlene was a surprised Derby Day Queer
FIRST ROW: D. Gable, J. Rasmussen, G. Ferrell, J. Clare, S. Sears, J. Juvinall, M. Duckwall, R. Bowsher.
SECOND ROW: M. Dee, M. Goodwin, S. MacDonald, M. Sadowsky, J. Poole. M. Reese. D. Ozlos. S- Crockett.
S. Seybert, C. McCoy, D. Jones.
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Sigma Chi
Rho Chapter of Sigma Chi dedicated
a newlv completed fraternit)' house and
mo\ ed in for a successful social season.
Lanv Helms was president of the Sen-
ior Class which sponsored the Senior
Twist, and Bob Worth was treasurer of
Sphinx and the Junior Class.
Sigs were active in Blue Key, Sphinx,
Utes, and B-Men's Association. Bud
Gremel was crowned Pan-Hel King at
the annual Panhellenic Dance.
The Sigs had a "Lion's Rho-ar" pledge
dance. Mrs. Douglas McManis was the
chapter facult)' advisor.
Bud Gremel and Larrv Helms ser\ed
as presidents, and Mrs. Rubv Hoffman
was the housemother.
"I didn't get any mail, but you
didn't get a phone call either."
FIRST ROW- R Worth, R. Zoccola, M. Wenzler, R. Adams, P. Voss, D. Reeves, G. Poor, L. Mannweiler. SECOND ROW: D. Hockett,
D Harlan L Sacks, D. Benbow, Mrs. R. Hoffman, B. Gremel. L. Niksch, R. Russell, D. Richardson. THIRD ROW: K. KeUner,
R. Adams, G. Ringham, L. Helms, G. Jones, J. Groome, J. Hanson, S. Marion, D. O'Connor. FOURTH ROW: L. Scofield, M.
Blue, J. Blue, B. Bottorff, R. Ebert, J. Oberhelman, M. Kerwin.
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Of course we joined in—the fight wa» in our backyard!
relaxed in the living room.
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FIRST ROW: S. Zimmerman, B. Spolyar, D. Bush, N. Parrott, J. Williams, B. Scott. SECOND ROW: E. Ander-
son, D. Jagielko, C. Steffey, B. Mitchell, C. Wells, R. Downham, J. Arnold, L. Mitschelen. THIRD ROW: S.
Green, G. Fry, D. Carbone, P. Gammelgard, B. Jozsi, R. Quigg, S. Peck, F. Froyd, S. Forbes. FOURTH ROW:
D. Mannweiler, R. Thomas, B. Sutton, J. Starcevich, D. VanAcker, D. Mannon, B. Cambridge.
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Sigma Nu
Epsilon Mu Chapter of Sigma Nu
placed second in the Cheer Dri\e this
\-ear. Members were active in the Young
Democrats, Sphinx, B-Men's Association,
and Utes.
Ed Brown was \ice-president of Utes.
Mike Kellev was president of the Fresh-
man class, and Dick Haslam was the
captain of the basketball team for the
second year.
Bill McLin was the president, and Mrs.
Grace Da\is was housemother.
We built a scared puma. ke it a practice to keep our house clean.
FIRST ROW: J. Goudey, J. Thayer, R. Hillstrom, W. McLin, Mrs. G. Davis, J. Vaughn, J. Eaton, J. Lockwood, S. Dongus. SEC-
OND ROW: R. Maxfield, E. Brown, D. Haslam, D. Thompson, S. Summers, L. Ulrich, S. Schumacher, M. Guio, P. Stewart, R.
Satterfield.
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"What would we do without a TV?'
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At leait our freak» were mean-looking.
FIRST ROW: J. Pollock, S. Belcher, M. Kelley, L. Lachey, J. Simpson, K. Williams, E. Harris. SECOND ROW:
S. Gaylon, T. Jackson, P. Blazevich, J. Hepburn, J. Voris, B. Lucas, W. Riggins.
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.Tau Kappa Epsilon
Gamma Psi Chapter of Tau Kappa
Epsilon sponsored a successful Freak
Dance in October.
Stu Bro\\n ser\ed as president of the
Interfraternitv Council, and Gar\' Green
was president of the B-Mens Associa-
tion. Gordon Pope was Junior Class pres-
ident.
Members were active in YMCA and
Phi Delta Chi, and won football intra-
murals.
Larn- Shook, Gordon Pope, and Dave
\'an Bruaene were presidents of the
house during the year. Miss Bonnie Col-
lins completed her first year as house-
mother.
'After the next program, let's all study." Yesterday it was
a snow bulldog.
FIRST ROW: D. Van Bruaene, B. Bray, T. Klecka, L. Larson. SECOND ROW: T. Bareford, R. Clark R. Sendre. Miss B.
Collins,
G. Pope, R. James, J. Yaw. THIRD ROW: L. Shook, V. Todd. L. Fattore, S. Brown, E. Engle, G. Petty, J. Gentry, D.
Francs, B.
Leachman.
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'I think I will raise the house average
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FIRST ROW: A. Chesnut, M. Funk, R. Turk, L. Yost, B. Crawford, J. Spicer. SECOND ROW: L. Cornn, M
Alenduff, D. Couch, J. Bunch, E. Harmon, M. Wagner, L. Siders. THIRD ROW: P. O'SuUivan, B. Henderson
D. Hall, B. Wilczynski, J. Keller, J. Newcomb, N. Miller, D. Parker, C. Polyak.
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guests
ites before
> to arrive.
Trianon
Trianon had a \ery acthe year, partic-
ipating in nearly e\ery major e\ent on
campus. Members of Trianon belonged
to Spurs, Chimes, Mortar Board, and
other honoraries such as Tau Kappa Al-
pha, Sigma Tau Delta, and Phi Kappa
Phi. Prls Thomas held offices in Mortar
Board, Tau Kappa Alpha. Student Coun-
cil, the Senior Class, and the CoUeg^ian
staff.
Trianon held its annual spring dinner
dance. Trianon also continued its regu-
lar service project through \olunteer
\\'ork at the Christamore House and at
Juliette.
Pris Thomas was president, and Mrs.
Karl Means was faculty sponsor.
Twisting in the Trianon room. There is no chance of passing
cards under the table this time.
FIRST ROW: J. McDowell, J. McElfresh, and S. Ritter. SECOND ROW: N. McWiUiams, C. Wiegman. J^ Moran. Mrs^
Karl Means,
P. Thomas, J. Wilcox, and R. Poe. THIRD ROW: J. Woddell, P. Reagan, J. Skaare, P. Leerkamp, M. Andrews, R.
Strouse, b.
Mathias, and L. Lawson.
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Pris, you've had your time limit on the phone
We had a puma at the end of a line.
FIRST ROW: T. Siegel, B. Kinney, J. Livingston, K. Lind, L. Wickstrom, and J. Stuckman. SECOND ROW:
D. Porter, L. Hinz, M. Brown, J. Evens, L. Boukes, N. Orten, S. Oberfel, S. SoUing, S. Vetters, and J. Powell.
ITi
Merits Residence Hall
The Men's Residence Hall Council members are front row,
Bruce Bade, treasurer; Rodney Caldwell, president; Steven
Henry, secretary; and Richard Soendlin; back row, Dennis
Rumfelt, Dale Worley, Carl Hensley, George Drescher, and
Tom Burke.
The Men's Residence Hall for the second year boasted
the president of the Student Council, this year Tom
Crawford. Men from the dorm were members of Blue
Kev, Sphinx, and Utes and some were elected to Who's
Who Amon^, Students In American Universities and
Colleges.
Socials were held, and plans were made with the
Women's Residence Hall for the Spring Fling. The dorm
again served as a gathering place for football films.
Rodnev Caldwell was president, and Paul Stravrakos
was the Head Counselor.
"Looks 50od from where I stand, fellas.'
I he lounge was a theater for Tony's football films.
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Units One and Two
FIRST ROW: B. Wenning, E. Chin, R. Caldwell, D. Hutchison, R. Soendlin, S. Forbet. SECOND ROW: A. Gr
E. Gailbreath, D. Hazelriijg, K. Sharkey, D. Randall, R. Stevens, G. Drc.chcr, R. Nowicki.
N. Spradlii
FIRST ROW: L. Wood, C. Bukowski, J. McDonald, G. Myers, J. Janostak. SECOND ROW: J. Young, F. Clowser, B. Bloss. T. Rudy.
B. Savage, B. Evans, C. Hensley, D. Lennis.
Unit Three
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Unit Four
FIRST ROW: J. Kelly, G. Fry, R. Miller, D. Padbelski, J. Straka, G. Armstrong. SECOND ROW: T. Tweedy, M. Mclntyre, B. Ress,
B. Smith, S. Molner, D. Gobrecht.
FIRST ROW: J. Grant, J. Bouse, B. Chapin, C. Rose, M. Wright, A. Essig. SECOND ROW: R. Seither, D. Gustin, J. Walsh, J. Hunt,
L. Beane, J. Blum. P. Butler, K. Edwards, M. Herman, T. Neuenschwander, R. Locke, G. Phillips.
Unit Five
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Unit Six
FIRST ROW: R. Brown, R. Kling, A. Baumgartic
T. Paul, W. Richards, B. Grimes.
R. Crooks, D. Cohron. SECOND ROW: E. Duncan, J. Bryant, L. Johnson, P, Re
FIRST ROW: R. Dettmer, J. Yoder, R. Leaf, J. Schulenburg, S. Henry, C. Spiher. SECOND ROW: L. Wilson, D. Neuenschwander.
T. Renie, D. Spencer, J. Campbell, L. Trapp, D. Fledderjohn, J. Carles, F. Knight, D. Worley, T. Burke, B. Bade, A. Hupka.
Unit Seven
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Women^s Residence Hall
The Women's Residence Hall completed another suc-
cessful year of participation in Butler activities.
The All Sports trophv was awarded to the women's
dorm for the 1960-61 year.
Jane Flaningan was voted "Miss Butler" and will rep-
resent Butler in the Miss Indiana competition. Mary
.\nn Thieman was a Homecoming Princess. The Dorm
entered Gene\ a Stunts with a major act. The women
were also acti\e in Spirrs, Chimes, Sigma Tan Delta,
Kappa Beta, and Alpha Lambda Delta.
Raeanna Garver was the president of the Dorm.
We spent much time practicing our Stunts songs.
I
Our lounge is great for card games.
The Women's Residence Hall officers were first row: Sharon Rector, chaplain; Marilyn Gillan, vice-presi-
dent; Ava Kwee, treasurer; and Karen Pelz, song leader; second row: Cynthia Springer, social chairman;
Raeanna Garver, president; and Pat Wilson, publicity chairman. Not present for the picture were Kathy
Sims, secretary; and Lois Luse, recorder.
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First Floor East
FIRST ROW: R. Graham, C. Brougher, M. Whitecotton, B. Burdine, J. Lang, J. Healon. SECOND ROW: B. Lang, J. King, C. B«rry,
L. Luse, B. Watt., J. Coomb., J. Clark. THIRD ROW: M. Hall, D. Staiger, J. Nicl.on, B. Kaputt, J. Griffin, R. Pruitt. FOURTH
ROW: J. Weingarth, J. Beard, G. Gri.c, B. Halbrook>, J. Fi.her, A. Wingarth, R. Grave*.
FIRST ROW: J. Hopkins, N. Graves, J. Reed, J. Simpson, M. Powers. SECOND ROW: L. Carrico, A. Ross, S. Morel, L. Gochnauer,
J. Francisco. THIRD ROW: P. Wilson, J. Hastings, N. Stevens, J. Kuykendall, C. Riggle.
First Floor West
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Second Floor East
FIRST ROW: S. Small, B. Adams, C. Newlon, A. Cook, B. VanAtta, B. Crosby, A. Noth.tine. SECOND ROW: J. Bills, B. Rice,
C. Newell, P. Korzen, C. Balusa, P. Haines, K. Matthews, K. Quinn. THIRD ROW: B. Ross, K. Pelz, P. Moenning, M. Dadd, S.
Deardorff, C. Rogers, K. Ceilings. FOURTH ROW: J. Ratliff, C. Palys, J. Skocher, M. Leone, K. Wagner, J. Solbeck, D. Alexander.
UlilAii
FIRST ROW: J. Flaningan, M. Hull, N. McCoskey, L. Ellis, M. Hinkle, L. Burst. SECOND ROW: E. Davis, L. Oklitz, N. Kealing,
J. Campbell, D. Boone, R. Hapeman. THIRD ROW; S. J. Smith, M. Colton, C. Jordan, M. Bicher, R. Garver, S. Mayer, J. Bogan.
Second Floor West
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Third Floor East
FIRST ROW: D. Bush, M. Nay, A. Kwee, K. Kapantai., C. Miller, C. Conrad. SECOND ROW: S. Hiatt, M. Ceaart, M. McQueen,
R. Gordon, J. Vierling, S. Hoffman. THIRD ROW: M. Kircher, C. Clark, J. Whealy, M. Gillan, L. Hutchlngi, D. Hutton, C. Spring-
er. FOURTH ROW: B. NichoU, S. Wang, P. Ruggicri, N. Showmalccr, N. Ginthcr, S. He.», B. Cu.ten.
.MnlBA^
FIRST ROW: E. Barnett, S. Scott, E. Beckman, S. DeFord, S. Kapust, J. Stone. SECOND ROW: E. Garbert, C. Kominiarek, J.
Phillips, L. O'Neil, J. Woodruff, A. Lindley. THIRD ROW: K. Kendall, F. Krull, J. Alspach, M. Hawthorne, K. Beebe. P. Geske.
FOURTH ROW: C. Hosteller, M. MiUan, N. Fletcher, G. Cox, L. Feller.
Third Floor West
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Blue Ridge House
;>'.^j?ii
Blue Ridge House is an annex to the Women's Resi-
dence Hall newly opened this year. Junior and senior
Jordan dance majors li\ing at tlie Blue Ridge House
joined in campus life and participated in the programs
of Jordan College.
Blue Ridge members entered Homecoming house dec-
orations competition and held a Christmas tree-trimming
part)'. Ileana Hudo was elected to Phi Kappa Phi and
Who's Who Amoni^ Students In American Universities
and Colleges.
Serving as house chairman during the vear were Lucia
Roberts and Jackie Smith. The Blue Ridge housemother
was Mrs. Bernice Decius.
Judy entertained tie evening.
Nana was kept busy w!th studies.
FIRST ROW: Maija Baltpurvins, Jackie Smith, Mrs. Decius, Patricia Davis, and Kathleen Sims. SECOND ROW: Nana Hudo, Judith
Borges, Elaine Haltzman, Madonna McMillan, Marilyn Siegel, Colleen York, Sandra Halbert, and Lucia Roberts.
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The Tri Delts held part of their fall rush party on the porch, assisted by willing alumnae.
Maurine Good, Alpha Chi, leads the band across the football held.
The Women's Residence Hall entered Joyce Black-
burn in the egg-throwing contest.
Mimi Goodwin was the Alpha Chi
entry in the Miss Watermelon Bust
contest.
//
The queen candidates waited at the Bell Tower for Homecoming fe
tivities to begin.
Mia ',•>
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Dr. and Mrs. Maurice O. Ross
Dr. M. O. Ross,
Our President
A l)ackgn)iiiKl of teaching and administrative experi-
ence is coinl)ined with the liberal interests of an avid
reader, sports fan, and record collector in our retiring
president. Dr. Maurice O. Ross.
During twenty years our seventeenth president has
seen the University e.xpand in size and financial abilities.
Only this year he remarked that continued growth is
inevitable.
The addition of two residence halls, the John Whistler
Atherton Center, the Pharmacy building, the
J.
I. Hoi-
comb Observatory and Botanical Gardens, and the be-
ginnings of the Clowes Memorial Auditorium, the Jordan
College of Music building, and a library have all been
realized during his administration.
Guiding Butler University since 1942 President Ross
has placed emphasis on the recruitment of a highly aca-
demic faculty, a soundness of financial basis, and a rais-
ing of admissions standards.
President Ross came to Butler in 1938, and for four
years he was the first Dean of the College of Business.
On Februai-y 23, 1942 he assumed the office of the Presi-
dent of Butler University.
J
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Dr. Ross appeared at the annual Christmas
convocations to offer his message of welcome.
Loyal among Bulldog supporters, the Rosses braved the cold
weather to attend home football games.
President and Mrs. Ross have enjoyed through the
years attending open houses on campus.
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Mrs. Fern Pond
SECRETARY TO THE PRESIDENT
President Ross has looked at the Buller campus
with pride in view of the vast changes during
his administration. Dr. Ross is shown here at the caping ceremony of the ROTC Air
Angel with Lt. Colonel Thomas Ryan, Cadet Commander Tom
Bates, and Air Angel Maurine Good.
Serving Since 1942
His hometown of Hillsboro was not far from Kentucky
Weslevan College where he received his Bachelor of Arts
degree. During President Ross' undergraduate years he
won the state oratorical contest and was named on the
all-state track and football teams. The Uni\'ersit\' of
Chicago conferred his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees.
President Ross was for seven years a professor of eco-
nomics at Earlham College and Dean of Earlham Col-
lege for six vears. It was at Earlham tliat he met Mrs.
Ross.
When Dr. Ross joined with Butler little did he realize
that he was to ser\e as President of the University longer
than any previous president. He has continued as a pro-
fessor in the Business College throughout his presidency-
He has served on the Board of Trustees of Butler
Universit\'. He has been a member of the American As-
sociation of College Presidents and the North Central
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
We extend our gratitude indeed to a distinguished
gentleman whose ideals ha\e become integrated into
Butler's expansion.
IMK^
Seated from left to right are G. Cullen Thomas, Minneapolis, Minnesota; Richard T. James, Indianapolis; M. O.
Ross, Indianapolis; Kurt F. Pantzer, Indianapolis; Harry T. Ice, Indianapolis; Henry Holt, Indianapolis; George
A. Kuhn, Indianapolis; Allen W. Clowes, Indianapolis; James A. Gloin, Indianapolis; J. I. Holcomb, Indianapolis;
Frank J. Hoke, Indianapolis; Miss Kathryn Bromley, Indianapolis; John F. Mitchell, Jr., Greenfield; Irwin Miller,
Columbus; Evan B. Walker, Indianapolis; John R. Rees, Columbus; Emsley W. Johnson, Jr., Indianapolis; and
George S. Diener, Indianapolis.
Board of Trustees
The Board of Trustees of Butler University is compris-
ed of twenty-four members, nearly all of them Indi-
anapolis residents. James Irving Holcomb is the Presi-
dent and Evan B. Walker, tlie Vice-President. The Board
of Trustees is the governing body of the University.
The Board sets University policy through its eight acting
committees. The committees are the Executive, Gifts
and Bequests, Educational Pohcy, Finance, Buildings and
Grounds, Nominations and Honorary Degrees, Budget,
and Butler Council. Miss Kadiryn Bromley, Secretary
of the Board of Trustees, performs the clerical work for
the group. Mr. George Diener, as Vice-President and
Treasurer of Butler Universitj', is an ex officio member
of the Board of Trustees.
George S. Diener
VICE-PRESIDENT AND TREASURER,
BUTLER UNIVERSITY
Miss Kathryn Bronilev
SECRETARY.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
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Mrs. Elizabeth Diirflinger
DEAN OF WOMEN
Mrs. Durflin§;er greets women students each day in her
office.
Dean of Women
Dean Elizabeth Durflinger advises the women students
of Butler on their many problems. She has a close con-
nection with social activities of organizations on campus
since the University calendar is maintained in her office.
Aside from her counseling duties she finds time to meet
with her zoology classes.
Mrs. Durflinger is a member of the Men's Advisory
Board, the Administrative Council, the Scholarships and
Student Aid Committee, the Student Health Committee,
and the Admissions Committee. She is chairman of the
Women's Advisorv Board.
Dean Durflinger received her A.B. degree from West-
ern College for Women and her M.A. and Ph.D. de-
grees from the University of Cincinnati. She has been
Dean of Women since 1940.
Mrs. Margaret Marloive
ASSISTANT
TO THE DEAN OF WOMEN
Mii-Margaret Marlowe, assistant to
Dean Durflinger, schedules events on
the social calendar, handles corre-
spondence, and issues permits to out-
of-town women students.
Dean of Men
Dean Herbert F. .Scliwoineyer was at one time a field
representative for Hutler University. In 1957 he was ap-
pointed Dean of Men. He received his Ii..S. and M.A.
degrees from Butler. Dean Schwomeyer has continued
his interest in campus athletic and social events. He has
been a counselor of men on campus.
Dean Schwomeyer is the cliairnian of the VIen's Ad-
N'isory Board and the Auditing Committee. He is a mem-
ber of the Scholarsliips and Student Aid Committee, Stu-
dent Health Committee, Admissions Committee, Student
Publications Committee, and the Women's Advi.sory
Board.
«»«>i^»3*.J.|fSMUU<S«=5»i»».^'
Mr. Schwomeyer has served as Butler's Dean of Men for five
years.
Herbert F. Schwomeyer
DEAN OF MEN
Mrs. Madge Ingram
ASSISTANT TO THE DEAN OF MEN
Mrs. Madge Ingram organizes tlie Dean of Mens rec-
ords of men students. She super\ises the student assist-
ants in the office. She handles student applications for
scholarships.
Dean Alexander E. Jones
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
Dr. Alexander E. Jones is the Dean of the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences. Dr. Jones joined the faculty in
1959 as Dean of the College and as a professor of EngHsh.
He recei\'ed his A.B. degree with High Distinction from
DePauw University and his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from
the University of Minnesota. Dr. Jones has encouraged
tlie Liberal Arts College to offer a broad curriculum in
order to pro\ide a firmer foundation for students.
Dean J. Hartt Walsh
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Dean
J.
Hartt Walsh directs the College
of Education. Joining the faculty fourteen
vears ago. Dr. Walsh has headed the Col-
lege of Education since 1948. One of his
largest responsibiUties as Dean is the place-
ment of graduates from the College of Ed-
ucation. Aside from his manv duties Dean
\Valsh is an acti\e member of numerous
organizations and has written many articles.
Dean Walsh recei\ ed his Ed.B. degree from
Eau Claire State College, his NLA. degree
from the Uni\ersity of Minnesota, and his
Ph.D. degrees from Ripon College and the
LTniversitv of Wisconsin.
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Dean Jackson K. Ehlert
JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Dr. Jackson K. Ehlert became the Dean of the
Jordan College of Music in 1952. He received
his B.S. and M.A. degrees from the University of
Minnesota and his Ed.D. from the University of
Colorado. As Dean he directs the departments
of dance, drama, music, and radio.
Dean Karl L. Kaufman
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
Dean Karl Kaufman receixed his B.S. degree
at Ohio State Uni\ersity' and his doctor's degree
at Purdue Uni\'ersitv. He is a member of \arious
professional organizations. Dean Kaufman has
become well-known through his articles appear-
ing in professional publications. He is a member
of Phi Delta Chi fraternity, a former president of
the International Association of Torch Clubs, and
is listed in Who's Who In America.
Dean David R. Roberts
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Dr. David R. Roberts is a professor of economics as
well as the Dean of the College of Business. He was
graduated cum laude from Boston University with a
B.S. degree. Dr. Roberts received his A.M. and Ph.D.
degrees from Har\ard Uni\ersit\'.
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Glide E. Aidrich
DIRECTOR OF
GRADUATE DIVISION
Dr. Aldrich is the Head of the Modern Foreign Lan-
guages Departinent as well as the Director of the Gradu-
ate Di\ision. He received his B.A., A.M., and Ph.D.
from the Uni\ersitv' of Iowa. As Director, Dr. Aldrich
helps to plan the excellent program that is offered to
graduate students at Butler.
Roland G. Usher
DIRECTOR OF
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Dr. Usher became the Director of the Uni\ ersitv Col-
lege in 1954. He received his A.B. degree from Washing-
ton Uni\'ersit)' and his \LA. and Ph.D. degrees from the
Uni\-ersit)- of Michigan. As Dean of the Uni\ersit\- Col-
lege, Dr. Usher ad\ises students on their academic pro-
'^rams. Dr. Usher is also a facult)- member of the histon'
department.
Ghristo T. Mocas
DIRECTOR OF
EVENING DIVISION
Dr. Mocas recei\ed his A.B. and M.A. degrees from
Indiana University and his Ph.D. degree from Tulane
Lhiiversits'. He is the Dean of the Evening and Summer
Divisions and advises students enrolled in these sessions.
He is an assistant professor of Spanish. Active in educa-
tional organizations, he is a member of tlie Board of
Directors of the North Central Summer School Directors
Conference and the Indiana State Association for Adult
Education.
(Jli ris I'llCOfunis
DIRECTOR OF
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Mr. Tlit'oplianis, Director of Public lielations, is in
charge of keeping the Indianapolis public informed of
campus news events. He is also the assistant to Dr. Ross
and assumes temporary directorship of the University
in the president's absence. Mr. Theophanis received his
B.S. degree from Butler.
Gene V. Chenoivelh
DIRECTOR OF
ADMISSIONS
Mr. Chenoweth became the Director of Admissions in
1958. He counsels many high school students telling
them the advantages and opportimities at Butler Uni-
versitv. Mr. Chenoweth recei\ed his B.M. and M.M.
from the Jordan College of Music.
Paul D. Hinkle
DIRECTOR OF
ATHLETICS
Mr. Hinkle as Director of Athletics recruits athletic
students and does much to promote Butler University.
He holds a B.S. degree from tlie University of Chicago
where he first became acti\'e in college athletics. He is
a member of tlie "400 Club" and a former president of
the National Collegiate Basketball Coaches Association.
Miss Joan Dressel
DIRECTOR OF
WOMEN'S RESIDENCE HALL
Miss Joan Dressel is the Director of the Women's Res-
idence HalL She meets witli the AWS Judiciary Board to
enforce the housing regulations for women h\ing in the
dorm. She directs the work of student counselors in the
Women's Residence Hall.
Miss Margaret Grimes
DIRECTOR OF
ATHERTON CENTER
Miss Grimes came to Butler in 1953, and the next year
she became Director of the John W. Atherton Center.
She directs the purchase and preparation of foods in die
cafeteria and C-Club. She co-ordinates acti\ities in the
dru;j; store and hook store. She maintains an up-to-date
calendar of the c\ ents and meetings held in the cafe-
teria and the manv meeting rooms. She holds a B.S.
degree from Berea Colle_ge and a M.B. .\dm. from the
LIniversitv of Chicago.
Harry E. Criill
DIRECTOR OF
HOLCOMB OBSERVATORY
Dr. Crull manages obser\ atory tours and planetarium
shows as Director of Holcomb Observatory. He directs
a student staff which works with him throughout the
year. Dr. Crull is also the Head of the Mathematics De-
partment. He received his A.B., NLA., and Ph.D. de-
crees from the Uni\ersit\' of Illinois.
Corliss K. Mnxam
REGISTRAR
Dr. Maxain handles the registration ol all cvt-nin^ aud
day students. His offices processes class cards, sends
grade reports to students, and keeps their scholastic rec-
ords. Dr. Maxain is a member of Phi Kappa Phi and
liolds B.S., A.B., and LL.D. degrees. Before being |)ro-
moted to the position of Registrar, he was the Director
of Admissions of Butler University.
Mrs. Ruth Denting
ASSISTANT REGISTRAR
Mrs. Deming serves as the Assistant Registrar at Butler.
She received her B.A. degree from Butler, and while a
student here she was a student assistant in the Bursar's
office. She is a former secretary' and former president of
the Registrar's Association.
Raymond W. Gladden
BURSAR
Mr. Gladden is a graduate of Butler University and has
a B.S. degree. He has served as the University's Bursar
since 1949. His office handles pavments of tuition, uni-
\'ersity payrolls, and the accounts of student organiza-
tions. Mr. Gladden and his assistants have an especiallv
\'ital role in the uni\'ersitv during the registration session
at the beginning of each semester.
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Harold D. Wilkins, Jr.
ALUMNI DIRECTOR
Mr. Wilkins, a graduate of Butler himself, keeps in
touch with other alumni of tlie University. He is re-
sponsible for the "Butler Alumnus," a quarterly publica-
tion received by the 17,500 Butler alumni. Known as
"Hal" by his friends, Mr. Wilkins plays an active part
in Homecoming festi\ities each vear.
Mrs. Marcia Blair
ASSISTANT ALUMNI DIRECTOR
Mrs. Blair, Assistant Alumni Director, handles the pro-
motional acti\ities of the alumni office. She is in charge
of the Alumni Day, Student Recognition Banquet, and
alumni events during Homecoming.
Arthur F. Lindberg
SUPERINTENDENT OF
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
Mr. Lindberg recei\ ed his B.S. and M.S. degrees from
the LIni\ersit\' of Minnesota. He is an instructor in the
home economics department. As Superintendent of
Buildings and Grounds, Mr. Lindberg holds a position
of great importance during these years of expansion at
Butler. He super\ises building construction and the up-
keep of the grounds including the Holcomb Gardens.
Harold L. Boisen
HEAD LIBRARIAN
Mr. Boisc'ii is llic Head of the Dcpartiticiif of I,il)rary
Science at Butler. A.s Head Lil)rarian, he co-ordiiiate.s the
loa nserviee of books in the main reading room, reserve
rooms, and stacks. Mr. Boisen holds an A.B. degree from
the University of Denver and an .M.A. degree from tlic
University of Chicago.
Library Staff
Working in the librarv are left to right. Mrs. Beryl
Myers, reference assistant; Mrs. Luella Wilson, loan li-
brarian; Miss Faye Cantrall, assistant librarian; Mrs.
Alice Steger, reser\e librarian; Mrs. Miriam Nicewander,
cataloger assistant, Mrs. Esther Cejnar. secretary: Mrs.
Rowena Farber, periodicals librarian: and Miss Thelma
Schiller, cataloger.
Mary Jane Dailey and Dr. Robert L. Parr
UNIVERSITY NURSE AND DOCTOR
Dr. Robert Parr maintains daily office hours to assist
students in any medical problems. Mrs. Dailey is a Reg-
istered Nurse and is at the Student Health Center each
day to treat minor illnesses and to administer first aid.
She supervises the health records of Butler students.
At registration each semester tables are set up for enrollment in courses in all the departmental divisions of liberal arts. Down the
row and around the corner students enroll in the other colleges of the University.
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
THE SOCIOLOGY FACULTY MEMBERS are Dr. William
Martin, Dr. James Peeling, and Dr. William Cupp.
MEMBERS of the History and Political Science Department are
first row, Dr. Warman Welliver, Dr. George O. Comfort, Dr.
A. Dale Beeler, and Dr. Milton Farber. In the back row are
Dr. James W. Wolfenden, Dr. David M. Silver, Dr. RoUnd G.
Usher, and Mr. Robert Neff.
Under the direction of Dr. Alexander Jones, the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts and Sciences continues to maintain
customary standards and objectives. By offering a com-
prehensive and thorough curriculum, the college en-
courages precise thinking, the ability to think logically,
and the ability to interpret general works of art. This
program also gives students the opportunity to gain spe-
cialized study in major fields of interest. The Liberal
Arts College ofiEers various curricula in which students
may channel their studies. The outstanding Liberal Arts
program which Butler University offers attracts students
from many different parts of the country.
MEMBERS of the Home Economics Department are Mrs. Sara
Porter and Miss Wilma Wohler, head of the department.
THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT includes front row, Dr. Donald Anderson, Miss Nancy Moore, Dr. AUegra Stewart, Dr. Mar-
garet Fisher, and Dr. Donald Orr; second row, Dr. Paul Stewart, Dr. Victor Amend, Dr. Robert Meredith, Dr. Richard
Cassell, Dr. Cary Graham, Department Head, Dr. Roy Marz, Dr. Werner Beyer, Dr. Howard Baetzhold, and Dr. Alexander
Jones.
PSYCHOLOGY faculty discussing departmental matters are Dr
Henry Shanklin, Mr. Edgar Yeager, Dr. Charles Josey, De
partment Head, and Dr. William Hepler.
THE MATHEMATICS FACULTY MEMBERS meeting in a
classroom are Mr. Richard Dowds, Dr. Harry CruU, Mr. Justin
Wickens, Mr. Robert Lamberson, Mr. Lloyd Stark, and Mr.
Frederick Graf,
The objecti\es of the College of Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences include the encouragement of exact and systematic
thinking, the acquisition of a broad and thorough knowl-
edge of men and nature, an interpretation of human ex-
perience as e.xpressed in language, literature, and the fine
arts, a judgment of human activity within a moral and
ethical framework, the use of scientific methods of pro-
cedure in the accumulation of knowledge, and oppor-
tunities for specialization and for creati\e effort.
MEMBERS of the speech faculty are Dr. George Rice, Miss Ruth
Ann Clark, Dr. Nicholas M. Cripe, and Mr. Richard F. Maher.
THE LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT includes Dr. John Siegwarl,
Miss Esther Renfrew, and Dr. Glide Aldrich in the first row,
Dr. Henryk Ziomech, Dr. Vergil Hiatt, and Mrs. Virginia
Brunson in the second row, and Miss Lorraine Gustafson and
Dr. Christo Mocas in the back row.
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PROFESSORS of the Religion Department are Dr. Frances
Reisinger, Mrs. Nellie Young, and Dr. E. Robert Andry.
int. PHILOSOPHY D-partm.:nt is comprised of Dr. Gordoi
H. Clark, Head of the Department, and Dr. Robert C. Gilpin.
Dean Jones Is Appointed Interim President
THE PHYSICAL SCIENCE Department includes six professors
from le-t to right, Dr. Ralph Birdwhistell, Dr. Keith Seymour,
Dr. Paul Quinney, Dr. Marshall Dixon, Dr. William Bessey, and
Dr. Sidney Kilsheimer.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES FACULTY are, seated. Dr. Nathan
Pearson, Mrs. May Iske, Dr. Marian Hall, and standing. Dr.
Murrill Lowry, Dr. Webster, and Mr. Dean Decker.
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An integral part of the facilities for the elementary education student is the corner of the library reserved for books of all grade
levels.
PROFESSORS of Men's Physical Education are Mr.
Galvin Walker, Mr. Henry Johnson, Mr. Tony
Hinkle, Mr. James Hauss, and Mr. Frank Hedden.
WOMEN'S Physical Education is taught by Miss Barbara Drink-
water, Miss Xandra Hamilton, and Mrs. Constance Zimlich.
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College Of
Education
The College oi Education ofleis an enriclicd course of
study in order to give students tlie best possible prepara-
tion for teaching careers. Incorporated in the [)rograiii
are broad general education retjuirenients, intensive
preparations in the subject areas to be taught, and study
in selected professional courses designed to acquaint the
students with the nature of teaching. In addition to the
program offered on campus, students may elect special
professional courses at the John Herron Art Institute
and the Jordan College of Music. The student teaching
program, a valuable experience in practical application
open to senior education students, is taught through a
co-operative program with the excellent facilities of the
local public schools.
THE FACULTY of the Educational Psychology, Guidance, and
Special Education Department meet to discuss the departmentai
program. Professors include Dr. Roger Coulson, Dr. David
Torbet, Dr. Joseph Nygaard, and Dr. William Howard.
THE PROFESSORS of courses related to Secondary Education
are Dr. Duane Lang, Dr. John Best, Dr. William Davenport, and
Dr. James Thomas.
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION department members
are Mr. James Rocker, Mrs. Margaret Barnes, and Dr.
Paul Koester.
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College Of
Business
The College of Business Administration endea\ors to
gi\'e the students a practical, fundamental knowledge of
business by requiring tlie completion of high standards
during a four-year program. The required courses in the
fields of general education and business administration
produce well-educated persons. Students may elect one
of eight areas of concentration to obtain specialized pro-
fessional training. Four tools of knowledge are incorpo-
rated into the business education. These tools are the
understanding of quantitative data, the principles of ad-
ministration, the knowledge of the inter-relationships of
major functional areas of business, and the concepts
of the inter-relationships between business and the out-
side world.
The Collegian serves as a laboratory for journalism students
where practical experience is gained in newspaper work. The
funds for the Collegian are provided by the College of Business.
MEMBERS of the College of Business include front row, Dr.
Harriet Paddock, Dr. David R. Roberts, and Dr. Clarence Ef-
roymson; second row, Mr. William Shors, Dr. John Moore, and
Mr. Stanley Chipper.
THE BUSINESS DEPARTMENT also includes front row, Dr.
Archie Nichols, Dr. Felix P. Kollaritsch, and Dr. Sanford Cohen;
second row, Mr. Raymond H. Swenson, Lt. Col. John Barron,
and Mr. G. Fred Weber.
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Much of the training for the student in the five-year program of
the College of Pharmacy is in the laboratory.
College OfPharmacy
THE PHARAMCEUTICAL DEPARTMENT include. Dr. Natha
Michener, Dr. Arthur A. Harwood, and Dr. John W. Martir
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DR. KARL KAUFMAN meets with pharmacy professors Dr
Russell Parke, Mr. Dale Doerr, and Dr. Edward Rowe.
The strong academic and professional foundation of
the College of Pharmacy has been demonstrated bv the
outstanding program which is designed to educate stu-
dents in the scientific and practical aspects of phi\rmac\-
as well as to gi\e them a broad liberal arts training.
Extensi\e background is gi\en to students concerning
preparation, handling, and anahsis of drugs and chem-
icals. Tliis year there are about 125 students eiu-oUed
in the college. The high standiirds maintained b\- the
CoOege of Pharmacy ha\e been rewarded h\ high ac-
creditation from tlie American Council on Pharmaceutical
Education.
THE LECTURERS of Pharmacognosy and Pharmacology are
Dr. Albert Swartz, Dr. William Lucas, and Dr. Donald Meyers.
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Jordan College
Of Music
The Jordan College of Music, a member of the Na-
tional Association of Schools of Music, offers an extensive
four-vear program in addition to the university aca-
demic requirements for graduation. Degrees are granted
in the fields of dance, music, radio, and drama. Students
ha\e many opportimities outside class to gain profes-
sional training bv performing in the productions of nu-
merous organizations. Through an outstanding program
which has been offered for over half a century, the
Jordan College of Music has become very widely ac-
claimed. A new building for the Jordan College of Music
has become a welcome addition to our campus.
RADIO AND DRAMA instructors are Mr. Robert Montgomery
and Mr. James Phillippe.
MUSIC FACULTY MEMBERS include seated, Mr. Kenneth
Roberts, Miss Rosemary Lang, and Dr. Mark Walker, and stand-
ing, Mr. John Gates, Mr. Fred Koehrn, Mr. Mallory Bransford,
and Mr. Michael Leckrone.
OTHER MUSIC professors are front row. Miss Lucille Jones,
Mr. William Pelz, and Dr. Dorothy Horn, and second row. Dr.
Harold E. Johnson, Dr. Gerhard Wuensch, Mr. John Colbert,
and Dr. Charles A. Henzie.
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Music, radio, drama, and dance students at Jordan take time out before the holidays for a Christmas party with the faculty.
DANCE INSTRUCTORS are 6rst row: Miss Margaret Saul.
Miss Vada Belshaw, Mrs. Peggy Dorsey; second row: Mr. Wil-
liam Glenn, Mr. George Verdak.
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Air Force ROTC
The Department of Air Science offers t^vo Air Force
ROTC programs—the basic two-year course designed to
educate the student in air age citizenship, and the two-
year advanced course which is selective and offers tlie
stiident many benefits. Upon completion of the AFROTC
ad\anced course and a bachelor's degree, cadets are
normallv offered a commission as Second Lieutenant
in the United States Air Force Reserve. The program is
a major source of officers for the Air Force. The Air
Science Department stri\es to meet the high standard
of instniction which is required of ci\ilian institutions.
Lt. Colonel Thomas Rytin, Jr.
HEAD OF
DEPARTMENT OF AIR SCIENCE
OTHER MEMBERS of the ROTC Department are S. Sgt. Ervin
Lyde, T. Sgt. Roger Larsen, and Captain Edwin Phillips.
THE ROTC STAFF includes Lt. Colonel Thomas F. Ryan, Lt.
Colonel F. Arbogast, and Captain William Harper.
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The Air Force ROTC officers and their wives enjoy attending the annual Military Ball held in the honor of the Air Angel
Court. This year the dance was held at Fort Benjamin Harrison.
CADET COMMANDER Tom Bates, standing center, is surrounded by his staff, front row, F. Nakarai, J.
Cooke, R. Horlon, S. Stafford, K. Fisher, D. Francis, P. Trick, R. Windsor, L. Caylor, and N. Stone, back
row, P. Madelans, L. Walker, E. Love, B. Bereman, L. Shook, R. Carson, E. Leachman, and N. Schillen.
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John Herron
Art Institute
The John Herron Art Institute pro\ides a compre-
hensi\e education for those students who are preparing
for careers as artists or as art teachers. The carefully
planned curriculum places emphasis both on technical
skill demanded by professional standards and on tlie
stimulation of creatixe minds. Indi\idual instruction is
gi\en from the beginning and throughout e\ers' course.
The students are encouraged to follow their particular
interests and to develop their individual capacities.
Through a co-operati\'e program between Butler Uni-
\ersitA' and John Herron Art Institute, students are grant-
ed a special degree by Butler Uni\ersit\'.
Donald M. Mcittison
DIRECTOR.
JOHN HERRON ART INSTITUTE
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INSTRUCTORS at the John Herron Art Institute are Mr. Harry Davis, Mr.
Loren Dunlap, Mr. Gordon Fiscus, Mr. Gene Lacey, Mr. Edmund Brucker,
and Mr. Arthur Weber.
OTHER JOHN HERRON FACULTY standing
in the hallway of the school are in front, Mr.
David Rubins and Mr. Robert Campbell, and
in the back row, Mr. Robert Weaver, Mr.
Robert Berkshire, and Mr. Garo Antreasian.
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JOHN HERRON specializes in the training of many arts. Classes in sculpture
are offered, and students pattern their work from live models.
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Junior class officers from left to right are Bob Worth, treasurer; Gordon Pope, president; Julie
Scheerer, secretary; and Dave Fleming, vice-president.
Senior class officers seated around the table are Steve Butterbaugh, vice-president; Larry Helms, president; Dave
Kiefer, treasurer; and Pris Thomas, secretary.
Junior-Senior
Seniors
itti
Alspach, Jean, Munster
Elementary Education; Delta Delta Delta, eliaplain, eiirre-
spondins; secretary, historian, pledge scholarship eliairnian;
AW'S. treasurer; SN'EA, \ice president; WRA; W\C\: WRH
counselor; Choir; Young Republicans; Loyalt\' Legion.
AxDERSON, MuFFY, Greenwich, Connecticut
English; Pi Beta Phi, social chainnan; AWS; WRA; 'i'NVCA;
Young Republicans; "Collegian." social cii-editor; Homecom-
ing Princess.
AsKiNS, James, Highland
Phannacy; Lambda Chi Alpha. \ice president, ritualist; Utes.
AsKiNS, Laxa Leoxe, Lenun/ne. Pcnnsiihunia
Dance; Jordan Ballet; Marching Band.
°Ax, ToNi, Linton
Spanish; Delta Delta Delta, president, scholarship chairman,
rush chairman; .Alpha Lambda Delta; Chimes; Mortar Board;
Sigma Delta Pi, president; AWS, secretary; SNEA; WRA,
\ice president, treasurer, sports counsil president; Y"\VCA;
Student Council; Young Democrats; "Drift;" Pan-Hel.
Baker, Kristtx, Indianapolis
English; Delta Gamma. \ ice president, treasurer, song leader;
AWS; SNEA; YWCA; WRA; Young Republicans; Air Angel
Court; Senior Council; Tennis.
Barrett, Glenn, Indianapolis
Social Studies; BISA, president, treasurer: SNEA; Religious
Council; Young Democrats.
Bates, Thomas, IndianapoUs
History and Political Science; Plii Delta Theta, scholarship
chairman, social chairman, warden, secretary; Utes; Sphinx;
Blue Key; YMCA; Arnold Air Society.
Bauerle, Colette, Indianapolis
Histor\- and Political Science; Alpha Lambda Delta; Spurs.
Beaty, Sue Ann, Columbus
Secondary Education; BISA; SNEA; Human Relations Coun-
cil; Religious Council.
Bepl.\y, Gary, IndianapoUs
History and Political Science; Kappa Sigma, secretary, guard;
Utes; YMCA; IFC; Bench and Gayel; Young Republicans;
Religious Council; Loyalty Legion; "Drift," photographer.
Bloemker, Linda, Indianapolis
Drama; Kappa Kappa Camma, political chairman, scholarship
chairman; Spurs: .-VWS: \\'RA: YWCA; Jordan Players.
Bloss, Robert, Boonville
Pharmacy; APHA: YMCA.
Blythe, James. IndianapoUs
Prc-La\y and Politics: Kappa Sigma, president. \ ice president,
rush chairman, social chairman, pledge trainer, pledge \ice
president: Utes, president; Young Republicans, president;
IFC, president; Greek President's Council: Student Council;
"Collegian," social co-editor.
Boop, Roger, McCordsvillc
Social Science; BIS.\: SNE.\: Young Republicans.
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AWS,
Drift,"
Bowman, Sheriiy, Noblesville
Elementary Education; Cliiincs; Kappa Mil Kpsilon;
treasurer; AWS; EISA; WRA.
Brandt, Linda, Indianapolis
Journalism, Sociology; Delta Delta Delta, publicity cli;
service projects chairman; Tlicbi Sigma Phi, president;
secretary; WRA; YWCA; "Coed Codes," co-editor; "
co-editor, faculty editor; "Collegian," editor-in-chief.
Bramblett, Robert, Lebanon
Music Education; Phi Mu Alpha; Sinfonia, secretary; Junior
Music Recital; Madrigals.
Brunst, Jan, Ladoga
Business Education; Delta Gamma, pre.sident, social chairman,
pledge secretar)', assistant pledge trainer; Geneva Stunts
chairman; WRA; Young Republicans; Loyalty Legion; Pan-
Hel; Pumpkin Queen; Homecoming Queen Court.
BuLTMAN, Ervin, IndiamipoUs
Physical Education; Kappa Sigma; Basketball; Track.
BuRNSTEiN, Patricia, Indianapolis
Physical Education; Sigma Tau Delta; Delta Psi Kappa, vice
president, treasurer; WRA, advisory board; PEMM Club;
University of Illinois.
Bush, Diane, Fairland
Home Economics; Pi Epsilon Phi; WRA; WRH, secretary,
counselor; Welwyn Club, secretary.
Butler, Sylvia, Angola
Art Education; Kappa Alpha Theta, social chairman, pledge
stcretarv, Spring Sing chairman; Kappa Beta, president; AWS;
SNEA; Young Democrats; Religious Council, secretary;
"Drift," art; "Drift" Beauty Court; Typical Freshman Girl.
'Butterbaugh, Steven, North Manchester
Mathematics; Phi Delta Theta, president, vice president,
chorister, social chairman, rush chairman; Utes; Sphinx, vice
president; Blue Key, president; Kappa Kappa Psi, president;
"Drift," campus editor; Junior class president; Senior class V-P.
Carey, Mark, Speedway
Chemistry; American Chemical Society.
Carmack, Sabba, Neto Castle
Drama; Kappa Alpha Theta; AWS; WRA; YWCA; Young
Democrats; Butler Players; Jordan Ballet.
Cahtwright, Judy, Nashville, Tennessee
English, Spanish; Kappa Kappa Gamma, social chairman, re-
cording secretary'; Chimes; Mortar Board; Sigma Delta Pi,
vice president; AWS, cabinet, house council; WRA; Y'WCA;
MSS; Young Democrats, vice pres.; "Drift," activities editor.
Clark, Caeol, Hammond
Political Science; Welwyn Club; YWCA; AWS; WRH, Home-
coming chairman.
Clark, Nancy, Indianapolis
French, German; Alpha Lambda Delta; BISA, secretary, vice
president; IVCF, vice president; AWS; MSS; Religious Coun-
cil, president, treasurer; Alliance Francaise; Young Republi-
cans; Senior council; French table; Wheaton College.
Clark, Bob, Baijside, Netc York
Management; Tau Kappa Epsilon, chaplain; Y'MCA; Young
Republicans; Student Council; Lovaltv Legion; Golf.
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CoHRON, RiCH.\ED, Soiithport
journalism; "\\'ings o\er Butler, " editor; "'Collegian," feature
editor. Cheer Dri\e, chairman; "Alunmus," editor.
Cooke, John, Peru
Marketing; Phi Delta Theta, rush chairman ,social chairman;
Gene\a Stunts co-chairman; Utes; Blue Key; SAM, president;
YMCA; Xewmau Club; Arnold Air Societ\ ; Military' Ball,
chairman; Golf.
CoRS, Nancy Lee, Indianapolis
Secondary Education; Beta Sigma Omicron; SNEA; E\ansville
College.
Courtney, Jill, Lima, Ohio
Dance; Jordan Ballet.
°Crall, Betty, Slielhy, Ohio
Dance; Kappa Alpha Theta, activities cliairman, Gene\a
Stunts co-cliainnan; Spurs; Mortar Board; Jordan Ballet; lor-
dan College Stvident Council, secretary.
"Crooks, Ralph, Hammond
-Accounting; MRH, treasurer, counselor; Utes, vice president;
Sphin.\, president; Blue Key, treasurer; SAM; Insurance So-
ciety; Young Republicans; Accounting Societ%'; "Drift." bus-
iness manager; Swimming.
DeHart, Llnda, Indianapolis
Englisli, AWS; W'RA; YWCA; Uni\ersity Choir; Gallery
Singers.
"Dennis, Jerry, Indianapolis
Religion; Lambda Chi Alpha, yicc president, rush chairman,
pledge president; Utes; Sphinx; Blue Key; Eta Sigma Phi;
Iclithus; Student Council.
Dennison, Sandy, Anderson
English; Kappa Kappa Gamma, \ice president, house man-
age'r; Spurs; AWS; WRA; Y^VVCA; "Drift;" Young Republi-
cans; Junior council; Senior council.
Dettmer, Bob, Fort Wayne
Pliarmacy; Phi Delta Chi, president; Sphin.x; YFCA, treasurer;
.\IRH, counselor.
°DoYAL, Linda Heidelm.^n, Indianapolis
Botan\; Alpha CJni Omega, chaplain; Alpha Lambda Delta;
Spurs;' Chimes; Mortar Board; Sigma Tan Delta; AWS; WRA;
Y'W'CA, secretar\, cabinet; Religious Council; Spoke Award.
DuRR, Dixie, Fort Wayne
Dance; Kappa Kappa Gamma, corresponding secretarx'; AWS;
WRA; Y"\VCA; Jordan Ballet
Dysert, Steve, Indianapolis
Phannacy; Kappa Psi, treasurer; PharmacN' School Senior class
secretary.
Eckstein, Jo Ann, Indianapolis
Social Studies; SNEA.
Edesess, Bob, Newton, Massachusetts
Pre-Dental; Alpha Phi Omega, historian; American Chemical
Society; Chemistry Club; "Drift," photographer.
Elster, Sue, Skokic, Illinois
Sociolog); Kappa .-Vlpha Theta, historian, activities chairman,
house manager, pledge social chairman; WRA, sports council;
.\WS, vice president, house council, program chairman;
"1 WCA; Y'oung Republicans; Loyalty Legion; Coed counselor;
Freshman Mixer cliairman; "Drift," activities editor.
Engle, Earl, Tipton
.Accounting; Tan Kappa Epsilon, treasurer; Utes; .Accounting
Society; B-Men's .As.sociation; Basketball.
Engstrom, NL\rilyn, Hobart
Elementary Education; Alpha Chi Omega; SNEA; AWS;
WRA; Y'\VCA; Young Republicans.
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Seniors
Faknam, Fhan, Noblesville
Elcnicntarv Education; Delta \X'\Ui Delta, assistant rusli
cliainnan; Kappa Hcta, social chainnan; AWS; WRA; YWCA;
SNEA; Young Hcpuhlicans; Loyalty Legion; University Choir;
"Collegian," social co-editor.
Federspell, Robert, IndianapoUfi
Pliarmaev; Kappa Psi.
Feister, Fred, Indianapolis
Pharniaev: Lambda Chi Alpha, secretary, editor; Kappa Psi,
Fisher, Kenneth, Indianapolis
Business Administration, Nlanagement; AFROTC, Flight In-
structors program.
Fisher, Richard, New Castle
Pharniaev; Lambda Chi Alpha; Kappa Psi.
Frey, Bonnie, IndiamipoUs
Elementary Education; Kappa Alpha Theta; Tau Beta Sigma;
Newman Club; AWS; YWCA; WRA; SNEA; Color Guard.
Gailbreath, Edwin, Fern Creek Kentuckij
Pharmacy; Phi Delta Chi, treasurer; YMCA; APhA.
Gill, Judy, Indianapolis
Elementary Education; SNEA; YWCA; Indiana Uni\ersity.
Gill, Ruth, Greenfield
Business Administration; Delta Delta Delta, recording secre-
tary, pledge vice president; AWS; WRA; YWCA.
lAlk
"Glaze, Anita, Anderson
Art Education; Delta Gamma, vice president, scholarship
chainnan; Alpha Lambda Delta; Spurs; Chimes; Mortar
Board, historian; Kappa Beta; SNEA; WRA; AWS; "iiAVCA;
MSS; Y'oung Democrats; Loyalty Legion; Human Relations
Council; Student Council. College Bowl Chairman: Interna-
tional Relations Club.
Glendenning, Daniel, New Martinsville, West Virginia
Religion; EISA.
Grasty, James, Jenderson, Kentuckij
Pharniaev; Kappa Psi; APhA, president.
"Gray, Judy, Indianapolis
History; Pi Beta Phi, scholarship chairman; Alpha Lambda
Delta;' SNEA; AWS: WRA; YWCA; Young Democrats.
Gremel, Bud, Crown Point
Management; Sigma Chi, president, pledge trainer; IFC, sec-
retary; SAM; YMCA; President's Council; "Collegian," sports
reporter; Basketball; Baseball.
Griffin, Marg.aret, Shoals
Education; SNEA; WRH, counselor.
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Seniors
Hall, Maky Ellen, Marslmll
Elementary Education; Delta Delta Delta, pledge trainer; Tau
Beta Signia; Kappa Beta, secretary; YWCA; AWS; WRA,
sports council; SNEA; Young Republicans; Marching Band-
Basketball.
Harmon, William, New Ross
Accounting; Kappa Sigma, secretary; Utes.
Harper, Mabcia, Tipton
Business; Kappa Kappa Gamma, acti\ities chaimian, pledge
social chairman; AWS; WRA; YWCA, cabinet; Young Demo-
crats, secretary; Loyalty Legion; Coed Counselor; "Blue
Book."
Harvey, Carol, Indianapolis
Secondary Education; Delta Gamma, corresponding secretary.
Homecoming chairman; AWS; WRA; YWCA; SNEA; "Blue
Book"; Young Republicans; Christian College, Columbia, Mis-
souri.
Haslam, Richard, Crawfordsville
Biological Sciences; Sigma Nu, vice president; Freshman class
president; Sophomore class treasurer; Basketball; Golf.
Hayes, Karen, Danville
Dance; Kappa Alpha Theta, rush chairman; Tau Beta Sigma;
Young Republicans; Color Guard; Jordan Ballet; "Drift"
Beauty Court; Miss Butler Uni\ersity; Homecoming Princess.
Heinz, James, Creve Coeiir, Illinois
Pharmacy; Kappa Sigma, \ice president, house manager,
pledge trainer; Kappa Psi, pledge trainer; Newman Club, vice
president; Junior class council.
"Helms, Larry, Muncie
Pre-Law; Sigma Chi, vice president, president; Utes; Sphinx;
Blue Key; YMCA; B-Men's Association; Senior Council; Soph-
omore class vice president; Junior class treasurer; Senior class
president; "Drift" Most Eligible Bachelor; Football.
Herring, Georgia, Bargersville
History, Sociology; Pi Beta Phi, house manager, assistant rush
chairman; AWS; WRA; YWCA; Y'oung Republicans; Senior
Council; Homecoming Queen.
Hertz, Judy, Madison
French, English; Alpha Chi Omega, pledge trainer, political
cliairman; Spurs; AWS; Y'WCA; WRA, sports council, advisory
board; Y'oung Republicans.
Hines, Charles, Logansport
Pharmacy; Kappa Psi, pledge president.
°HiNKLE, NIalinda, Walton
English, French; Alpha Lambda Delta, vice president; Spurs;
Chimes; SNEA; WRA; AWS; YWCA; MSS; Young Demo-
crats; WRH, counselor.
Hollingsworth, Jeanne Steele, Indianapolis
English; Alpha Chi Omega, Spurs, president; Mortar Board;
Sigma Tau Delta; YWCA; WRA; AWS; SNEA; Student
Council; Junior Pan-Hel.
Hopping, Cindy, Indianapolis
Business Administration, Economics; Pi Beta Phi, treasurer;
YWCA; WRA; AWS; Young Republicans, treasurer; Junior
council.
'Horst, Judy, Indianapolis
Marketing; Alplia Clii Omega, president, activities chairman;
Spurs, vice president; Chimes, president; Mortar Board, treas-
urer; WRA, president, \ice president, sports council; YWCA;
AWS. council; SAM; Student Council, secretary; Pan-Hel.
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Hf)RTON, Robert, Inclianapolk
History and /'(ililical Scii-mr: Arnold Air Society.
fluDAC.nKO, Jkhhv, Slrcdtor, Illinois
I'liariimt'v; Lambda (llii Alplja |)lc-dgi' traiiirr,
°HuDO, Ilkana, Scintiircc, Puerto Rico
Dance; AWS; YWCA; Yoiimh Hcpiiblicans; N.wijjar. Clul.
JordanBallet; Drama Productions.
Hudson, Suk, Zionsville
Psychology, Sociology; WHII, vice president; AWS, eonntil;
WRA, advisory board; YWCA; Kappa Beta; lluinan Kelations
Council; Psychology Club; Young Hepublieans; "Collegian."
Hunt, Anna, Galveston
Secondary Education.
Hunt, Nancy, South Bend
Special Education; Pi Beta Phi; AWS; WKA; YWCA; SNEA;
Young Republicans; Choir.
Hutchison, Donald, Frankton
English; YMCA; SNEA; B-Men's Association; 'Irack; Cross
Country.
Jackson, John, Hartford City
Physical Education; Phi Delta Theta, warden, pledge trainer;
Utes; Y'MCA; Young Republicans; B-Men's Association; Foot-
ball.
Jacques, Gloria, Wheaton, Illinois
French, EngHsh; EISA; IVCF; German Table; AUiance
Francaise; Wheaton College; Gordon College; Institut Bib-
lique, Paris, France.
Jefry, Linda, Indianapolis
Art Education; Alpha Chi Omega, recording secretary, song
leader, pledge social chairman; WRA; AWS; YWCA; Young
Republicans.
Jordan, Nicholas, Indianapolis
Social Studies.
Joseph, Judy, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Dance; Alpha Chi Omega; AWS; WRA: YWCA; Young Re-
publicans; fordan Ballet, ballet mistress.
Kapantais, Kathy, Hammond
Secondary Education; BISA; WRH, publicity chairman:
SNEA; AWS; WRA; Welwyn Club, president.
Kaufman, Dan, Fremont
Business Education; Phi Delta Theta, treasurer, chorister;
Utes; Basketball.
KiESLiNG, William, Indianapolis
Social Studies.
Kircher, Margaret, Lynn
English; SNEA.
Klepinger, Richard, Delphi
Economics; Phi Delta Theta, chorister; Kappa Kappa Psi, \ ice
president, pledge trainer; YMCA; SAM; Marching Band.
Knapp, Alice, Indianapolis
Spanisli, French; Kappa Alpha Theta, recording secretary
archivist, historian-librarian; Spurs, historian; Chimes; Sigma
Delta Pi; AWS; YWCA; WRA, sports council; SNEA; Young
Republicans; Student Union Board.
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KoNDRATH, Mary Anne, Indianapolis
French, English; Alpha Chi Oniega, activities chairman;
Spurs; Chimes; Sigma Tau Delta; WRA; AWS; YWCA; USS;
SNEA; Young Republicans; Newman Club; Coed Counselor.'
"Kriegbaum, Jo Ann, Huntington
French, Spanish; Kappa Alpha Theta, president, treasurer,
deput\- treasurer; Alpha Lambda Delta; Spurs; Chimes; Mor-
tar Board; Sigma Delta Pi; "i"\\'CA, cabinet, membership co-
chmn.; Student Union Board, president; "Drift," royalty editor.
°LiFE, Lois, Peru
English; Kappa Kappa Gamma, president, registrar, efficiency-
chairman; Alpha Lambda Delta, secretary ;Spurs, president;
Chimes, secretary; Mortar Board, secretary; Sigma Tau Delta,
secretary; AWS; MSS; "Drift," greek-dorm co-editor.
LiNDAHL, Joan, Western Springs, Illinois
Physical Education; Kappa Alpha Theta, treasurer, song
leader, pubUcity chairman, political chairman. Spring Sing
chairman; Delta Psi Kappa; WRA, ad\isory board, publicity
chairman; PEMM Club, yice president; TKE Sweetlieart.
LiNDBERG, Carlyanna, ZionsvUle
Zoology; Kappa Alpha Theta, song leader, house council;
YWCA'; AWS; WRA; Young Republicans; Coed Counselor.
LocKwooD, James, Jr., Indianapolis
English; Sigma Nu, president, treasurer; YMCA; IFC.
Lynam, Sharon, Anderson
Business Education; Alpha Chi Omega, rush chairman; Alpha
Lambda Delta; Spurs, sec; Chimes; Mortar Bd.; YWCA, sec;
Pan-Hel, V-P; WRA, sports council; Women's Advisory Board.
McConnell, Judy, Needham
English, French; Kappa Kappa Gamma, registrar, house man-
ager, pledge social chairman; Mortar Board; YWCA, social
chairman, corresponding secretary; Y'oung Republicans.
Madden, Barbara, Indianapolis
English; Phi Beta Phi, pledge class vice-pres., pledge trainer;
Sigma Tau Delta; Young Repubhcans, publicity chmn.; ROTC
Air Angel Court; Kappa Sigma Sweetheart, fraternity favorite.
Medich, Dorothy', Indianapolis
Elementary Education; SXEA; BISA.
"Meeder, Brooke, Indianapolis
Mathematics; Alpha Chi Omega, assistant treasurer, treasurer;
Spurs; Chimes; Kappa Mu Epsilon, secretary; Kappa Beta;
AWS; WRA; YWCA; Young Republicans.
Meeks, Tom, Lawrenceville, Illinois
Physical Education; Lambda Chi Alpha, social chairman,
intramurals chairman. Homecoming chairman; YMCA; B-
Men's Association; Golf; Basketball, manager; Football, man-
ager.
Miller, Robert, South Bend
Pharmacy; Kappa Psi; APhA; Ne%\-man Club, \ice president.
Moody, Rita Kay, Waveland
Physical Education, Biological Sciences; Alpha Clii Omega,
.song leader; Delta Psi Kappa; Kappa Beta; Tau Beta Sigma;
Young Repubhcans; ROTC Air Angel; Homecoming Queen.
MoRAN, Jan, Beech Grove
History and Political Science; Trianon, vice president, pledge
trainer, secretary, marshall; Spurs; Chimes; Mortar Board;
WRA, advisory board, sports council; AWS, program chair-
man; YWCA; "Drift," junior-senior editor, royalty editor.
Mustard, Jody, Kokomo
Elementary Education; Kappa Kappa Gamma, pledge vice
president; SNEA, secretary; AWS; WRA, advisory board;
.MSS; Coed Counselor.
Nakarai, Fred, Indianapolis
History and PoUtical Science; Young Democrats; Bench and
Ga\el, treasurer.
Nichols, Jerry, Indianapolis
Management; Phi Delta Theta, secretary; SAM; YMCA, cab-
inet.
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Seniors
Nichols, Jo Ann, Webster City, Iowa
Art Education; Delta Ganinia, pledge vice president, first vice
president, Homecoming chairman; SNEA; YWCA; WRA;
AWS; Newman Club; Young Democrats.
"NiKSCH, Lakry, Gary
History and Political Science; Sigma Clii, vice president,
scholarship cliaimian, historian; Utes; Sphinx; Blue Key, vice
president; Student Council; International Relations Club.
Obenauf, Rebecca, Pontiac, Michigan
Dance; Pi Beta Phi; WRA; AWS; YWCA; Young Republi-
cans; Jordan Ballet, ballet mistress.
Oberting, David, Indianapolis
Physical Education; Phi Delta Theta; Football; Track.
Osborne, Hugh, Indianapolis
Chemistry, Zoology; MRH, social chainnan.
Persinger, Patricia, Indianapolis
Pharmacy; Lambda Kappa Sigma, vice president; APhA;
BISA; International Relations Club.
Phelps, Roger, Plainfield
Management, Pre-Law; Phi Delta Theta, pledge trainer, schol-
arship chairman.
Pope, Judy, Indianapolis
English; Pi Beta Phi, corresponding secretary, devotions chair-
man, program chairman, historian; YWCA; WRA; SNEA;
AWS; Religious Council; Young Democrats.
PoRTEOus, Ellen, IndiatuipoJis
Biology; Pi Beta Phi, standards chairman; AWS; YWCA;
WRA; SNEA; Young Republicans; Newman Club; Coed
Counselor.
*Pringle, Eugene, Hammond
Mathematics; Sphin.x; Kappa Mu Epsilon, president; YMCA:
Choir; Gallery Singers.
Ratliff, Verne, Southport
Physical Education; Phi Delta Theta; Utes; Sphinx; Blue Kev;
Kappa Mu Epsilon; B-Men's Association; Football.
"Rhodes, Charles, Mayfield, Kentucky
Pharmacy; Kappa Psi, president; Rho Chi, president; APliA.
Richardson, Donn, Indianapolis
Political Science, Journalism; Sigma Chi, editor; Sphinx; Blue
Key; Alpha Phi Omega, president, \ice president; YMCA:
MSM; Gallery Singers; Madrigals; Student Plavers; "Drift,"
co-editor, sports editor; "Collegian," citv editor, editorial di-
rector; Cross Country; Track; Cheerleader, co-captain.
Roberts, John, New York, New York
Management; Young Repubhcans; Tennis.
RoEHLiNG, Edward, Indianapolis
Radio; BISA; WAJC, news director, assistant program di-
rector; Human Relations Council; International Relations
Club.
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Ross, Caholyn, Indianapolis
History and Political Science; Kappa Kappa Gamma; YVVCA;
WRA; AWS; Yonng Republicans.
Sager, M,\rilyn, Hagcrstown
English; Delta Delta Delta, vice president, pledge trainer,
rush chairman, social chairman; WRA, corresponding secre-
tary; YWCA; AWS; Freshman class secretary; Pan-Hel, presi-
dent; Young Republicans; Senior Council; Air Angel Court.
Sa\'age, Robert, Gan/
Pharmacy; Utes; Phi Delta Chi, corresponding secretary;
APhA; YMCA.
Scott, Da\'id, Indianapolis
Radio and TV; EISA; WAJC, program director, cliief en-
gineer.
Seal, Michael, Indianapolis
Business Administration,. Economics; Phi Kappa Theta, social
chairman; Utes; IFC; Newman Club; Young Democrats; B-
Men's Association; "Drift" Most Eligible Bachelor Court;
Football; Basketball.
Shook, Barbara, Indianapolis
Elementary- Education; Delta Gamma, rush co-chairman,
Homecoming chairman; AWS; WRA; 'i'WCA; SNEA; Young
Republicans, \ice president; Welwyn Club; Loyalty Legion;
Color Guard; Kappa Sigma Dream Girl.
"SiELAFF, Ellen Rae, La Grange Park, Illinois
Speech, English; Kappa Kappa Gamma, rush chainnan; Spurs;
Chimes; Mortar Board; Tiiu Beta Sigma; AWS; Color Guard,
co-captain; "Drift" Beauty Queen; Sigma Chi Derby Day
Queen; Sigma Chi Sweetheart; Miss Watermelon Bust.
SiRMiN, Maria, Indianapolis
Education; Kappa Alpha Theta, yice president; Spurs;
Chimes; \'\VCA; WRA; AWS; SNEA; Pan-Hel; Young Dem-
ocrats; Student Union Queen of Hearts.
Skaare, Janet, Indianapolis
History and Political Science; Trianon, rush chairman, pledge
secretary; AWS; WRA; YWCA; Young Republicans; Novice
Debate Team.
Snoudy, Robert, Indianapolis
History; Sphinx; Blue Key; Cross Country; Track.
Spear, Richard, Indianapolis
Management.
Stevens, Robert, Honiewood, Indianapolis
Pharmacy; Sphinx; Plii Delta Chi; APliA; MRH, counselor.
Stewart, Ann Schumakeb, Indianapolis
Secretarial Science; Pi Beta Phi, executixe council, censor;
house manager, publicity chairman; Spurs; Chimes; Mortar
Board; YWCA; WRA, sports council; AWS; Religious Coun-
cil; Young Republicans; Sigma Nu Sweetheart.
Stone, Norvin, Indianapolis
Spanish; Sigma Delta Pi.
"Thomas, Priscilla, Indianapolis
Speech, Sociology; Trianon, president; Spurs; Chimes, treas-
urer; Mortar Board, president; Tan Kappa Alpha, president;
)unior class vice president; Senior class secretary; Student
Council, \ice president; "Collegian," social co-editor; Varsity
Debate Team.
Treida, Geobgeann, Terre Haute
Elementary Education; Kappa Alpha Theta, \ice president;
SNEA, treasurer; AWS, social chairman; WRA; YWCA, cab-
inet; "Blue Book," editor; Women's Ad\isory Board.
Trexler, Terry, Peru
History' and Political Science; Sigma Chi; YMCA; SNEA;
B-Men's Association; International Relations Club; Cross
Country; Track.
Trick, Phillip, Wilkinson
Management; Kappa Sigma, guard, liouse manager; Utes;
Religious Council, vice president; Young Republicans; YMCA;
SAM; Arnold Air Society.
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Thoitek, Jane, North Salem
I'liysical Education; Delta I'si Kappa, treasurer; WHA, treas-
urer; SNEA; AWS; WHII, treasurer; PEMM Club, president,
Vaixin, Sicne, Racine, Wiscomin
F'^lementary Education; Delta Kappa Clii; Junior Advisory
Board; Loyalty Legion; Newman (Jlub; Young Hepublieans;
SNEA; University of Wisconsin.
Vance, Sue, Indianapolis
Elementary Education; SNEA.
Wagoner, Janet, Crown Point
Home Economics; Alpha Clii Omega, historian, social chair-
man; Spurs; Mortar Board; Sigma Delta Pi; Pi Epsilon Phi,
secretary-treasurer; AWS; WHA; YWCA; SNEA; Welwyn
Club, vice president; Student Union Board.
Walker, Susie, Kokomo
Journalism; Alpha Chi Omega, publicity chainnan, corre-
.sponding secretary; Thcta Sigma Phi, vice president; "Drift,"
co-editor; "Collegian," reporter, copy editor, circulation man-
ager, managing editor; AWS; YWCA; WHA,
Webb, Chablotte Page, Pleasantville
Language Arts; SNEA.
"Webb, Helen, Indianapolis
English; Alpha Chi Omega, vice president; Spurs; Chimes,
vice president; Mortar Board, vice president; Sigma Tau
Delta; Tau Beta Sigma; Pan-Hel; AWS, president; YWCA,
vice president; SNEA, president; WRA; Y'oung Republicans;
Student Union Board; Hub Award; Coed Counselor; Geneva
Stunts, chairman.
Wenning, Paul, Greensburg
Matliematics; Kappa Mu Epsilon; MRH, counselor; Golf.
Wetzel, Joachim, Mooresville
Business Administration; SAM.
"Wilcox, Joan, Speedway
Elementary Education; Trianon, corresponding secretary,
pledge treasurer; Mortar Board; Kappa Beta, treasurer; SNEA,
recorder, historian; YWCA; Religious Council; Student Council.
Williams, John, Indianapolis
Music; Jordan Chorale; Men's Glee Club.
Williams, Richard, Indianapolis
Pharmacy.
Wilson, Donald, Morgantown
Zoology; Kappa Sigma, vice president, rituahst; Utes; Sphinx;
Blue Key; YMCA; Young Republicans; Basketball.
Wolgamott, Carole, Fort Benjamin Harrison
History; BISA; Student Council; Religious Council; Young
Democrats; Homecoming Queen Court.
Woodward, Linda, McCordsville
Home Economics; Kappa Alpha Theta, pledge president,
chaplain, house manager; Mortar Board; Pi Epsilon Phi, pres-
ident; SNEA; AWS, house council; WRA, sports council;
YWCA, president, cabinet; Welwyn Club, secretary, treasurer.
Ziegler, Judith, Indianapolis
Social Studies; YWCA; AWS; Young Republicans; Student
Council.
"Koontz, Maryann, Indianapolis
Modern Foreign Languages; Kappa Kappa Gamma, scln>lar-
ship key; Alpha Lambda Delta, \ice president; Spurs; Chimes;
Sigma Delta Pi, \ice president; Phi Kappa Phi; Kappa Beta;
Religious Council; Bench and Gavel; Psychology Club; Y'oung
Republicans.
° Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and
Colleges.
Those Seniors not pictured are Linda Carr, Thomas Craicford,
David Koeliring, Judith Penny, and Duane Randall.
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Juniors
Abbott, Suzv, Limisvillc, Kentucky
Afanador, Joe, Tipton
AuBftEY, Judy, Auburn
Bade, Steve, Fort Wayne
Baird, Donn, Indianupolif:
Bates, Jan, Indianapolis
Baocher, Marjorie, Kokomo
Behl, Jackie, Chicago, Illinois
Berzins, Baiba, Indianapolis
Bitler, Betty Jean, Delphi
Blankschein, Julie, LuPorte
Blocher, Leroy, Indianapolis
Boles, Jeffrey, Indianapolis
BoLiNG, Karmen, Rushville
Boone, Deanna, Sljeridan
Boots, Carolyn, Indianapolis
Bbeitenbach, Ellen, Belpre, Kansas
Bric.anti, Steve, Warsaw
Brown, Becky, Paoli
Brown, Maureen, Indianapolis
Burke, Thomas, Gary
Burkhart, James, Indianapolis
Caldwell, Gary, Logansport
Carbico, Linda, Shelbycille
C;aiison, H(jnai.I), Ccirmcl
Cam'ii;]!, Jo, Evdii.svilh
Cassadv, BoNNiii, IndUindjiotis
CiiAi'iN, Bkn, Fremont
Chin, Eugene, New York, New Yiiik
CuiPE, Jane, Inclumapolis
CuLLisoN, Steve, Plymoulh
Dawson, David, Nohlesville gm.^
Day, Dana, Calumet City, Illinois
Devine, Jack, Indianapolis
Dezzutti, Nancy Sue, Vera Beaeli, Florida
Dietz, Judy', Downers Grove, Illinois
Dill, [an, Ruslwille
Dlxon, Caholyn, Paoli
Dhescher, George, Gary
Dysert, Barbara, Indianapolis
EcKARD, Linda, Inditmapolis
Edwards, Sandra, Indianapolis
Evans, Bill, Bedford
"Fliess, Mary Maitlind, Clifton Forj^e, Va.
Gahver, Raeanna, Spiceland
Gascho, Linda, Nohlesville
Genth, Karyn, Columbus
GiLLAN, Marilyn, Calumet Citij, lllino
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GiHT, David, Indianapolis
Glasson, |oann, Indianapolis
GvNNiNC, Judith, Cicero
H.\LL, C.\noL, Indianapolis
Harms, Marcia, Indianapohs
Haskett. Bill, MuoresriUc
IIavsman, Karen, yorfolk. Viif,
IIavmond. EmvARi). Waldron
IIazelrigc, Ch-arles, Evansvilli:
IIazelrigc, Donald, Evan.srillc
IIeninc.eh, Roger, Momencf, Illinoin
I Ienrv. Xancy, Indianapolis
IIensel, Kav, Indianapolis
Henslev, Carl, Osfiood
IIdn. David, Indianapolis
llArKMAN. Roxanne. Stuatshiii''. Sew York
llowiau. Don, Shelhyvillc
Inman. Phyllis, Indianapolis
Isles, Bonnie, Beaver, Pennsi/hania
|a(:ohs, Sandi. LaGran<j,e Park. Illinois
|()HNs()N. Susan, Chesterton
|oNEs. |uDY, Syracuse
K Aiiioi Tcii, Denise. Skokie. Illinois
Kendall, Mary Jo, Indianapolis
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Juniors
Ki-Ki'KKH, Mamilyn, tort Wdi/iic
KsiozopOLSKi, Casim^.h, Siiiitli liciid
Lang, Martin, IiuUomipolis
Lauchneh, Pat, ImUanapnlis
LiEHE, Joan, Whiting
LiNDBEKC, Irena, ZionwUlc
LoFQUiST, Barbara, IiulitnuipoUs
Long, Judith, Western Sprinf^s; lUiniiis
McCain, Patricia, Slielhyville
McDonald, Jeffrey, Saint Paul
McGee, Tom, Crawford-tviUe
McMains, Howard, Indianapolis
NLvHTiN, Alice, Indianapolis
Mathias, Sue, Indianapolis
Maxfield, Ron, Indianapolis
Michael, Joanna, Falls Cluireh. Vir>^inia
Moody, Sally, Muneic
Morel, Sandi, Hammond
Morgan, Mixe, Swatjzce
Morrow, Susie, Indianapolis
Myers, Gaylord, Atwood, Illinois
Myers, Robert, Seymour
Nielsen, Ardis, Des Plaines, Illinois
Nunemaker, Larby, Nappanee
mtdii,
Juniors
»./
Dakshott, Carolyn, IndiamipoU:
Obehhelman, John, EviiimiUc
Otto, Marilyn, lndiciiuipoli\
°PoE, Rita, IndiniKijhilis
I'oPE, Gordon, Greenfield
Powers, Mary, Peoria, Illinoia
Radcliffe, Trena, Inditiniipoli.s
Heagan, P.\trici.\, Indiiinapolh
Hennard, Chahlene, Indiunupolh
Higgle, Chris, Indianapiili.',
'Bingham, Gary, Boitniillc
1-ioHEHTs, .Albert, Indidiuipolis
RoBERT.s, Sally, ](iine'>touii
Saulgozis, Livia, Beech Croie
"SCHEERER, |ULLE, Peru
SCHULENBURG. JERRY, Tiptoil
Shear, Carole, luclianapoli.s-
Sher.a, K.\ren, Lebanon
Shook, Larry, Liberty
Simpson, Jane, Bari^crsvillc
Solbeck, Joan, South Bend
Stohler, Dick, New Castle
Straka, Joe, Croitii jPoiiif
Strouse, Rosemary, Speedioaij
Temi'm;, Anni;, Indiniiiiiiuli^
'PiiiKMAN, Maiiv An\, Millllll. KllllUlklJ
TiiOMl'soN, CAiioi.i:, hiiliniuiiioli.s
TunDKli, Uavii), Marian
VANDiviiiit, SusiK, IndiduapiiHs
Wachteh, Nancy, Glcnvicw, llliiuiis
Wagneh, Kahen, Lofftnsjxyit
Watts, Betsy, Lo^unspail
White, Euwjn, Indianupolls
Whitecotton, Mahy Beth, A'cif Ross
Whittington, Judy, IndiamipoUs
WiGc.s, Cathy, IncUaiuipolis
Wilson, Pat. Cunj
Wilson, Shirley, Tampa, Florida
Zavitz, Colin, Ontario, Canada
Zellers, Lynne, New Alhamj
" Who's Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges.
Those juniors not pictured are Marvin
Wright and Robert Worth.
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Organizations and Activities
Air Force ROTC 214, 215
Alpha CM Omecra 148. 149
Alpha Lambda Delta 117
Alpha Phi Onie?a 143
AWS ^ 125
Bench and Gavel 137
EISA 128
B-Men's Association 133
Blue Key 112, 113
Blue Ridge House 186
Chinies 115
College of Business 210
College of Education 208, 209
College of Liberal Arts...204, 205.
206, 207
CoUege of Phannacv 211
Collesian '. 122, 123
Delta Delta Delta 150. 151
Delta Gamma 152. 153
Delta Psi Kappa 139
Delta Tau Delta 154, 155
Drift 118, 119, 120, 121
Herron Art Institute _ 216
lehthus 141
Insurance Society 137
Intercollegiate Debate 145
Interfraternitv Council 131
Jordan College 212, 213
Junior Panhellenic 130
Kappa Alpha Theta 156, 157
Kappa Beta 140
Kappa Kappa Gamma 158, 159
Kappa Kappa Psi 142
Kappa Psi 135
Kappa Sigma .160. 161
Lambda Chi Alpha .162. 163
Manuscripts .134
Mortar Board .110 111
MRH 178, 179 180 181
Mu Phi Epsilon 136
Panhellenic Council 130
PEMM Club 139
Phi Delta Chi 135
Phi Delta Theta 164. 165
Phi Eta Sigma .117
Phi Kappa Theta 166. 167
Pi Beta Phi 168,-169
Religious Council .140
ROTC squadrons .144
SAM .143
Sigma Alpha lot.i .136
Sigma Chi 170. 171
Sigma Delta Pi 142
Sigma Nu 172, 173
Sigma Tau Delta 134
SNEA 124
Sphinx 116
Spurs 114
Student Council 126, 127
Tau Beta Sigma 142
Tau Kappa Epsilon 174, 175
Trianon 176, 177
Utes 116
Welvv\n Club 141
WRA' 138
WRH 182, 183, 184, 185
YM-YWCA 129
Young Democrats 133
Young Republicans 132
Student-Faculty Index
B
.\bbott, Susie...ll5, 119. 120. 124.
125, 133, 134, 156, 228
Adams, Bob 65, 170
Adams, Bonnie 184
Adams, Carole 149
Adams, Ronald 170
Adlard, Judv...l04, 114, 129, 158
Afanador, j6e...ll6, 142, 164, 228
Ahlquist, John 144
.Udrieh, Glide 198, 206
Aldrin, Midge 151
Alenduff. Martie.. 175
Alexander. Dorotln 184
Alhardt, Ricliard ' 73
Allen. Chuck 135, 155
Allen, Frank 144
Allen, Mike 144
Allender, Mel 137
Allliands. Carolvn 168
Allison, Mary Jane 124, 159
Alsop, Tom 144
Alspaeh, Jean 124, 125, 132.
150, 185
Altergott, Ronald 144
Amend, \'ictor 205
Anderson, Arnold 128, 143
Anderson, Donald 205
Anderson, Edwm 171
Anderson, Muff\ 168
Andrews, Mar\ I 1 4. 176
Andrv, E. Robert 207
Andr'v, Kathv 107, 149
Ange'll, Robert _ 73, 160
Angerer, Tracy 144, 160
Antreasian, Garo 216
Anweiier, Phillip 144
Arbogast, Filbert 128, 214
Armstrong, Gregory 180
.-\rmstrong. Jcrrv' 163
Arniild, |im .'. 137. 171
Aubrey, Judy 228
.\ugusterfer. Jane 133, 149
Austen, Louise 136
Ax, Toni 110, 119. 121. 125,
127. 130. 138, 142, 150
Baars, Bill 165
Bache, Mary Sue 130, 159
Bade, Brvice 116, 144, 178, 181
Bade, Steve 137, 228
Baetzhold, Howard 205
Bailcv, Bettsv 114, 119, 121.
138. 156
Baird. Donn 93. 116. 129. 164.
228
Baker, Kristin 152
Balasa, Carohn 184
Baltpur\ ins, \laija 186
Bauos, Nick 116, 164
Bareford, Tom 174
Barnard, Bill 164
Barnes, Margaret 209
Barnett, Elizabeth 185
Barney, Doui; 65
Barnhart, Susie 114, 168
Barr, Jim 143, 163
BaiTett, Glenn 128
Barron, Cvntliia 151
Barron, John 122, 210
Bartlow, John 144
Bates, Jan 158, 228
Bates, Tom 112. 129, 164, 215
Baugher, Nhirjorie 124. 129, 132,
158. 228
Baumgartle, Allen 144, 181
Bayt, "Robert 167
Beane, Lawrence 180
Beard, Jo 183
Beatv, Sue Ann 124, 128, 140
Beck, Art 167
Beck, Duane 142
Beckman, Evclvn 185
Beebe, Kadn
'
185
Beeler, A. Dale 205
Behl, Jackie . 228
Belcher, Steve 141, 142, 173
Belden, Jim 44, 50
Belshaw, Vada 213
Benbow, Don 62, 65, 133, 170
Bengston, Robert 155
Bennett. Alice 128
Bennett, Robert 144
Benson, David 117
Beplav, Gary 46, 51, 131,
132, 160
Bereman, Bill 128, 144, 215
Bereman, Bob 144
Berkshire, Robert 216
Bernstein, Pattv 138
Berr\-, Carol ....' 183
Berzins. Baiba 158, 228
Bcssex-, William 207
Best, John 209
Beyer, Werner IM, 205
Severs, BaiTv . 144
Bicher, Marilyn 184
Biddinger, Ann 153
Biddle."^ Herb . 65, 142, 154
Bills, Jovce 141. 184
Bills, Marcia . 142
Birdwhistell, Ralph 207
Bi.shop, Marsha 130, 139, 153
Bitler, Bett\- fean 228
Black, Judith ' 142
Blankschein, Juhe ...124. 148, 228
Blazevich. Phil 173
Bloeher, Lerov 65, 77, 142,
162, 228
Bloem, Ken 144, 155
Bloss, Bob 179
Blue. Jeff 76, 77, 170
Blue. Mike 170
Blum, James 180
B'lythe, James 132, 160
Bochiechio, Leonard 144
Bodnar, Beckv 142, 149
Bogan, Jcannette 139, 184
Boisen. Harold 203
Bojrab, Y\onne 124. 151
Boles, Jeff 164. 228
Boling, Kannen 104, 106. 133,
134. 228
Booher, AUce 125, 138, 148
Boone, Dcanna 142, 184, 228
Boop. Roger 126. 128
Boots. Carolvn ._ 98, 99. 228
Borges, Judith ...186
Bottorff.' Robert 170
Boukes, Ladonna 177
Bough, Dean 135
Bouse, Jack 180
Bowen, Kathv
_ 148
Bowman, Tom ...76, 77, 133, 160
B'owsher, Roberta 169
Bo.xell, Da\'e 116
Bovd, Carter 144
Brace. Sue 36, 114, 117, 134.
156
Brandon. Samuel 143, 144
Brandt, Linda 122, 125, 127,
150
Bransford, Mallorv 212
Braun, Leo '. 77, 133, 166
Bra\-, Bill 174
Breedkne. Bill 116, 141, 143
Breitenbach, Ellen 153, 228
Brenneman, Frances 124
Briganti, Steve 131, 162, 228
Britton. Lille 136
Brock-Jones, Jane 145
Broderick, Mike 154
Brodnik, Charles 144
Brokaw, Ar\in 134
Bromley, Kathryn „ 193
Brougher. Connie 183
Brown. Beckv...ll9, 130, 168, 228
Brown, Dave' 137, 164
Brown, Ed 116, 172
Brown, Fred 144
Brown. John 65
Brown. .Maureen 177, 228
Brown, Phyllis 151
Brown, Robert 181
Brown, Steve 165
Brown, Stu 131, 174
Brown, Willy .... - 155
Brucker, Edmund 216
Brimson, \'irginia 206
Brunst, Janet" 54, 130, 138, 152
Bryant, James 181
B'ukowski, Conrad 179
Bulhngton, John 144, 161
Bultman, Er\in 76, 77, 94
Bunch, Jim 175
Biudctte. Dousrlas 116
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HmkIkc, Dick 1.37, 142, HiO
Biinliiic, Uonnit' 18'5
Builord, James 1^7
HurKclorfcr, Susie 141, 153
H'nrgiii, Judy 141
Burke, Tom 135, 178, 181, 228
Burkhait, Dixie 114, 158
Burkliart, James 132, 228
Buikliart, Mrs. Marie 148
Burrows, Bill 144
Burst, Linda Lou 124, 184
Burton, Betsy 152
Busli, Dave 133, 171, 217
Bush, Diane 141, 185
Bush, Donna ...114, 117, 124,158
BushneU, Nancv 159
Buskirk, Patsy ' 114, 156
Butler. Bert 133, 217
Butler, Gary 132, 144, 161
Butler, Jerry 94
Butler, Paul 180
Butler, Sylvia 140, 156
Butterbaugh, Steve 112, 120,
127, 142, 164, 217
Butz, Rita Jo 124, 159
c
Cajnar, Esther 203
Caldwell, Gary 228
Caldwell, Rodney ...116, 123, 144,
178, 179
Cambridge, Bob .73, 171
Campbell, James 135, 181
Campbell, Janet 106, 184
Campbell, Robert 216
Cannon, Pat 144, 167
Canlrail, Faye 203
Captain, Ron , ,„ 165
(;arboi](-. Dean 171
Carles, John 144, 181
Carmack, Sabra 133, 156
Carr, Claudia 158
Carr, Linda 110, 138, 158
Carrieo, Linda 183, 228
Carson, Ronald 144, 215, 229
Carter, Dana 153
Carter, Jo 104, 105, 139, 142,
158, 229
Carter, Vicky 129, 149
Cartwright, Judy ...111, 125, 133,
134, 142, 158
Cass, Bill 97
Cassady, Bonnie 56, 129, 158,
229
Cassady, James 116
Cassell, Richard 205
Caylor, Larry 137, 215
Cedars, Martha 185
Cernohlauek, Jari 159
Chapin, Ben 129, 180, 229
Chenev, Sandra...41, 43, 139, 158
Cheno'weth, Gene 199
Chenoweth, Michael 143
Chestnut, Allan 175
Chin, Eugene 135, 179, 229
Chipper, Stanley 210
Chris'topher, Sandra 149
Clare, Jan .. 169
Clark, Carol 141, 185
Clark, Diana 106, 139
Clark, Dick 133, 144 174
Clark, Gordon 207
Clark, Jerrv 183
Clark, Nancv 128, 140
Clark, Rutli Ann 145, 20«
Cli;iis<.-r, Frank 179
fJlowcs, Allen 193
CJocliran, Don 144
Cohen, Sanf<;rd .210
C;ohron, Dick 181
(Jolberl, John 212
Cole, Darl.ne 1.30
Colin, I.cnrjrc 136
Collier, David 142
Collings, Kay 104, 106, 184
Collins, Miss Bonnie 174
Colton, Mary Anne 184
Comfort, George 205
Compton, Bruce 144, 165
Compton, Pete 164
Compton, Richard 141
Conrad, Carole 185
Cook, Arnera 132, 142, 184
Cook, Fred 161
Cooke, John 40, 42, 112, 164.
215
Coombs, Jane 18-3
Cornell, Judy 1.53
Cornn, Larry 142, 175
Cosgrove, Arthur 163
Couch, Dick .. 73, 144, 175
Coulson, Roger 209
Co.\, Gretchen
_ 185
Craig, Jim 137
Grail, Betty ... Ill
Crawford, Bob 175
Crawford, Tom 113,126
Gripe, Jane .. 229
Gripe, Nicholas 145, 206
Crisman, Sandra 1-30, 1.57
Crockett. Sharon 169
Crooks, Ralph 11.3, 181
Oonbv, Becky 184
Cr<n»,'Kay 119, 121, 168
Crull, Harry 2i)0, 2l)(i
Crurnp, Tracy „ __ 1-15
CiilliMjd, St«;C<- 135,220
Ciinningliam, Daniel .B5
Ciipp, William 128,205
Oirrv, Jan 151
Cllrt^, Bill 165
Ciisv.-n, Barl>ara 185
D
Dadd, Marg. ry
D'Andre, Nick
Dailey, Mary jane
Daiigherty, Oliver
Da\cnpf»rt, William
Da\idson, jiraii
Da\is, Elizabeth
Davi.s, .Mrs. Grace
.
132. 184
135
Da\is, Larry Edward
Davis, Larr)' Lee
DaNis, Patricia
Dawsf)n, David
Day, Dana ..
_124,
Dcardorff, Sasan
DeBoy, Beth 132,
Decius, Mrs. Bemice __
Decius, Jerry
Dee, Merrily
Dean, Gary
Decker, Dean
DeFord. Sherry
Dellart, Linda
Demaree. John
Dcming. Ruth
124, 185
128,220
154
_201
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Dennis, Jerry 113
Dennison, Sandra 158
Dettmer, Robert 135, 181
Dettwiler, Gretchcn 114, 117,
150
Dc\ine, Jack 164, 229
Dezzutti, Nancy Sue 152,229
Dicner, George 193
Dietz, Judy 229
Dietz, Robert 77
Dill, Jan 158, 229
Dixon, Carolvn 119, 120, 130,
168, 229
Dixon, Marshall 207
Dodd, Ronald 137
Doerr, Dale 211
Dongus, Steve 36, 144, 172
Donovan, Karen 157
Dorris, John .' 144, 155
Dorscv, Peg!i\ 213
Dowds, Rith.ird 206
Downey, Patricia 139
Dowiihain, Robert 171
Doval. Linda 110,134
Drake, Ken 163
Drescher, George 178, 179, 229
Drcssel, Joan ' 200
Drinkwater, Barb.ua 107, 138.
208
Duckwall, Mai> 133. 169
Dnlin, James -94
Duncan, Edgar 135, 181
Dunlap, Janies 144
Dunlap, Loren 216
Durflinger, Elizabeth 117 194
Dye, Doug 155
Dve, Joanna 157
Dvsert, Barbara 229
E
EagUM.n, Sin 107 159 168
Eaton, |iin 137, 172
Ea\t\ Saiidia 124
Ebtrt Ron 170
Eck.ircl Linda 136, 158, 229
EdcMss Bob 118, 143
Edgt Ed 36, 161
Edi;(<.(>inb Bob 132
Eduards, Fknd -93
Ed\\ards Koifli 180
Edwards, Michael 163
Edwards, Sandra .115, 124, 150.
229
Elrovmson, Clarence 210
EhliMi. lean 136
Ehlrrt. lackson 197
Ehrlich,' Steven 133, 144
Eisenliut, Joe 167
Ellis, James 165
Ellis, Linda 184
Ellison, Don 161
Elster. Sue 119. 121, 125. 129,
156
Emmons. D<mna 119, 130, 149
Engle. Earl 76, 77, 133, 174
Engstrom, Marilyn 148
Erickson, Eric 144. 165
E.ssig, Allen 180
Evans, Bill 144, 179, 229
Kverling. Clark 144
E\crs. Jackie 177
Everson, Marlene 136, 150
Ewing, Calvin 161
Eyden. Jan 47. 51. 130. 168
F
Fabhri. Marci 114, 150
Farbcr, Milton 205
Farber, Rowena 203
Farnam. Fran..l23, 124, 132, 150
Fattore, Len 65, 135, 174
Federspill, Robert 135
Feister, Fred _ 135
Felter, Linda 185
Ferguson, George 116, 160
Ferkes, Cyndi 151
Ferrell, Glenda 130, 132, 169
Ferrin, Gregg 77
Finch, Marv Sue 134
Finchum. Robbie
_ 144
Fiscus, Gordon 216
Fishburn, Allen 135
Fisher. Dick 135
Fisher, fudith 106, 107, 139,
183
Fisher, Ken 215
Fisher, Margaret 205
Flaningan, Jane 59, 114, 133,
142, 184
Fledderjohn, Don 165, 181
Fleece, Patricia 124, 132, 153
Fleming, Dave 116, 131, 141,
154, 217
Flcsch, Jeanne 159
Fletcher, Nancy 185
Fliess, Mary Maitland ...119, 120.
158, 229
Florence, Rich 65, 164
Fogg, Jared 94, 164
Forlies,' Stephen 171, 179
Foreman, Da%id 36, 116, 117,
162
Fors\tiie, Richard 155
Francis, Da\c ...93, 144, 174, 215
Francisco, Judy 183
Frank, Jeanne 124
Fraunian, Sallie 132, 168
Freeman, Glen 128
Freeman. Ken ...62, 76, 77, 133,
217
Fre\. Bonnie 142, 156
Frisch, Gretchen 157
Fro\d, Fred 171
Fry; George 171, 180
Funk, Mike 175
Funkhouser, Ronald 116, 160
Furber, David 143
G
Gable, Diane 99, 169
Gable, Ste\c ...116, 127, 129, 133,
140, 162
Gailbreatli, Edwin 135, 179
Gallagher. Dan 65. 131, 133,
166
Gallc.wax, John 155
Gammclgard, Pete 144, 171
Garbert^Ehzabeth 140, 185
Garbutt, Jill 153
Gardiner, Jack 141
Carver, Raeanna ...181, 182, 229
Gascho, Linda 123, 150, 229
Gates, John 212
Gavlon, Ste\e 144, 173
Gelow, Sally 153
Ccnth, Karvn 118, 119, 125,
138, 148, 229
Gentr\, John 65, 174
Gerde'nich, Maten 142, 166
Geske, Paula 185
Gill. Jeanne 124
Gill, Judidi 124
Gill, Ruth 150
Gillan, Maiilvn 141, 182, 185,
229
Gilpin. Robert 207
GinduT, Nanc\' 129, 1-32, 185
Gilt, David ....'. 137, 230
Gladden, Raymond 201
Glasson, Joann 115, 120, 125.
129. 134, 148, 230
Glaze, Anita ...110, 124, 127, 133,
152
Glendenning, Daniel 128, 141
Glenn, William 213
Gloin. James 193
Glo\er, Nancy 183
Gobrecht, Donald 180
Gochnauer, Lois .!183
Godby, Jack 163
Goeas, Larry 62, 65
Goines, Robert 144
Golay, Phyllis 156
Good, Maurine 56, 57, 148
Gooding, Mrs. Connie 164
Goodwin, Mary Fran 169
Goodwin, Mimi 149
Goofle, Thomas 144
Gordon, Ruth 185
Gorfain, Phyllis 123
Gorman, David 142
Goudv. ],\\ 144, 172
Graber, Stan 155
Graf, Fredeiick 206
Graham, Gar\ 205
Graham, Donna 156
Graham, Rosalyn 124, 183
Grannan, Fred 137, 166
Grant, Jeffrey 180
Grasty, James 135
CraNcs. Arnold ...73, 94, 133, 179
Graves, Dan 116, 164
Graves, Ruby 133, 183
Gray, Bob 217
Gray, Judy 168
Gray, Larry
_ 141
Green, Dick 77, 164
Green, Gary 62, 65, 133
Green, Sam _ 73, 171
Greene, Carlton 65
Gremel, Bud 58, 93, 131, 170
Griffin, Harlan 141, 145
Griffin. Jule 183
Grimes, Bill 144, 181
Grimes, Margaret 200
Grimm, Lee 63, 65, 142, 166
Grise, Georgia 114, 136, 183
Groonie, Jim 116, 170
Groses, Shellv 157
Guio, Mike '. 172
Gnipe, Da\e 65, 164
Gunning, Judith 138. 152. 230
Gustafson, Lorraine 206
Gustin, Duane 180
Gwinn, Janice 153
H
Hacker, Darrell 161
Hadfield, Jean 114, 117, 128
Hadlev, Donald 132, 160
Hatfner, Phillip 161
Hahics, Pamela 184
Hair, Jenny 132
Halbert, Sandra 186
Halbrooks. Brenda 183
Hall, Carol 119, 230
Hall. Doug 175
Hall. Linda 104, 139. 158
Hall, Marian 207
Hall, Martha 124. 183
Hall, Marv Ellen 142. 150
HaUing, Gail 142, 152
Haltziiian, Elaine 186
Hamilton, Jon 144, 163
Hamilton, .Xandra...l07, 114, 138.
208
Hammer, Jean 150
Hamner, Ellen 107
Hansen, Jeff 93, 170
Hansen, Robert 144
Hapeman, Roxanne 124, 184,
230
Harlan, Dan 170
Harmon, Don 144
Harmon, Erit 175
Hamion, Karen 153
Harmon, L.nr\ 163
Harmon, Thomas 160
Harms, Maicia 230
Harper, Maicia 158
Harper, Rogei 144
Harper, William 214
Harrington, Clifford 137
Harris, Ed 173
Hartford, Jo Ann 156
Hartigan, Sherry
.56, 119, 130,
152
Hartle, Pam 159
Har\ey, Carol 142, 152
Harwood, Arthur 211
Haskett, Bill ...119, 128, 137, 230
Haslem, Dick 76, 77, 96. 133,
172
Hasler, Leonard 144
Hasseld, Louis 132, 161
Hastings, Diane 145
Hastings, Jeane 183
Hatcher, Mike 144
Hatler, Elizabeth 153
Hauger, Mrs. Dorotliy 162
Hauser, Paul 144
Hausman, Karen ...123, 132, 142,
156, 230
Hauss, James 62, 96, 208, 217
Ha\ ens, John 144
Hawthorne, Myra 185
Haves, Karen...49, 52, 54, 55, 130
Haves, Ronald 144
Havmond, Edward 143, 230
Hazehigg, Charles 230
Ilazelrigg, Donald 116, 160,
179, 230
Heaton, Jo\ce ...183
Hedberg, John 116, 160
Hedden, Frank 97, 208
Heinz, Jim ...135
Helhiier, Michael 144
Helms. Larry ...63, 65, 112, 133,
170, 217
Henderson, Bob 144, 175
Hendren. Mike 161
Heninger, Roger 230
Henr\-, Nancy':..124. 140, 156, 230
Henry, Ste\en 127, 135, 144,
178, 181
Hensel, Kay 168, 230
HenslcN, Carl 116. 135. 178,
179, 230
Henthorn. Judv 114, 125, 129,
148
Henzie. Charles 100, 212
Hepburn, John 173
Hepler, William 206
Herman, Michael 180
Herring, Georgia 168
Hershberger, John 116
Hertz. Judy 138. 148
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I less, Sandra 185
lliatl, Shirley \H5
llialt, Vfrdl 206
llij;i;cMl)otnaiii, Sandra IW
llildrclli, Lvdia ......114, 132, lfi8
llilcs, Marg'arc't 134
Iliil, Aim 114,124, 132, 150
Hill, Mikf 65
llillstroni, Richard 144, 172
IliiK's, Charles 135
nines, Joanne 114, 140, 158
llinklc-. Mclinda ...104, 106, 115,
133, 134, 184
II inkle, Tony ...62, 63, 65, 74, 75,
93, 199, 208
Hinz, Linda 177
Hoak, Rita 136
Hockett, Dave 116, 170, 217
llott'man, Mrs. Ruby 170
Hoffman, Sandra 124, 185
Hoke, Frank 193
lloladay. Madonna 127, 140
Holeomb, J. 1 193
Holler, Shelbv 136
Hoist, Dick ' 65
Holt, Henry . 193
Hon, David 230
Hopkins, Jud> 183
Hopping, Cindy 168
Horn, Dorothy' 212
Horst, Judy ...105, 110, 125, 130,
138, 148
Horton, Robert 215
Hostetter, Carolyn 185
Howard, John 164
Howard, Tom 144
Howard, William 209
Howerv, Don 116, 154, 230
Undo, ll<ana 54, 186
HiillMian, Sandy 117, 157
Hull. Mary 184
lliiiiner, Nancy 153
Hiin(, Jarold 135, 180
Hunt, Nancy 168
llupka. Art 181
Hntchiiigs, Linda 185
llntelMnson, Donald ...73, 94, 133,
179
Hnleliinsoii, Jo 151
Hntsell, Crorge 163
Ihitton, Dorotliy 124, 185
Ice, Harry 193
Ingram, Madge 195
Inman, Phyllis 141, 230
Iskc, May ' 207
Isles, Bonnie 230
Jackman, Sliaron 168
Jackson, Dick 144
Jackson, Jayne 130, 151
Jackson, John 65, 133
Jackson, Tim 173
'Jacobs, Sandi 230
jagielko, Dick 144, 171
Jahn, Jonni 114
James, Richard 193
Janostak, Joe 135, 179
Jeans, Ray 174
Jefry, Linda 148
Jiiikins, Alice .136
Jcssiip, Sandy 139 151
J<ter, .Melviri 217
Johns, Kay IWi
Johnsen, Frank 144
Johnson, Dick 160
Johnson, Knisley „ .193
Johnson, Harold .. .212
Johnson, Henry 62
.
ft5, 208
Johnson, Jndy IW, 148
Johnson, Larry...77, 144 16-3 181
Johnson, .Mary .134
Johnson, Susan .230
he, 16?
Johnston, Judy Ann .149
Johnston, Judy Kayc 1(M, 124,
159
r>5
196,
170
>()?>
Jones, Diana 133 217
Jones, Judv .. 132, 156, 230
Jones, Lucille 212
Jordan, Carolyn 184
Jordan, Dave 131, 164
Jordan, Ron .. . 137
Josey, Charles 206
jozsi, Bela . 171
Julbert, Mclinda 151
Ju\iriall. Joan .169
K
Kane, Albert 144
Kapantiiis, Kathy 141, 185
Kapust, Becky 183
Kaust, SyKia 185
Kariolich, Denise 1.50, 230
Kan^-ow»ki, j<rrr) 132
Kaufman, Dan ' 77, 164
Kaufman, K;irl IfTT
Kitynni, Kiri.iy 1.53
Kealjiig, Nancy Lc-c IH4
KellcT, Jack 175
Ki|lf-\, .Mikf- 36, 144. 173
Ktlly', James 144, IW
Kelv,. Tom IM
Keltner, Ken 'H, 170, 217
Kendall, Ami' 124, 1.58
Kendall, Karen 185
Kendall, .Mary Jo 2.K)
Kersteri, Hon 165
Kerwin, .Martv 170
Kiefer, Uav.-
'
1.^5, 217
Kiewitt, Carol 124
Kilslieirner, Sidnt-y 2ffi
Kimball, Dave 116. 121. 164
King, Jerry _ 73
King, Justine 183
Kinsbury, Dave 144, 164
Kinney, Barbara _ 177
Kircher, .Margaret 185
Kirk, Kathy 148
Kitchen, Ste\e
_ 144, 155
Klechk, Tom _174
Klein, Judith .106, 128, 1-39
Klepfer, Marilvn .132, 140, 152.
231
Klepinger, Dick 142. 161
Kling, Rav _144, 181
Knapp, .Afice . 156
Knierim, Rupert 144
Knight, Frank Iffi, 181
Knoll, Gloria 134
Knutson, Nancy 140, 152
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Koelling, Carol 130, 141, 158
Kocster, Paul 209
Kolbe, Norma Jo 138, 168
Kollaritscli, Felix 210
Koniiniart'k, Chris 185
Kondrath, Mary Ann 148
Koontz, Marv Ann 124, 132,
140, 158
Korzen, Dick 96
Korzen, Pat 184
Kraus, Charles 142, 143
Krausc. Frank 217
Krebs, Jaek...63, 77, 94, 133, 164,
217
Krebs, Paul 160
Kriegbaum, Jo Ann 110, 126,
129, 130, 142, 156
Knill, Frances 185
Ksiozopolski, Casinier 231
Kulm, George 193
Kunkle, Tom 160
Kuvkcndall, Julia 132, 183
K\vee. Ava 114, 182. 185
L
Laeev, Gene 216
Lachev, Larrv 144, 173
Lamar, Diane 145
Lamberson, Robert 206
Lang, Duane 209
Lang, Martin 144, 231
Lang, Rosemary 136, 212
Lapp, Michael 144
LaPrell, Edne 136
Larsen, Roger 214
Larson, Larr% li4
Laughner, Pat 231
Lawson, Chutk 165
Lawson, Ladonna 176
Lawson, Pliilhp 141
Lazo. Jeff ... 154
Leachman, Bill 174, 215
Leaf, Ronald 181
Leaman, Joe 94, 116, 164
LeBocuf, Marsha ...106, 107, 114.
130, 138, 139. 150
Leekrone, Michael 142, 212
Leerkanip, Pat 126, 176
Left', Rick 165
Leininger, George ...36. 144, 145.
163
Lenburg, LeRov 144, 167
Lennis,' Richard 93, 179
Leone, Melody 184
Lepanen, Nancy 114, 124, 152
Lexernier, Shirley 151
Lewis. Frank 155
Liche. Joan 136, 150, 231
Life. Lois Ill, 130, 134, 158
Lind. Kristen 142, 177
Lindahl, Joani 139
Lindberg, Artliur 212
Lindberg, Carlv 132, 156
Lindberg, Irena 140, 156, 231
Lindlev, Ann 185
LiiidleV, Jane 114, 129. 158
Liiidlev, Sue 142, 152
Linsniitli, Ann 140, 168
Limille. Rosanne ...114. 119. 121.
124. 148
Listenbee, Jimmyle Ill
Livingston, Judv 177
Locke, Robert 135, 180
Lockwood, Jim 172
Lofquist, Barbara 158, 231
Long, Barbara 183
Long, Judith 124, 183, 231
Long, Phil 62, 63. 65, 133
Lopp, \'ance 93
Lord. John 217
Louden, Lxiin 148
Louis, Frank
. 155
Louiseau, Stanle\ 136
Love, Ed ' 162, 215
Lovering, Jeanne 114, 124, 148
Lovisceic. Enrol 142, 162
LowTV, Lvndell 114, 126,168
Lowry, Nlurrill 207
Lucas. Bruce 144, J.73
Lucas, William 211
Lukacs, Ginger 168
Luse, Lois 183
Lvdc, Er\in . 214
Lvnani, Sharon 111. 129, 130,
134. 148
L\nch. jini 65
M
MacDonald, Susan 132, 169
Macki, Rav 122, 164
Madden, Barbara 54, 168
Madelans, Peter 215. 217
Maguire, Jerrv 166
Maher. Richard 206
Manion, Sally 129, 133. 149
Mannan. Mar)' 151
Mannon. Dwight 171
Mannweiler, Da\c 171
Mannweiler, Lylc 170
.Marion, Ste\e .. 170
Marlowe, Margaret 194
Marshall, Bill 116. 144, 162
Marshall, Patrick 144
Martin, Alice Ann...l41, 152, 231
Martin. John 211
Martin. Marv Kav ...133, 142, 156
.Martin. Rita Jo
'
124, 159
Martin, William 205
Martins, Mrs. Bronie
_ 166
Marz, Rov 134, 176
Mathias, Sue 176, 231
Matthews, Ka\ 184
Mattison, Donald 216
Ma.xani. Corliss 201
Ma.xfield, Ron 172, 231
.Mayer. Sandra 184
McAffee, Martha 142
.McCabe, Jane 133, 157
McCain, Mimi 132, 168
McCain, Patricia 152, 231
McConnell, Judv ...111, 129, 132,
134, 158
McConnell, Sandy 151
-McCord, George 143
McCoskev, Nancv 137, 184
.McCov, Carolvn '...130, 132, 140,
169
.McCrorv, Maicia ...132, 142. 157
.McDaniel, Steve 144. 163
McDonald, Jeffrey ...129, 179, 231
McDonnan, Mrs. Anna 156
McDouglas, Jerrv 144
McDowell. Judy.' 138, 139, 176
.McEldownev, Dean 144
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MfKlfrcsli, diaries 65, 77, 91
McEllrcsli, Jane 176
McGce, Mike 145, 155
McGee, Tom 231
McGinley, Mike 65
McGraw, Susan 114, 140
McGuire, John 131, 144, Kit)
Mcllvain, Marjorie 124, 148
Mclntyrc, Michaol...l44, 165, 180
McKcnzic, Hazel 124
McLin, Bill 131, 172
Mt'Mains, Howard 231
McMillan, Madonna 186
Mc'Millin, Katliv 114, 124, 138,
MO, 150
Mcyufcn, Molly 185
McWillianis, Nancy 176
Means, Mrs. Karl 176
Mcdich, Dordiy 124
Mcdusky, Carol 99, 159
Mc'fdcr, Brooke 148
Meeks, Tom 96, 133
Melton, Marie 185
Mennen, Trudy...98, 99, 129, 130,
149
Mercer, Phil 65
Meredidi, Robert 205
Merrill, Bill 116
Messenger, Natalie 151
Menenier, Francis 162
Meunier, Gary 144, 163
Meyers, Barb 140, 150
Meyers, Donald 211
iVIichael, Joanna ...119, 120, 142,
159, 231
Miehener, Nathan 211
Middlekauf, Lance 65
Miles, Jim 116, 162
Miley, Carolyn 150
Milhouse, Jeny 93, 133
Milivojae, Dortliy 124
Miller, Cyndnia 105, 106, 185
Miller, Gary 113
Miller, Irwin 193
Miller, Judy 138, 139, 156
Miller, Marcia 202
Miller, Nick 175
Miller, Robert 135, 180
Millican, Robert 142, 163
Millman, Abraham 133
Mitchell, Bill 144, 171
Mitchell, Jolin 193
.Mitchell, Virginia 114, 1.52
Mitschelem, Lvle 171
Mocas, Christo' 198, 206
Moenning, Phillis 141, 184
Molner, Stephen 180
Montgomery, Robert 212
Mood\', Rita Ka\-...53, 54, 55, 106,
107, 139, 148
Moody, Sally 231
Moon^ George 116, 144, 164
Moore, Dick 164
Moore, John 210
Moore, Larry 133
Moore, Nancy 117, 205
.Moran, Jan 111,138, 176
Morel, Sandi 183, 231
Morgan, Mike 116, 126, 143.
231
.Morgan. Penny 152
,\Ir.rr, Dick 112, IM
Morrow, Susie 168, 2:51
Miilvaney, Hobbi 104, 105, 114.
I l!J, 121, 148
.Mil Siirlln, \o<l
.Miinsoij, ,\Iaii...J06, U'J, 121, 1.52
.\lMiniy, Kathy 149
Mustard, Jody 124, 158
Myer, Mrs. LaVeda 152
Myers, Beryl 203
Myers, Bob 162, 231
Myers, Gaylord 143, 179, 231
Myers, WcMtlell : 144
N
Nakarai, Fred 133, 1.37, 215
Nay, Marilyn 185
Neal, Gloria 136
Neff, Robert 205
Nelson, Betty 141
Nelson, Jeanne 183
Neuen, Jeannine ...106, 107, 149
Neuenschwander, David 181
Neuenschwander, Ted 180
Newberry, Ben...48, 52, 117, 128,
144
Newcomb, Jesse 175
Newell, Cindy 184
Newlin, Gordon 164
Newlon, Carol 114, 117, 140,
184
Newton, Sally 158
Nicewander, Miriam 203
Nichols. Archie 137, 210
Nichols, Betty 185
Nichols, Jerry 164
Nichols, Jo Ann 152
Nielsen, Ardis 129, 132, 138,
158, 231
Niermann, Linda 124
Niezgodzki, Gerald 155
Niksch, Larry 112, 170
Nodistine, Ann 184
Nowicki, Tony 155, 179
Nunemaker, LaiTy 94, 231
Nygaard, Josep 209
Owens, 'loin
O/ols, Dagiiip
165
lOfJ
(^lilitm, Man'Kii
iiiriii, Kathy
f^iiiirir.-y, fan!
115, 156
IHi
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Oakshott, Carolyn 124, 232
177
Oberhehnan, John . .170 217, 232
Oberhn, William .. 142, 144. 155
Oberting, Da\ e ...65, 94 133, 164
O'Brien, Barr\' 142, 166
O'Connell, Pat 137
O'Conner, Dean 170
O'Donnell, Pa tuck 144
Oklitz, Linda 184
Oldfield, Claude .. .135
01i\'er, Al 165
O'Neil, Linda 185
Orr, David 205
Orr, Don 97
Orton, Noia 133, 177
Osborne, Ste\ e 155
Osmon, Tom .163
0"Sulli\an, Paul ..175
Otto, Marih'n .124 1.5S 232
Padbelski, iJavid
I'addoek, I larriet
Palys, Carol
Pautzer, Kurt
I8<)
210
184
193
Parent, Dave 165
Park, Connie 1.36
Parke, Russell 1.35, 211
Parker, Dave 175
Parna, Silva _~ 142
Parr, Robert 203
Parrish, Montie 137
Parrott, Nick 171
Pattern, Stan 13.3, 137, 145
Patterson, David 144
Paul, Terry 16.5, 181
Pear.sou, Nathan 207
Peary, Mike 155
Peck, Stephen 144, 171
Pedersen, Donna 151
Peeling, James .205
Pelz, Karen 114, 127, 182, 184
Pelz ,VVilliam 212
Penny, Judie 158
Perdue, Al 154
Perrine, Lance 144
Perry, Steve 164
Petersen, James 137
Peterson, jMrs. Helen 154
Peterson, Jim 136, 150
Glen, Petty 93, 1-33, 174
Plielps, Roger 164
Phillippe, Janes 212
Phillips, Edwin 214
Phillips, Gene 180
Phillips, Janice 139, 185
Pihlak, Anne ...114, 129, 140, 158
Piniak, Brad 155
Pinkstaff. Marcia 157
Pinkus, Craig 145
Poe, Rita Ill7. 138. 140. 176,
2.32
Pogut |on 144
Pollock Jack 173
PoKak. Charles 175
Pond, Fein 192
Poole, loan 169
Poor, CJcoigi 170
Pope, Gordon 76. 77, 96, 174.
217. 232
Popek, ]o 157
Porter, Barbna 139 142
Porter, Dot 177
Porter, Sara 141 205
Powell ]uA\ 177
Power.s, Man 133, 183 232
Profeta Moms 137
Prophet, Mert 65. 77, 93
Piiiitt, Rosemarie 183
Puett, Susie 140, 157
Purdv, Diane 142. 150
R
Rulcliffi-, Triiia 11-5, 129, iVi.
148, M2
KaiiiM-), jostrpti
...„ 144
Karid'iil, Duaru: \\!i, 117, 17»
Kaiidi.l, Billy ,. 143
HasiniisMm, j«>an „106, 107, Mitt,
\m
R.i(li(f, Jiiditli Ann 184
Katliff, Vcm 65, 112, \Vi, Iftl
Hayle, McTrick 14«, 142. 1.55
Raymond, Jolin 97, 1-1.3, 164
<?
Quick, L;un 144
Quigg, Ron 171
Quigle\
. Jerr\- 6.5
Rea, Gwen 139
Rea, Pliiliip 181
Reagan, Patricia 1-33 176. 2.32
Hector, Shanm
-140, 141. 182
Reed, Jill .183
Rec^s, John .193
Reese, Marlene Ifltt
Recie, Doug
-135. 170
Reeves, Gerald
.144
Regnier, Pat „.. 149
Reisinger, Frances
Renfrew, Esther
_
-141 9(n
'>nn
Renie, Tim 93 -'17
Renie, Tom 13.3, 181, 217
Renihan, Larr\ .
-141
Rennard, Charlene__ 124. 140.
148, 232
Ress, Blake 180
Re\nolds, Bonnie
. -104. 139
Rhodes, Charles _ .1.35
Rice, Barbara 104, 106, 107.
139, 184
Rice, George
-'OB
Richards, Warren_
_129
.
135 181
Richardson, Donn
__98
. 99. 113.
143 144. 170
Richter, Mar\- \\e\ 127. 158
Riggins, \\'ras .. . 133.
18.3.
135.
173
Riggle. Chris „. „ o^n
Ringham. Gar\ .. 116. 170.
2.32
Riping, Judv 114, 129, 14S
Ritter. Sue -176
Roberts, .\lbert __ •739
Roberts. Da\id .197, '10
Roberts, Kenneth .212
Roberts. Lucia -186
Roberts. Sallv •%3=> I.tS
Rodabaugh. Larrv 1,55
Rodick, Maureen _ .133
Roehrick. Rav .162
Rogers, Cassie _132. 1&4
_124, 709
Rose. Charles -180
Ross. Alice _ . 183
Ross, Bett\ . .184
Ross. Carol\-n _158
Ross. President M.O. _ 190. 191,
192, 19:3
Uo.ss. Mrs. Manrict.- O. -190 191
Rodiijeb. Patricia -124
Rowe. Edwixrd — -211
Rubins. Da\id 216
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Ruggicri, Pamela 129, 185
Rumfelt, Dennis 142, 178
Russel, Dick 135
Russell, Rick ., no
Russell, Tim 73, 116, 165
Rutliertord, Barbara 104
R\aii. Karen 56, 150
R\aii. Tliomas 214
s
Saalmilkr, Sandy 156
Sacks, Lcnnv I'O
Sadowskv, Maggie 132, 169
Saegcr, Bill 1 137, 144
Sager, Marilyn...54, 130, 138, 150
Sandberg, Kav :' 153
Sandlin, Bob' 116. 163
Satterfield, Ron 116, 117, 137,
144, 172
Saul, Margaret 213
Saulgozis, Li\ia 126, 128, 232
Savage, Bob 135, 179
Sebecrer. Julie 54, 125, 158,
217, 232
Schcudcl, Tliomas 161
Scbick, Emma Lou 124
Schillen, Nicbolas 144, 215
Scbooley, Charles 65
Schroeder, Rich 164
Scbuck, Marv Kay HI
Schulenberg,' Jerry 181, 232
Sehuler. Thehiia 203
Schultz, Ronald 144
Schumacher, Stan 116, 172
Schumacher, Susan...l04, 142, 158
Schuman, Palmer 141
Schuster, Sue EUen 168
Schwartz, Michael 133
Schwomever, Herbert 131, 195
Schofield,' Lynn 170
Scott, Bill 1"!
Scott, Nelson 141
Scott, Susan 185
Scott, William 144
Seal, Mickey 62, 65, 133, 166
Sears, Sue .'. 132, 169
Seaths, Delores 136
Sechrist, Betty 157
Seddelmever, Nancv 152
Seibert, Barb ' 129, 140
Scider, Ronald 143
Scithcr, Robot 180
Scndre, Ron 174
Seybert. Shirle\ 169
Sevmour. Keith 207
Shadel, Da\e 163
Shanklin, Ilenr\ 206
Shambarger, \Iiriani 150
Sbarkev,' Keith 123, 179
Shear, Carole 150,232
Shearer, Deny - 127, 166
Shechan, John 144
Shelton, Alice Ann...l24, 130. 159
Shencman, Dean 116
Shera. Karen 124, 148, 232
Sheridan, Hans 121, 133, 164,
217
Sliernian. Frank 144
Sherron, Tom 144
Shoemaktr. Helen 185
Shook, Barbara 130. 132. 141.
152
Shook. Larr\ .63. 76, 77. 93. 133,
144, 215, 217, 232
Slicis Wilhun 210
Shnlt/ |nr\ 63, 65, 133
Sidcrs L.i\d<.n 175
Seilxit, Baib 141, 158
Siegtl, MariKn 186
Siegel, Teresa 177
Si(g\\ ut John 206
SieFaff, Ellen 110, 158
Silver, David 205
Simmons, Dick 135
Simmons, James 144, 167
Simpson, Jack 17^
Simpson, Jane 183, 232
Simpson, Susan 152
Sims, Kathleen 186
Simiin, Cindy 157
Sirmin, Maria 124, 130, 156
Sittcm, John 142
Skaare, Jan 176
Skaggs, Robert 132, 161
Skinner, Richard 137
Skocher, Jud\ Ann 184
Skomp, Fred' 165
Slaby. Trud\ 98 99 130, 132,
153
Sl\b\, Sarah 124, 151
Smail, Sara 184
Smith, Bill 180
Smith, Carolyn 124, 129, 132
Smith, Gary 162
Smith, Jackie 186
Smith. John 163
Smith, Lester 161
Smith, Sarah Jane 184
Snoddy, Bob 73, 94, 113, 133
Sobieski, William 155
Soendhn, Richard 178, 179
Solbeck, Joan 133, 184, 232
Solzan, Phillip 133, 144
Sotzing, Sandy 1""
Soveie, Ma.\ine 136
Spacke, Stephen 160
Speicher, Phillip 116, 126, 160
Spencer, David 181
Spicer, Jim 175
Spiher, Charles 181
Spolyar, Bill 143, 171
Spradlin, Norman 144, 179
Springer, Cynthia 182. 185
Stafford, St'epben 215
Staggs, Robert 161
Stagger, Deborah 145, 183
Stalev, Ginny 132. 151
Stanfiekl, Beatrice 128
Staicevich, Bud 171
Stark. Lloyd 206
Steffev, Chip 171
Stein,' Billie 138, 139, 157
Steinberger, Mary 114, 150
Stephens, Mary Anna 149
Ste\ens, Nancy 183
Stevens, Robert 135, 179
Stewart, Allegra 205
Stewart, Ann 110, 168
Stewart, Marvin 144
Stewart, Paul 131. 205
Stewart. Pete 65, 127. 172
Stohler, Dick
Stone, Jo
Stone, Norvin
Stowcr, Jack
Strafford, Bill
Straka, Joe
Strandjord, Jon
Strelnieks, Vilnis
Stronse, Rosemar)
Stuckman Judy
Summers, Ste\c
Suther, Robeit
Sutton, Butch
Swallow, Pat
Swallow, Sue
Swartz, Albert
Swartz, Howard
Sweeny, Jan
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A student, in order to get the most from college life,
must look around him. We ha\e looked aroimd us and
we ha\e seen Butler, a thri\ing, mo\ ing institution. Tlie
campus was always fully in \'iew. Tlie campus itself
became a changing scene. We watched the crane, symbol
of construction, looming o^er the library. We looked at
the acti\'ities at Butler and pondered oyer the sports
e\ents, queen contests, and organizational functions.
So many diings were happening at Butler this year—
the campus was getting a face-lifting, our President of
tvyenty years was preparing to retire, the Bulldog Basket-
ball Team recei\ed a bid to the NCAA for the first time
in the history of Butler Uni\ersity.
Tlie most obvious way to restore the sights, we
thought, was through better picture co\ erage. Our efforts
were directed toward making the Drift a treasured mem-
ory book. We hope that with only a glance at the pictures
you might sense the sentiments we had in mind.
Publishing this years Drift was a great experience.
With an ambition to successfidh' present our interpreta-
tion of an outstanding ^'ear"s acti\ities at Butler our work
became the most important thing we could do. We post-
poned parties, cut classes, and missed out on C-Club
time with a definite goal in mind.
With only two pairs of eyes \ye could not ha\e seen
all the people and places at Butler. We want to thank
the editors on our staff who helped us to look and inter-
pret our \ isual images.
Our co\ er is one of oiu' strongest selling points. We
feel it has a defim'te freshness and eye-appeal, improx ing
upon the cover selections of past Drift staffs. The rug-
gedness of nature is one of its implications.
Of course our greatest pride lies in the color presenta-
tion of the University in the opening. The photograph
was taken in earh' No\ember to capture the richest color-
ing during the year. Much planning and calculation went
toward the finished product appearing on pages two and
three. The most properly sensitive film was selected.
Arrangements were made to engage a pilot with experi-
ence in chaufFering aerial photographers. Tlie proper
weather and time of day were judged. The angle and
range of the picture desired were decided upon. Tlie
cameraman was our staff photographer, Robert Edesess.
He \\'as flown by a pilot from the Sky Harbor Aiiport at
an altitude of one thousand feet above the campus.
Tlie four-color processing used to produce the picture
was an operation too costly to gamble with failure. It is
presented in an attempt to handle color as ne\'er before
used b\' the Drift and to encourage future staffs to take
fmtlier steps in color photography. We believe that our
use of color fits in \en' well with the theme. We extend
oiu' appreciation to the Ropkey Engra\ing Compan\' for
their technical assistance and sincere co-operation.
We began the year with thoughts that this was the
ob\ious year for a theme of "Looking Around Us." With
this theme the field of presentation was unlimited. Wc
l)egan to express oursehes pictoriallv. Now with our
thoughts drawing to a close for the year, it is our belief
that ten years hence we would have considered the same
general theme in following the year's events at Butler.
The Editors
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